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 1 
1 Introduction 
1.1 Scope of the work 
 
In order to assess the relevance of colloidal influences on radionuclide transport for the long-
term safety of a radioactive waste repository, the KOLLORADO-2 project integrates the re-
sults of in-vitro (geochemical), in-situ and in-silico (hydrogeological) studies. From the com-
monly considered set of necessary conditions (colloid presence/generation, their mobility and 
stability as well as the uptake of radionuclides and the irreversibility of this sorption process) 
required for a non-negligible impact of colloids on the pollutant propagation [1] the project 
focuses on the questions of  
- colloid generation from compacted bentonite under low saline groundwater conditions 
(reference repository evolution in [2, 3]),  
- nanoparticle mobility and  
- radionuclide uptake/sorption mechanisms and the appropriate implementation of rel-
evant data into a transport code.  
Our results provide feedback for the design of future experiments. In particular the Grimsel 
Test Site Phase VI Project CFM (Colloid Formation and Migration) aims towards lower flow 
rates similar to repository post-closure conditions in order to capture the slow desorption dy-
namics of tri- and tetravalent actinides from bentonite colloids and to better simulate reposito-
ry relevant conditions of low ionic strength groundwater contact to the geo-engineered barrier 
(http://www.Grimsel.com/gts-phase-vi/cfm-section/cfm-introduction). The concomitant extended 
durations and the higher overhead in general necessitate a careful choice of parameters. 
Reactive transport modeling allows assessing the impact of various scenarios which are diffi-
cult or too expensive to realize under in-situ conditions. Finally yet importantly our results 
may serve as a basis for an appraisal of the implications of colloid presence in the vicinity of 
radioactive waste repositories in different deep geological host-rock formations. To evaluate 
the variance of groundwaters found in geological host rock formations on the significance of 
colloid/nanoparticle mobility studies conducted on granite from Äspö (Sweden) are also doc-
umented. The research leading to these results has received funding from the European Un-
ion's European Atomic Energy Community's (EURATOM) Seventh Framework Programme 
FP7/2007-2011 under grant agreement n° 269658 (CROCK project) and SKB, the Swedish 
Nuclear Fuel and Waste Management Company.  
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1.2 State of the art 
Generation of energy by nuclear fission leads to the production of spent fuel elements which 
contain uranium, plutonium, fission products and the so-called “minor actinides” such as nep-
tunium, americium and curium. The safe disposal of this highly toxic and radioactive waste 
demands its isolation from the biosphere for several hundred thousand years. Thus, the im-
mobilization of long-lived radionuclides (actinides, activation and fission products) over a 
geological timescale is the primary aim of nuclear waste disposal. Storage in deep geological 
formations using a multi-barrier system is currently considered as the most feasible reposito-
ry concept for high-level radioactive waste in the majority of nations worldwide [4, 5]. The 
multi-barrier system is composed of the following: 
- the waste matrix itself consisting of the spent fuel and its container (technical barrier) 
- the geotechnical barrier consisting of the backfill material; this report focuses solely 
on compacted bentonite, and  
- the geological barrier (e.g., salt, granite, clay; this report focuses on crystalline host 
rocks). 
For each of these barriers those processes have to be examined and described which poten-
tially lead to the mobilization or immobilization of radionuclides. Beside transport a variety of 
geochemical processes can take place in the individual barriers (e.g., redox reactions, hy-
drolysis, sorption/desorption, dissolution/precipitation, colloid formation) and each has to be 
evaluated. The aim is to determine rates for the immobilization and/or mobilization of the ra-
dionuclides during transport through the individual barriers and from this it is possible to de-
rive source terms for radionuclide release out of the barriers considering various scenarios. 
The combined source terms allow quantification of the potential release of long-lived radio-
nuclides into the biosphere and hence provide a basis for a geochemically well-founded long-
term safety analysis.  
The engineered barrier system (EBS) of a deep geological repository for high-level nuclear 
waste foresees in most concepts [6, 7] the use of bentonite as buffer and backfill material. 
Bentonite clay has been found to be an appropriate material for the geotechnical barrier of 
the multi-barrier system due to its swelling properties [8, 9] inhibiting groundwater access to 
the waste canister and retarding radionuclide transport in form of dissolved and colloidal 
phases (safety functions “sorb radionuclides” and “filter colloids”, as defined by SKB [10]) 
away from the repository near field [11]. However, depending on the physico-chemical condi-
tions (e.g., gas and water pressure, groundwater flow velocity) the bentonite barrier may also 
be eroded by colloid formation [4, 5, 12-18]. Bentonite colloid erosion has been reported to 
take place at the interface between the compacted bentonite buffer and granite [19, 20]. 
These results as well as laboratory bentonite erosion experiments [21] show a dependency 
of the colloid source term on ionic strength, pH, bentonite compaction and flow velocity. Un-
der certain conditions, as e.g. imperfect backfilling and defects in plugs or fracturing radionu-
clide transport through the bentonite barrier may be rather quick. Speciation of radionuclides 
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in the groundwater/pore water mixing zone might control in such worst case scenarios the 
radionuclide mobility in the far-field [22]. The lately heavily discussed scenario of glacial wa-
ter intrusion [11] estimates a high erosion of bentonite buffer due to the contact with glacial 
water of high pH and low salinity favoring the release of bentonite colloids/particles. In the 
framework of the Grimsel Test Site (GTS) Phase VI the international Colloid Formation and 
Migration (CFM) project with partners from Japan (JAEA, AIST and CRIEPI), Switzerland 
(NAGRA), Sweden (SKB), Finland (POSIVA), South Korea (KAERI), United States of Ameri-
ca (US DOE) and Germany (BMWi, KIT-INE) investigate processes related to this bentonite 
erosion and the possible formation of colloids. The migration of bentonite colloids and asso-
ciated radionuclides in the shearzone under investigation in CFM has been demonstrated in 
earlier studies [23-25].  
Beside the formation/erosion of colloidal material of smectite origin also the neo-formation of 
colloids due to the geochemical gradients and oversaturation of mixing waters has to be con-
sidered. Colloid formation in chemically disturbed environments has been documented in a 
couple of cases. Acid mine drainage waters show the formation of colloids and the mobility of 
heavy metals is strongly associated with this colloidal phases [26, 27]. Studies with simulated 
tank waste solution (TWS) from the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Hanford Site (Wash-
ington State) showed that the maximum formation of mobile colloids occurred at the plume 
fronts with calcium carbonate as one of the dominant phases of the plume front colloids [28]. 
The authors identified the cation exchange process during infiltration of the high-Na+ TWS 
solution, with complete replacement of exchangeable Ca2+/Mg2+ from the sediment caused 
accumulation of these divalent cations at the moving plume front. Precipitation of supersatu-
rated Ca2+/Mg2+- bearing minerals caused dramatic pH reduction at the plume front which 
triggered, in turn, precipitation of other minerals. Concerning the formation of aluminosilicate 
colloids laboratory studies have already demonstrated that these newly formed phases can 
have a significantly influence on the speciation of trivalent actinides [29].  
Colloids are known to be ubiquitous in natural groundwaters and have been frequently dis-
cussed as potential carriers for radionuclides. Colloids show, in comparison with ionic spe-
cies, a different migration behaviour: due to their comparatively larger size, charge and low 
diffusion coefficient the probability to penetrate into matrix pores of the host rock is lower and 
therefore they may be transported unretarded or in the fastest streamlines of the laminar flow 
field being faster than the average groundwater velocity monitored by dissolved conservative 
tracers. Thus, colloid bound contaminants such as radionuclides may interact to a lesser de-
gree with the surface of the host rock minerals and can be transported over considerable 
distances. Transport of man-made nanoparticles as well as natural occurring radionuclides 
by colloids has been reported e.g. for the Nevada Test Site, USA [30, 31] and the Whiteshell 
Research Area, Canada [32].  
However, colloids can also be retained by interaction with mineral surfaces or by agglomera-
tion, sedimentation and filtration. All processes strongly depend on geochemical parameters, 
e.g., pH, ionic strength or colloid concentration. Therefore, the colloid stability is a key pa-
rameter for colloid facilitated transport. Dynamic light scattering (photon correlation spectros-
copy; PCS) is frequently used to determine the coagulation rate and critical coagulation con-
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centration (CCC) of various clay colloid suspensions [33-35]. Montmorillonite platelets are 
the major colloidal particles found to be mobilized from Febex bentonite. Due to their perma-
nent negative face charge originating from isomorphous substitution and their pH dependent 
edge charge caused by broken tetrahedral and octrahedral sheets exposing silanol and alu-
minol groups [36, 37] three different modes of interactions can be distinguished: edge-face 
(EF), edge-edge (EE) and face-face (FF). In order to be able to predict montmorillonite col-
loid stability based on extended DLVO-theory [38, 39] the overall surface potential has to be 
separated into potentials and interaction modes associated with the edge and face geometry 
of the montmorillonite platelets and summing up hydration forces, born repulsion, electric 
double layer repulsion and London - van der Waals attraction. One suitable approach is the 
geometrical assumption made by Mahmood et al. [40] to calculate the total interaction energy 
by using a half-cylinder with the radius equal to half the thickness of the montmorillonite 
platelet. 
In the Colloid and Radionuclide Retardation (CRR) experiment carried out at the Grimsel 
Test Site (GTS) the in situ migration behaviour of selected radionuclides and chemical radio-
nuclide homologues in the presence and absence of bentonite colloids in a water-conducting 
shear zone was studied [23, 24]. Under fast flow conditions (~36 m/d) recovery of injected 
bentonite colloids was in the range of 50-100 %. Related laboratory experiments in granodio-
rite bore cores from the same site using carboxylated polystyrene (latex) colloids showed 
colloid recoveries ranging from 10 to nearly 50 % [41] under longer fracture residence times. 
Similarly low colloid recoveries with increasing residence time were found by other investiga-
tors [42]. The authors conclude that even under geochemical conditions where colloids are 
highly stabilized (low salinity, high pH) adsorption/filtration onto mineral surfaces may occur.  
The extent of colloid adsorption on natural mineral surfaces may be influenced by, e.g., the 
chemical heterogeneity of the mineral surfaces, surface roughness, surface coatings, dis-
crete surface charges (mineral edges and planes), mineral dissolution, the presence of dis-
solved ions or by matrix diffusion [43-48]. Degueldre et al. [49] carried out sorption experi-
ments at pH 8 (I = 10-2 M NaClO4) with clay colloids and several single minerals (muscovite, 
biotite, quartz, feldspar) comprising the Grimsel granodiorite and observed considerable col-
loid adsorption. Alonso et al. [50] studied the interactions between gold colloids and a granite 
surface by µ-Particle Induced X-Ray Emission (µPIXE) to determine the amount of adsorbed 
colloids on different minerals under varying chemical conditions. These authors concluded 
that adsorption of colloids on rock surfaces is generally determined by electrostatic interac-
tions. However, colloid adsorption was also detected under unfavorable (repulsive) colloid-
fracture surface attachment conditions (e.g., alkaline pH). It was suggested that chemical 
effects may enhance colloid/rock interaction when favorable (attractive) electrostatic interac-
tion does not exist. Furthermore, theoretical studies have been performed to calculate sur-
face charge heterogeneity effects (e.g., [51]). These effects have also been experimentally 
evaluated, e.g. for Cu ion adsorption onto silica [52]. 
The issues mentioned above have been investigated in detail within the KOLLORADO-1 re-
port [53] which gives a good overview of the state-of-the-art as basis of the KOLLORADO-2 
project for the partners KIT-INE and GRS. 
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1.3 Aims and Approach 
 
Laboratory program. The laboratory program conducted within the project KOLLORADO-2 
aimed on deriving data on (a) potential sources of colloid formation, (b) colloid- radionuclide 
interaction, (c) colloid attachment/retention mechanism and (d) the analysis of field migration 
experiments conducted at the GTS. This will be elaborated in detail below: 
To a): Concerning the formation of colloids at the interface between the bentonite buff-
er/backfill and the host rock formation two aspects are investigated in detail within the KOL-
LORADO-2 project: 
- Colloid formation through colloidal release from the compacted bentonite as a func-
tion of contact water geochemistry, confining plate pore size, aperture distance and 
fluid velocity. The results are discussed in the light of the contact water composition 
changes and compared to the bentonite critical coagulation concentration (CCC) de-
termined previously in batch-type coagulation studies (see chapter  2.1.3). 
- Feasibility of the long-term in situ test (emplacement of a packer system with com-
pacted bentonite rings in the MI shear zone at the GTS) concerning the radionuclide 
labeling and addition of structural substituted montmorillonite. 
To b): Data sets of radionuclide desorption from montmorillonite colloids performed within the 
CRR project focused on short time scales capturing the fracture residence times of the in situ 
experiments. To gain knowledge about the long-term radionuclide-colloid-rock interaction the 
experimental program within KOLLORADO-2 focused on considerable longer time-scales 
(weeks to years) with two different approaches: 
- Batch-type studies in the ternary system bentonite colloids – fracture filling material 
(FFM) and radionuclides (Am(III), Pu(IV), Th(IV), Np(V), U(VI) and Tc(VII)). Within this 
experimental program, synthetic Zn/Ni substituted montmorillonite was used. The re-
sults obtained are compared to Febex bentonite derived natural montmorillonite col-
loids. 
- A similar batch-type approach using natural humic substances as a concurrence lig-
and to monitor desorption kinetics was used. Here, desorption was followed by 
asymmetrical flow-field-flow fractionation (AsFlFFF) coupled to ICP-MS.   
- Indirect evidence of bentonite colloid metal sorption reversibility is also obtained from 
a number of field migration experiments under variation of flow velocity/residence 
time and desorption rates are determined and compared to the laboratory data. 
To c): From the present status of knowledge, binding mechanisms of negatively charged col-
loids on negatively charged fracture mineral surfaces are not sufficiently understood. Under 
unfavorable (repulsive) electrostatic conditions it is not clear which interaction mechanisms 
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lead to colloid attachment. The work conducted within KOLLORADO-2 intended to answer 
this open question based on the following approach:  
- Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) colloid probe measurements under variable geo-
chemical conditions and surface roughness to measure interaction forces between 
model colloid (carboxylated microspheres) and collector surfaces.  
- Collector surfaces were varied starting with Si-waver material of defined surface 
roughness to single minerals usually found in crystalline rocks (mica, quartz, feldspar) 
to real mineral aggregates found on granite rock surfaces.   
- Effect of field of view length (L) investigated using AFM resolution compared to verti-
cal scanning interferometry (VSI) on the representative roughness parameters and at-
tachment probability. 
- Comparison of experimental results with theoretically calculated force curves based 
on DLVO theory in order to develop an approach to predict colloid-surface interaction. 
- Upscaling of colloid-fracture surface interaction via macroscopic data derived from in 
situ migration experiments under variation of residence time in a natural water con-
ducting fracture. 
To d): The analysis of samples by HR-ICP-MS, LIBD/ s-curve LIBD, LSC and γ-spectrometry 
of the migration experiments performed at GTS in the framework of the CFM project was 
almost exclusively performed by KIT-INE. This included analysis of several homologues (Tb, 
Eu, Hf, Th) or radionuclides (Cs, Na, Ba, Am, Th, Pu, Np) and bentonite colloids. In addition, 
for the radionuclide migration test (CFM Run 12-02) the mobile LIBD system was transferred 
to the GTS for on-site colloid detection. 
Modeling. One goal is to shed light on the multitude of different interaction forms and paths 
between radionuclides, colloids and the sediment matrix. Special interest was on the conse-
quences of kinetically controlled adsorption and desorption processes and the influence of 
fracture geometry. A twofold approach was used:  
(a) implementing a fracture geometry as realistic as possible by using µCT data into a 3D 
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model investigating the effect on col-
loid/conservative tracer retention and  
(b) macroscopic 1D/2D models using simplified geometry implementing sorp-
tion/desorption kinetics of colloids/radionuclides. 
The RN colloid sorption/desorption and filtration parameters derived in the laboratory pro-
gram by KIT-INE provide necessary input for transport calculations. Having calibrated the 
hydrogeological parameters with tracer data, the thus configured problem is then employed 
to make predictions for the migration of radionuclides and colloids, which are in turn com-
pared to respective experiments in order to validate the models. During this project phase, a 
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number of field dipole experiments under differing flow conditions with homologues and col-
loids have been performed within the CFM project, providing the opportunity to particularly 
investigate the dependence of kinetically-controlled processes from the transport time. On 
that basis predicting calculations for first field experiments with radionuclides were carried 
out. 
For the computer simulations a 2D as well as a 1D-transport code was used. This enables us 
to investigate the influence of dimensionality and complex flow fields on the form of the break 
through curve. In particular, we intend to separate these effects from matrix diffusion. To the 
end colloidal transport and sorption effects were integrated into the 2D version of the pro-
gram r3t. While the simulation of the CFM experiment in two dimensions leads to realistic run 
times, the computing demands of repository scale calculations force us to fall back on our 1D 
code TRAPIC [54, 55], which is currently further developed in order to consider colloid facili-
tated radionuclide transport in fractured media by a double porosity approach. 
During the first phase of the CFM project, a series of tracer tests have been performed to 
evaluate suitable flow fields for the long-term in situ test within the fractured shear zone. The 
modeling work investigates also the long-term flow and the transport of tracers in the frac-
tured shear zone at two different locations where in-situ colloid and radionuclides migration 
experiments are planned to take place. The calculations were carried out using the finite el-
ement code ADINA-F [56]. The main objectives of the numerical analyses are: 
- Estimation of the flow and transport parameters from GTS hydraulic tests.  
- Numerical simulations of conservative (Uranine/Amino-G) tracer tests to support the 
in situ measurements [1]. 
- The influence observation borehole extraction volume on the hydraulic conditions in 
the near-field of the compacted bentonite source. 
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2 Experimental Program  
2.1 Laboratory program  
2.1.1 The use of synthetic Zn-/Ni-labeled montmorillonite colloids as a natural 
bentonite marker 
Abstract. Sorption reversibility kinetics for selected radionuclides (99Tc(VII), 232Th(IV), 
233U(VI), 237Np(V), 242Pu(IV) and 243Am(III)) using synthetic montmorillonite colloids containing 
structurally bound Zn or Ni in the octahedral sheet in the presence of granodiorite fracture 
filling material from Grimsel (Switzerland) were examined in batch studies. The aim of the 
study is to compare the radionuclide sorption reversibility kinetics results obtained with the 
synthetic Zn-/Ni-montmorillonite to identical results already available using natural FEBEX 
bentonite derived colloids. The size distribution of the colloids mobilized from both synthetic 
montmorillonites is relatively comparable to the one obtained from the natural FEBEX ben-
tonite. No colloidal attachment occurs over 10,000 h (~13 months) for both types of montmo-
rillonite colloids on the fracture filling material. The tri- and tetravalent radionuclides 
(232Th(IV), 242Pu(IV) and 243Am(III) are strongly colloidal associated initially in contrary to 
99Tc(VII), 233U(VI) and 237Np(V) which show no interaction with the bentonite colloids. In line 
with Eh-pH conditions prevailing in the experiments and thermodynamic considerations, the 
decrease in concentration of redox sensitive elements of 99Tc(VII), 233U(VI) and 237Np(V) may 
be explained by a reduction into the lower oxidation state causing precipitation, sorption to 
the fracture filling material, possible formation of eigencolloids and/or even sorption to the 
bentonite colloids. Results for trivalent (243Am(III)) and tetravalent radionuclides (232Th(IV) 
and 242Pu(IV)) obtained after ultracentrifugation show clearly lower concentrations. This 
demonstrates a radionuclide colloid association in good agreement with results obtained on 
natural FEBEX clay colloids (Huber et al., 2011). A slow radionuclide sorption reversibility is 
observed over 10,000 h for 232Th(IV), 242Pu(IV) and 243Am(III) in qualitative agreement to the 
work on natural FEBEX colloids. This slower reversibility kinetics may be explained by the 
difference of the specific surface area with ~67 m2/g for Ni-or Zn-montmorillonite colloids and 
~33 m2/g for natural FEBEX colloids, respectively. Based on the conceptual model that the 
driving force for the kinetically controlled radionuclide colloid desorption process and subse-
quent sorption to the FFM is the excess in surface area offered by the FFM, the observed 
desorption kinetics may likely be related to the different colloid/FFM surface area ratio.  
 
Materials & Methods 
Zn/Ni-montmorillonite synthesis and characterization. The Zn- and Ni-montmorillonite pow-
ders were synthesized using the procedure published by [57, 58]. The synthesis protocol is 
only briefly described here and the reader is referred to the original papers. Montmorillonite 
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containing Al and exclusively Zn/Ni as divalent elements in the octahedral sheet were syn-
thesized in acidic and fluoride medium under mid-hydrothermal conditions (493 K, autogene-
ous pressure). A thorough characterization is provided by [57, 58] to which the reader is 
again referred for further information.  
Zn/Ni-montmorillonite colloids characterization. In total, four Zn- and Ni-montmorillonite col-
loid suspensions were prepared in natural Grimsel groundwater (GGW), by repeating four 
time cycles of suspending, centrifugation for 30 min at 4000 rpm and re-suspending the sep-
arated solid in GGW. In case of the first Zn suspension, 250 mg Zn-montmorillonite powder 
has been equilibrated 10 days in 50 mL of GGW prior to the first step of centrifugation in or-
der to achieve a high degree of delamination. The 3 others suspensions were equilibrated 3 
days prior to centrifugation. In case of the Ni suspension, 1 g in 500 ml GGW has been equil-
ibrated for 3 days. The final supernatants, containing either Zn- or Ni-Montmorillonite col-
loids, were taken as a colloid stock dispersions/solutions and stored in a refrigerator until 
both material analysis and experiments were performed. 
Inductively coupled mass spectrometry (ICP-MS). The element concentration in the Zn- and 
Ni-Montmorillonite suspensions were determined by ICP-MS (Perkin Elmer ELAN 6000) after 
dilution by a factor of 50 in GGW. These samples are acidified with HNO3 to pH 2 and imme-
diately shaken before injection. An aliquot of each final suspension was ultracentrifuged at 
90,000 rpm for 60 min in order to remove colloids subsequently analyzed for selected ele-
ments (Table 1). 
Photon correlation spectroscopy (PCS). The electrophoretic mobility μ of the Zn- and Ni-
montmorillonite colloids has been measured with the ZetaPlus system (Brookhaven Inc.) 
using the PALS Zeta Potential Analyzer Software (Version 3.13) setting the data acquisition 
criterion to a target residual of 0.02. The ζ-potentials measured in this study are calculated 
from electrophoretic mobility measurements using Smoluchowski’s equation (Equation 1): 
 
𝜁 =  𝜇 ∙ 𝜂
𝜀𝑟 ∙ 𝜀0
  (Equation 1) 
 
where εr is the relative perm ittivity of water [-], ε0 the dielectric permittivity of vacuum [-] and η 
is the viscosity [Pa×s]. A complete description of this technique is provided by [59]. The co-
agulation rate of the Zn-/Ni-montmorillonite colloids is determined by photon correlation spec-
troscopy (PCS) using a ZetaPlus system (Brookhaven Inc.) [35]. The scattering light is 
measured perpendicular to the incident laser beam and the data evaluation is made by the 
instrument built-in software (Version 2.27). The hydrodynamic diameter (dh) is calculated 
from the measured diffusion coefficient (D) by the Stokes-Einstein equation ((Equation 2) 
assuming spherical colloid geometry:  
𝑟ℎ =  𝑘𝐵 ∙ 𝑇6 ∙ 𝜋 ∙ 𝜂 ∙ 𝐷  (Equation 2) 
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where kB is the Boltzmann constant [J∙K-1], T the absolute temperature [K] and η is the vis-
cosity of the fluid [Pa∙s]. The stability ratio is calculated based on the expression given by 
(Equation 3) [35]:  
𝑊 =  [(𝑑𝑟ℎ/𝑑𝑡)𝑡→0/𝐶](𝑓)[(𝑑𝑟ℎ/𝑑𝑡)𝑡→0/𝐶]   (Equation 3) 
 
where W is the stability ratio [-], C the colloid concentration [mol/L] and the superscript (f) 
refers to measurements in the regime of fast solely diffusion controlled coagulation [33-35]. 
The region where fast diffusion controlled aggregation sets on is often called critical coagula-
tion concentration (CCC). The advantage to determine colloid stability by means of W is the 
independency of the observation time used throughout the experiments [60] and that it is 
therefore possible to directly compare with published literature data. Prior to each coagula-
tion experiment the colloid size of the suspension is checked directly in the cuvette. After-
wards, to start the coagulation process, the CaCl2 electrolyte solution is added in a quantity 
to get the desired concentration. A measurement period of 10 s is combined to one data 
point by the software program. The measurement is stopped when the particle size has 
reached approx. 1000 nm.  
Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM). Contact mode AFM imaging is performed using a Topomer 
TMX 2000 Explorer which is equipped with a cantilever oscillating hardware with possible 
oscillation frequencies ranging from 0 to 600 kHz. Probes with silicon tips (nominal radius of 
curvature, <10 nm; nominal spring constant, 48 N/m; nominal resonance frequency, 190 kHz) 
are mounted on a scanner with a maximum range of 2.2 µm in the x-y direction and 900 nm 
in the z direction. Imaging is performed on dried samples. The Zn-/Ni-montmorillonite colloids 
deposit was obtained by immersing a clean mica plate for 1 minute directly in the undiluted 
colloid suspensions. This method allows colloidal particle to adsorb from the solution to the 
mica surface and to avoid aggregates formation during drying in air [61]. 
Asymmetric Flow Field-Flow Fractionation (AsFlFFF) coupled to UV-Vis spectrophotometry 
and ICP-MS spectroscopy. The colloid stock suspensions were probed by Asymmetric Flow 
Field-Flow Fractionation (AsFlFFF) coupled to UV-Vis spectrophotometry and ICP-MS spec-
troscopy. The experimental equipment applied in this study has been detailed recently in [62-
64]. The AsFlFFF system (HRFFF 10.000 AF4) is provided by Postnova Analytics (Lands-
berg, Germany). The accumulation wall consisted of an ultra-filtration membrane made of 
regenerated cellulose (cutoff 5 kDa, Postnova Analytics). The trapezoidal PTFE spacer, 
which delimits the area where the fractionation takes place, is 0.5 mm thick. In this study, the 
carrier solution consists of ultra-pure water adjusted to pH 9.3 by addition of ultra-pure NaOH 
1 M (Merck). Colloid sizes are derived by calibration curves using a series of polystyrene 
sulfonate (PSS) reference standards (Polysciences, Eppelheim, Germany) with certified mo-
lecular weights (1.29, 4.4, 15.2, 29 and 81.8 kDa) and a series of carboxylated polystyrene 
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reference particles (Magsphere, USA) with certified sizes (24, 105, 207 and 510 nm). Mix-
tures were prepared just before injection into the carrier solution. Overloading effects which 
 
Figure  2.1: AFM pictures of the Zn- and Ni-montmorillonite colloids. a) and b) Zn-
montmorillonite c) and d) Ni-montmorillonite. 
have been frequently reported in the literature [65-67] have been checked by injecting 100 µL 
of a reference colloid mixture prepared at different concentrations. No shift of elution times 
was observed for PSS concentrations lower than 100 µg/L. Calibration methods for the quan-
titative evaluation of fractograms and their validation are described in detail in [68]. Briefly, 
measured intensities for the respective element of interest were normalized to the measured 
intensity of an internal standard 103Rh. 103Rh (50 µg/L) dissolved in 5% HNO3 (ultrapure) is 
admixed at constant flow to the channel effluent before entering the ICP-MS nebuliser. ICP-
MS intensities are converted to masses (ng) for each element of interest. The mass versus 
elution time fractogram is then integrated in order to derive the total peak areas, which can 
then be attributed directly to the amount of given element in the respective colloidal fraction. 
This approach has been primarily adopted to correct for flow rate fluctuations observed with 
our AsFlFFF notably at the beginning of each fractionation run. 
Laser-Induced Breakdown Detection (LIBD). The colloid concentration and number-weighted 
average colloid diameter is determined with a Laser-induced Breakdown Detection (LIBD) 
system [69, 70]. The sample solution is pumped through a quartz flow-through cell. A dielec-
tric breakdown is produced in the focus region of a pulsed laser beam (Nd: YAG-laser, fre-
quency: 15 Hz, wavelength: 532 nm). The laser pulse energy is varied. The laser pulse ener-
gy where the first breakdowns of the colloids can be detected is called breakdown threshold. 
The breakdown threshold is increasing with decreasing colloid size. The slope of the s-curve 
is increasing with increasing colloid concentration when the colloid size is kept constant. This 
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method is referred to as acoustic LIBD since the location of the breakdown event is done via 
acoustic location. The system is calibrated with polystyrene reference particles.  
Fracture Filling Material characterization. The fracture filling material (FFM) applied in this 
study was obtained from the Grimsel Test site (GTS), Switzerland. The main rock type in this 
area is the so-called Grimsel “granodiorite” although from a petrologic point of view it should 
be classified as a granite [71]. Due to deformation ductile shear zones and soft fault gouges 
formed which have been reactivated later by brittle deformation causing thick fault gouge in 
the cm scale consisting mainly of phengite (smectites) and interbedded rock fragments [72, 
73]. Prior to the experiments, the material was manually crushed, sieved and freeze dried 
under ambient conditions. A size fraction of 1-2 mm has been separated according to the 
experiments by [74] which has been characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM), 
energy dispersive x-ray microanalysis (EDX), specific surface area analysis (N2-BET) and x-
ray fluorescence analysis (XFR) (Table  2.1). It should be noted that although the material 
stems from the same location as the material used by [74] it represents a different batch.  
Radionuclide cocktail characterization. The radionuclide cocktail used in the batch experi-
ments was prepared after the same procedure as the cocktail used by [74]. Natural Grimsel 
groundwater (ph = 9.7, I = ~ 0.001 mM; see e.g. [74] for more details about the chemical 
composition of the natural Grimsel groundwater) which has been stored under anoxic condi-
tions was spiked with either synthetic Zn- or Ni-montmorillonite colloids with a concentration 
of ~ 25 mg/L, respectively and subsequently with selected radionuclides. The whole prepara-
tion of the cocktails has been done in a glove box under Ar atmosphere. In accordance to the 
previous FEBEX bentonite experiments [74] the following radionuclides (in their respective 
oxidation states) have been applied: 99Tc(VII), 232Th(IV), 233U(VI), 237Np(V), 242Pu(IV), and 
243Am(III). 242Pu(IV) was added as 242Pu(III) after electrochemical reduction and most likely 
totally transferred to 242Pu(IV) by pH adjustment of the cocktail. Before the start of the exper-
iments the cocktail was settled for 24 h. In Table  2.2 an overview of the RN applied in the 
experiments in conjunction with their concentrations are listed. 
RN bentonite sorption reversibility experiments. All experiments were conducted at room 
temperature (~ 21°C) in a glove box under Ar atmosphere (< 1 ppm O2). A semi micro Ross 
electrode (81-03, Orion Co.) in combination with a digital pH meter (720A, Orion Co.). was 
used to measure pH in the samples. At least 4 commercial buffer solutions (Merck) were 
used to calibrate the set-up. Prior to the batch-type experiments the FFM material was con-
tacted with fresh GGW in Zinsser vials (20 mL, HDPE) over a period of six weeks, exchang-
ing the solution at least 5 times within this period. To monitor this equilibration process ali-
quots of the supernatant solution were taken for analysis. Duplicates of every sample were 
prepared with a solid to liquid ratio of 1:4 (4 g solid and 16 ml of solution). After this equilibra-
tion phase the supernatant was completely discarded from the vials and refilled with the radi-
onuclide-colloid cocktail. First aliquots were taken 24h after addition of the radionuclide cock-
tail to the samples. The next aliquots were taken after 48 h, 120 h, 336 h, 504 h, 700 h, 1000 
h and 3500 h,7500 h and 10000 h respectively. An aliquot of every sample (~ 4 ml) were 
transferred in ultracentrifugation vials using a syringe, sealed by welding inside the Ar glove 
box and subsequently ultracentrifuged (Beckman XL-90, rotor type 90Ti) at 90,000 rpm (cen-
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trifugal force of about 5·105 g) for 90 min to remove colloid associated radionuclides. After-
wards aliquots of the supernatant were taken with a syringe and transferred to Zinsser vials 
and subsequently analyzed by ICP-MS. The ultracentrifugation procedure described above 
has been proven to be suitable to effectively remove bentonite colloids as well as RN 
(e.g.Th(IV), Pu(IV), etc.) “eigencolloids” from solution (Altmaier et al., 2004).  
RN desorption experiments from FFM. Subsequently the samples were taking for the sorp-
tion reversibility experiments, the remaining RN containing solution of the sample vial was 
completely discarded and 8 ml of fresh GGW was added to the FFM material previously in 
contact with the RN cocktail in the Zinsser vials. The GGW was contacted for 7 days with the 
FFM to observe a possible desorption/remobilization process. After the contact time, aliquots 
were taken and analyzed by ICP-MS.  
 
Results & Discussion 
 
Zn/Ni-montmorillonite colloids characterization. The final concentrations of Na, Al, Fe, Zn and 
Ni in the prepared stock suspensions are listed in Table  2.1. Additionally. concentrations are 
given for ultracentrifuged samples to determine the colloidal concentration. Regarding the 
synthetic Zn-montmorillonite, Zn is found to be at 97 % in colloidal form and Al at 99.8 %. In 
case of Ni-montmorillonite, Al is indicated to be only ~50 % and Ni ~82 % in colloidal from, 
respectively. The pH decrease (~7.2) in the stock suspensions compared to the original 
GGW (~9.7) can be explained by a Na+-H+ exchange by the montmorillonite. The Zn/Ni-
montmorillonite colloid concentration is determined via Al and Zn/Ni ICP-MS measurements 
taking into account the structural formula of Zn-/Ni-montmorillonite, respectively.  
 
Table  2.1:  Concentrations of Na, Al, Fe, Zn and Ni in both the Zn-montmorrilonite and Ni-
montmorillonite colloid stock suspensions. Values are given both for UC and 
nUC samples. 
Element GGW 
(mg/L) 
Zn-Mtm. 
(mg/L) 
Zn-Mtm. (UC) 
(mg/L) 
Ni-Mtm. 
(mg/L) 
Ni-Mtm. (UC) 
(mg/L) 
Na 0.56 15.5 15.5 17.1 17.4 
Al 0.03 11.2 0.02 6.6 3.4 
Fe - 0.10 0.15 < d.l. < d.l 
Zn 0.004 9.28 0.28 2.59 2.43 
Ni    1.9 0.34 
pH 9.7 7.23 - 7.99  
Al/Zn  1.21 -   
Al/Ni    3.74 10 
Photon correlation spectroscopy (PCS). The light scattering intensity for the measured sus-
pensions lies above ~500k counts. The effective diameter (dh) slightly increase over the 4 
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consecutive suspensions cycle. The average effective diameter is 260 nm with an average 
half-width of 132 nm recalculated from the polydispersivity index. The average ζ potential of 
the particle (zetaPlus, PALS system, Brookhaven Inc.) is found to be -32 ± 2 mV calculated 
by using Smoluchowski potential model (Equation 1). This value is slightly higher compared 
to FEBEX bentonite ζ potential (-40± 2 mV). Colloid stability analysis were performed by 
measuring the time dependent change of the effective diameter as a function of the CaCl2 
electrolyte concentration at pH 7.4. The fastest coagulation rate was observed at 0.83 
mmol/L. Lowering the electrolyte concentration to 0.70 mmol/L does not imply a significant 
decrease in the measured coagulation rate within the analytical uncertainty. But, a significant 
drop occurs when the electrolyte concentration is furthermore lowered to 0.61 mmol/L. The 
similar Ca-CCC value found for FEBEX bentonite gives further confidence in the similar col-
loid stability between the natural and synthetic clay colloids. 
The morphology of the bentonite colloids from the Zn stock suspension was imaged using 
contact mode AFM in air (Figure  2.1). It can be seen that the Zn-Montmorillonite colloids are 
spread out on the mica surface and most of the particles remain separate whereas a minor 
amount form aggregates on the mica surface. In Figure  2.1a and b, single particles are seen 
on the flat mica surface. Most of the single particles have a rather flat structure with diame-
ters range from 70 to 300 nm and heights in the range from 15 to 40 nm (aspect ratio ~ 1/7). 
In contrast, the larger particles show an aspect ratio in the range of 4 (height 200 nm, diame-
ter 800 nm) and might correspond to aggregates or stacks of montmorillonite platelets. Fig-
ure  2.1c shows the Ni-montmorillonite aggregates and in Figure  2.1d one of these aggre-
gates is depicted in a detailed view. It can clearly be seen, that smaller particles (indicated 
with the blue circles) with values around 70nm forming the bigger aggregates. The rough-
ness of the mica blank substrates was found to be lower than 0.1 nm root-mean-square 
(RMS) value, which is sufficiently low for a precise particle analysis. Particle diameters are 
calculated from the determined particle areas on the assumption that particles are disk-type 
shape. The lateral resolution of AFM is limited by the size and shape of the tip. For diameters 
range from 70 to 300 nm and heights in the range from 15 to 40 nm (aspect ratio ~ 1/7). In 
contrast, the larger particles show an aspect ratio in the range of 4 (height 200 nm, diameter 
800 nm) and might correspond to aggregates or stacks of montmorillonite platelets. The 
roughness of the mica blank substrates was found to be lower than 0.1 nm root-mean-square 
(RMS) value, which is sufficiently low for a precise particle analysis. Particle diameters are 
calculated from the determined particle areas on the assumption that particles are disk-type 
shape. The lateral resolution of AFM is limited by the size and shape of the tip. For nanomet-
ric spherical particles (e.g., polystyrene nanospheres), lateral artifacts of more than 100% are 
found in the literature, whereas particle height is reproduced very exactly by AFM. However, 
the lateral tip artifact markedly depends on particle height, which has to be taken into ac-
count for the flat bentonite particles [59]. 
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A tip artifact (A) can be estimated by a simple geometrical approach, according to (Equation 
4: 
 
𝐴 = 2𝑆 = 2(2𝑅𝑡 ∙ ℎ𝑝 − ℎ𝑝2)0.5  (Equation 4) 
 
where hp is the particle height, Rt is radius of curvature of the AFM tip, and S the tip artifact 
on one side of the particle. The lateral tip artifact (A) is calculated individually for each parti-
cle where the height data (hp) are determined by the grain analysis software. In the present 
case, all the particles have a diameter higher than the tip radius (10 nm according to the 
manufacturer specification), hence, a tip artifact between 20 and 30 nm is assumed depend-
ing on particle height. Particle diameters are corrected by these values of A. From the cor-
rected particle diameters (dp) and the average heights (hp), a mean aspect ratio (hp/dp) of 
0.08 is determined. This value is in fair agreement with an assumed aspect ratio of 1/10 for 
bentonite particles. To sum up, the Zn-Montmorillonite and the FEBEX bentonite colloids 
display the same morphology (i.e. platelet shape) and the same bimodal distribution with 
about the same diameter but not the same height. Roughly, the Zn-Montmorillonite colloids 
are 3 times higher than the FEBEX ones. 
AsFlFFF measurements. AsFlFFF measurements have been performed on the Zn/Ni- mont-
morillonite colloidal stock suspensions obtained after the centrifugation steps. Figure  2.2 de-
picts the Al and Zn-fractogram obtained for the Zn-montmorillonite colloid stock suspension 
diluted by a factor of 10 in GGW prior to the injection for fractionation. Two colloidal fractions, 
with sizes at ~ 50-70 and 200 nm are observed with a rather broad size distribution. Ele-
mental content in the colloidal fraction as determined from AsFlFFF measurements, are in 
mean: 9.8 mg/L colloidal Al and 5.9 mg/L colloidal Zn. The Al/Zn ratio was determined over 
the course of the double peak range and was found constant and equal to 2.0 ± 0.2. Ele-
mental contents as determined from direct injection, are in mean: 10.00 mg/L Al and 8.04 
mg/L Zn in stock solution. By comparing AsFlFFF and direct injection measurements, it is 
clear that Al is 100 % colloidal and that 73.5 % of Zn is in colloidal form. These conclusions 
are in perfect agreement with the Al-Zn measurements display in Table  2.1 and imply a very 
good sample recovery by AsFlFFF. In both cases, the Zn is very homogeneously correlated 
with the Al signal, which is greatly in favor of a Zn incorporation into the Al colloids or a ho-
mogeneous Zn sorption onto Al colloids. The Al to Zn mass ratio is constant over the entire 
peak range at a value of 1.9 – 2.0. It corresponds to a Al/Zn mol ratio of 4.86 which is in good 
agreement with the theoretical value (4.21) deduced from the Zn-montmorillonite structural 
formula. Results for the Ni-montmorillonite are additionally depicted in Figure  2.2. In contrast 
to the Zn-montmorillonite colloids, the Ni- montmorillonite colloidal fraction yields a mono-
modal distribution with a peak maximum position located at ~ 210 nm according to the size 
calibration with polystyrene particles. The Al/Ni mass ratios are determined to be 1.94 ± 0.59 
corresponding to Al/Ni mol ratio of 4.3 which are in good agreement to the mol ratio deter-
mined for the Zn-montmorillonite colloids. Also, the sizes of the colloids extracted for both 
types of synthetic montmorillonite are quite close. 
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Figure  2.2:  AsFlFFF fractograms for Zn- montmorillonite stock solution (left) and Ni-
montmorillonite (right). 
LIBD analysis. LIBD measurements have been performed on the Zn-montmorillonite stock 
suspension and corrected from the natural colloid background concentration of the Grimsel 
groundwater. Due to the high sensitivity of the LIBD, the Zn-Montmorillonite suspension has 
to be diluted with the Grimsel groundwater to a concentration of ~20 µg/L. Even at this low 
concentration, the breakdown probability lies close to the saturation of the method at 0.89 
(89% of the laser pulses leads to a colloid breakdown). The mean colloid size of the benton-
ite particles in GGW is determined by evaluating the spatial distribution of the breakdown 
events relative to the calibration with polystyrene reference particles to values of 50 ± 10 nm. 
After correction for the different composition of polystyrene and smectites, this corresponds 
to diameters having a bimodal distribution of 40 nm and 200 nm .Taking into account the 
average density of 2.7 g/cm3 for the Zn-Montmorillonite particles and a disk-like shape with 
1/10 height-to-diameter proportion (aspect ratio), a mass concentration in a range of 10 mg/L 
can be calculated. This is only 10 % of the given concentration. However, one has to be 
careful applying the size calibration for the polystyrene particles directly to the Zn-
montmorillonite colloids. The sensitivity for the Zn-montmorillonite particles is found to be 
significantly lower than for the polystyrene particles. This could be due to a very high ioniza-
tion energy of the Zn-montmorillonite particles and a breakdown process of higher order than 
in the case of polystyrene particles. Hence, it appears that the reproducibility of the meas-
urements at different concentrations of the suspension can vary of one order of magnitude. 
Further series of measurements at different dilution factors and with different suspensions 
are required to better understand the scatter of colloids concentrations values and to explain 
these discrepancies. 
Fracture filling material (FFM) characterization. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) of the 
Grimsel FFM grains show an angular morphology with rough heterogeneous grain surfaces 
(Figure  2.3). The sieved size fractions of 1-2 mm are validated by SEM. Energy dispersive x-
ray microanalysis (EDX) spectra yield mainly k-feldspar, quartz and element signatures for 
sheet-silicates, most likely of biotite- and/or muscovite type.  
The specific surface areas of the FFM was determined by BET N2-adsorption. The samples 
were heated to 300°C and degassed for 6h. The determination of the surface was done via 
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multiple point analysis and a subsequent fit with the BET isotherm. In all BET measurements 
care was taken to have sufficient total surface (> 1 m2) for reliable measurements. Specific 
surface area measurements (BET) yielded values of 0.26 m2/g for the 1-2 mm size fraction, 
respectively. This values is higher compared to the 1-2 mm FFM size fraction used in the 
experiments by [74] with a specific surface area of 0.15 – 0.17 m2/g. This difference may be 
attributed to artifacts from the sieving procedure and/or due to mineralogical differences be-
tween the different batches of the FFM.  
Chemical rock composition analysis by x-ray fluorescence (XRF) has been conducted to de-
termine the bulk major and trace elemental distribution in the fracture filling material (Table 
3). As expected for a granodiorite, major elemental composition is dominated by SiO2, Al2O3, 
K2O and Fe2O3(tot) representing the main mineral elements quartz and k-feldspar/albite 
which is in accordance to the EDX analysis. The total iron content (3.43 wt% Fe2O3(tot) is 
comprised of 1.84 wt% FeO) which gives hint to minor oxidation effects through the separa-
tion and preparation of the FFM size fractions.  
 
Table  2.3:  Results of the XRF measurements. 
SiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3(t) FeO MnO MgO CaO Na2O K2O TiO2 P2O5 LOI Sum  
 (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)  
 67.92 15.21 3.43 1.84 0.07 1.91 1.3 4.4 3.77 0.512 0.13 1.61 100.25  
 
               Ba Ce Co Cr Cu La Nb Ni Pb Rb Sr V Y Zn Zr 
(ppm) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) 
758 87 5 11 0 40 23 7 9 200 171 39 45 64 289 
 
 
Figure  2.3:  a) and b) SEM pictures fo the FFM. 
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Eh-pH-evolution. Eh and pH measurements have been conducted for every sample to moni-
tor the contact time dependent evolution of pH and Eh(SHE) values. This was mandatory since 
the radionuclide cocktail included several redox sensitive radionuclides, i.e. 99Tc(VII), 
233U(VI), 237Np(V) and 242Pu(IV). Details on the set-up and procedure of the pH and especially 
the Eh measurements are described in [74]. Nevertheless, it needs to be clearly stated that 
redox potential measurements may be coupled to high uncertainties especially in natural 
systems (see e.g. [75] and reference therein for general information on this issue). Figure  2.4 
shows the pH-Eh evolution over the experimental duration for both sample series. The initial 
pH of the tracer cocktail (~9.7) slightly dropped in case of the samples after 24h to around 
9.6 and 9.4 in case of the Zn- and Ni-Montmorillonite series, respectively most likely due to 
dissolution and/or ion-exchange processes of the fracture filling material. In the course of the 
experiments the pH values dropped further to final values of ~9.3 and ~9.2 for the Zn- and 
Ni-Montmorillonite, respectively after 10,000 h contact time. Regarding the evolution of the 
redox potential, both series show a pronounced decrease as a function of contact time start-
ing from strongly oxidizing conditions after 24h (EhSHE = ~250 mV for Ni-Montmorillonite and 
~350 mV for the Zn-Montmorillonite) to strongly reducing conditions after 10,000 h contact 
time (EhSHE = ~- 230 mV for Ni-Montmorillonite and ~- 240 mV for the Zn-Montmorillonite). 
These measured redox potentials are significantly lower than the values obtained in the la-
boratory by [74] but are in good agreement to in-situ EhSHE values obtained by [76] (EhSHE = 
< ~ -300 mV). The observed differences between the redox potentials obtained in this study 
and former results by [74] may be explained by a different batch of FFM and GGW, respec-
tively.  
 
Figure  2.4:  Eh and pH evolution of the Zn- and Ni-Montmorillonite of this study compared 
to similar experiments using Febex bentonite colloids [74]. 
Generally speaking, the discrepancies mentioned above between different laboratory studies 
and in-situ experiments reflect the low redox capacity of these systems making them ex-
tremely sensitive to intrusion of oxygen traces in the laboratory (glovebox < 1ppm O2) and 
the uncertainties in measuring Eh values in groundwater.  
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Behavior of Zn- and Ni-montmorillonite colloids. Mandatory for the understanding of the re-
sults obtained for the different radiotracers is the colloid-fracture filling interaction over the 
experimental duration. It is obvious that a sorption of the colloids (and thus also the colloid 
associated radionuclides) onto the fracture filling material would bias the interpretation con-
cerning colloid radionuclide sorption reversibility of these radionuclides. Thus, every sample 
was ultracentrifuged to assess the colloid-bond radionuclide concentration as well as the 
concentrations of the colloids as deduced from the Al, Zn and Ni ICP-MS signal. Results for 
Al, Zn and Ni concentrations of both series are depicted Figure  2.5 and listed in Table  2.2. 
Regarding Al, the non-ultracentrifuged samples scatter between ~6×10-4 M and ~3×10-5 M 
whereas the ultracentrifuged samples are in the range of ~1.5×10-5 M and ~2.5×10-6 M. This 
high scatter for both types of samples reflects the uncertainty accompanied in the analysis of 
the colloid concentration using the Al ICP-MS signal and in consequence the uncertainty in 
the determination of a possible attachment of the colloidal phase to the fracture filling materi-
al over the experimental duration. By comparison of the UC and the non-UC samples, a min-
imum colloid fraction of ~33% can be calculated for the Al. The data for Zn yield with values 
between ~3×10-5 M and ~1×10-5 M (~1.96 - 0.65 mg/L) in case of the non-UC samples show 
much less scatter than it was the case for Al. The Zn UC samples are at least one order of 
magnitude lower in concentration ranging between ~1×10-6 M and ~1×10-7 M. A colloidal 
fraction for Zn can be calculated to be at least 90%. The results for Ni are in close agreement 
with the Zn results in terms of only little scatter in the data for the non-UC samples. Values 
for the non-UC samples for Ni are between ~2×10-5 M and ~7×10-6 M (1.76 mg/L to 0.587 
mg/L). Concerning the UC samples for Ni, values between ~2×10-6 M to ~3×10-8 M are ob-
served. A minimum of ~80% can be derived for Ni as colloidal fraction by comparison of UC 
and non-UC samples, respectively. Generally speaking, the data for Zn and Ni clearly show 
the absence of colloid attachment  to the FFM (or to the walls of the vials) since colloids  
 
Figure  2.5:  Temporal evolution of Al, Zn and Ni concentrations for both UC and non UC 
samples as markers for the colloids concentrations. 
remain stable in solution over the whole experimental duration. Thus, the application of the 
synthetic Zn- and Ni-montmorillonite improves the reliability in the determination of the radio-
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nuclide reversibility kinetics by circumventing the analytical uncertainties accompanied with 
the Al ICP MS signal as in previous studies [74]. 
232Th(IV), 242Pu(IV) and 243Am(III). The results for the tri-and tetravalent radionuclides are 
shown in Figure  2.6a.-c. and Table  2.2, respectively. Generally speaking, by comparison of 
UC and non-UC samples both the formation of eigencolloids of 232Th(IV) and 242Pu(IV) due to 
their pronounced hydrolysis behavior and a strong clay colloid association or sorption of dis-
solved 232Th(IV) and 242Pu(IV) species is possible since the radionuclide concentrations be-
fore and after ultracentrifugation differ by at least one order of magnitude. Based on the mac-
roscopic data presented no differentiation between a sorption of dissolved species to the 
bentonite colloids or the formation of eigencolloids which remain stable in solution or are as-
sociated to the clay colloids is feasible. 
By comparison between UC and non UC samples, 232Th(IV) shows the highest degree of 
colloidal association of all radionuclides applied in this study with ~96% and ~98% for the Ni- 
and Zn-montmorillonite, respectively indicating an identical behavior in terms of radionuclide 
colloid interaction. Th(IV) ultracentrifuged samples are at least on order of magnitude lower 
compared to the non-ultracentrifuged samples. 232Th(VI) starts to show radionuclide desorp-
tion and subsequent removal from solution after ~ 3500 h contact time. At 10,000 h contact 
time a decrease of initially ~7×10-8 mol/L to ~3.5×10-8 mol/L (~50% removal from solution) in 
aqueous 232Th(VI) concentration is detectable in case of the non-UC samples. No distinct 
difference in the reversibility behavior between the Zn- and the Ni-montmorillonite colloids is 
observed. The data indicate that the reversibility is still ongoing after 10,000 h thus no equi-
librium state has been reached.  
 
Figure  2.6:  Time dependent evolution of radionuclide concentrations for a) Th-232, b) Pu-
242 and c) Am-243. Values are given for both ultracentrifuged (UC) samples 
and for non ultracentrifuged (not UC) samples, respectively. 
Regarding 242Pu(IV), both sample series show an initial RN-colloid association with a higher 
amount of 82% for Zn-montmorillonite and 67% for Ni-montmorillonite, respectively, although 
lesser pronounced as 232Th(IV). After ~1000 h, desorption of the 242Pu(IV) off the colloidal 
phase is getting more pronounced for both series. After 10,000 h ~70% (in case of the Zn-
montmorillonite) and ~ 81% (in case of Ni-montmorillonite) of the initial 242Pu(IV) associated 
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to the colloidal phase are desorbed from the colloids and removed from the aqueous phase. 
Again, the data show no equilibrium state reached in terms of reversibility kinetics in both 
sample series at the end of the experiments. 
Data for 243Am(III) show a clear colloidal association with 83% and 81% in the case of Ni- 
and Zn-montmorillonite, respectively. A slight decrease in 243Am(III) concentration for the 
non-UC samples is visible within the first 504 h and afterwards a steeper decrease occurs. 
One clearly has to state that the initial 243Am(III) concentrations of ~7×10-11 M is rather low 
and therefore introduces more scatter in the data due to analytical uncertainties of the ICP-
MS. Thus, the data from both series deviates slightly compared to each other and to 
242Pu(IV) and 232Th(IV), respectively. The low starting concentration is also the reason why 
no 243Am(III) was measureable in the UC samples after 336h due to the ICP-MS detection 
limit. In agreement to Pu(IV) and Th(IV) again no equilibrium state is reached after 10,000 h 
contact time.  
99Tc(VII), 233U(VI) and 237Np(V). Results for 99Tc(VII) are shown in Figure  2.7 and in Ta-
ble  2.2. By comparison between UC and non-UC samples it is obvious that 99Tc(VII) is initial-
ly not colloidal associated since the aqueous concentrations are the same before and after 
the centrifugation procedure. The 99Tc(VII) concentrations remain constant on the initial level 
until ~1000 h. Afterwards a drop in aqueous 99Tc(VII) concentration is visible from initially 
~1×10-8 M down to ~2.2×10-9 M (Zn) and ~3.9×10-9 M (Ni), respectively after 3500 h contact 
time. After 10,000 h both sample series are at least one order of magnitude lower (~4.5×10-10 
M for Zn and ~9.1×10-10 for Ni) than at the start of the experiments. After 1000h a distinct 
difference between the UC and non-UC samples arises. That is, the initial Tc(VII) in the non-
UC samples is reduced to Tc(IV) and shows a sorption kinetic to the fracture filling material. 
The reduction of the initial 99Tc(VII) (pertechnetate) to 99Tc(VI) is thermodynamically feasible 
after ~300 h contact time regarding the measured Eh(SHE) values of the samples depicted (as 
dashed line) in Figure  2.8a. It is well know that 99Tc(IV) exhibits much lower solubility than 
99Tc(VII) (e.g. [77]), thus the formation of a 99Tc(IV) phase and an attachment of 99Tc(IV) to 
the bentonite colloids (in case of the UC samples) and/or to the FFM (in case of the nUC 
samples) seems reasonable to explain the results observed. Regarding the UC samples, 
after 3500h Tc concentrations are below the detection limit (~2×10-10 M) for both the Zn and 
Ni-Montmorillonite samples series. The differences between the UC and non-UC samples 
may be attributed to the association of a small fraction of Tc(IV) to the bentonite colloids and 
their removal via ultracentrifugation.  
Regarding the results for 233U(VI), a small portion of 233U(VI) seems to be in colloidal form or 
attached to the synthetic bentonite colloids since the 233U(VI) UC sample in the cocktail and 
after 24 h contact time in case of the Ni-Montmorillonite series shows a considerable lower 
concentration (Figure  2.7b). This difference only holds for these two samples of the Ni-
Montmorillonite sample series and diminishes after 24h contact time which eventually may 
also be interpreted as an experimental or analytical artifact. In general, 233U(VI) shows a slow 
removal kinetic until 3500 h contact times. For longer contact times, 233U(VI) concentration 
both for UC and nUC samples decrease and a difference between both types of samples 
(UC and nUC) for both series seems to occur which may indicate a redox transformation to a 
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lower oxidation state (reduction of 233U(VI) to 233U(IV)) as it was observed for 99Tc(VII)). 
Though, this difference between UC and nUC samples it not as pronounced as it was the 
case for 99Tc(VII). Nevertheless, thermodynamic considerations (Figure  2.8b) clearly show 
the feasibility for a reduction of 233U(VI) to 233U(IV) based on experimentally measured Eh(SHE) 
values in the samples for both sample series.  
 
Figure  2.7:  Time dependent evolution of radionuclide concentrations for a) Tc-99, b) U-233 
and c) Np-237. Values are given for both ultracentrifuged (UC) samples and for 
non ultracentrifuged (not UC) samples, respectively. The orange dotted line 
indicates the time after a reduction of the radionuclide is thermodynamically 
feasible. 
237Np(V) results are depicted in Figure  2.7c and listed in Table  2.2. No initial colloid associa-
tion with the synthetic Zn- and Ni-Montmorillonite is observed for 237Np(V). With time, 
237Np(V) shows a slight decrease in concentration for both UC and non-UC samples. After 
100 h contact time, differences are visible between UC and non-UC samples. The decrease 
in case of the 237Np(V) concentration may again explained by the reduction to a lower oxida-
tion state (Np)V) to Np(IV)) as it was the case for 99Tc(VII) discussed above. This explanation 
may again be corroborated by Eh-pH conditions prevailing in the samples (Figure  2.4) mak-
ing a reduction thermodynamically feasible after ~ 100 h contact time to the FFM. The re-
duced 237Np(IV) subsequently shows a sorption kinetic to the FFM in the course of the exper-
iment but seems to reach no equilibrium state after 10,000 h. The 237Np(V) concentrations of 
the UC samples are lower compared to the non-UC samples indicating an attachment of re-
duced 237Np(IV) to the synthetic Zn- and Ni-Montmorillonite colloids (~15% of the total Np 
present) which can be separated by ultracentrifugation.  
Comparison to FEBEX bentonite results. To compare the results obtained in the study pre-
vailing with previous experiments using Febex bentonite colloids, a desorption rate is fitted to 
the data using the following equation ((Equation 5) ([55]: 
 
𝐶(𝑡) = 𝐶0 ∙ 𝑒−𝑘∙𝑡  (Equation 5) 
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Where C(t) is the time dependent concentration in solution [mol/L], C0 is the RN concentra-
tion in solution [mol/L], k = desorption rate [h-1] and t is the time [h]. Table  2.4 lists all fitted 
desorption rates from the experiments in this study in conjunction to the desorption kinetics 
from the FEBEX experiments. The results from the FEBEX experiments revealed that 
232Th(IV) does not show a significant reversibility since only 1% of the initial 232Th(IV) is re-
moved after a contact time of 7500 h. Though, it has to be stated that this long-term value is 
likely to be attached with some uncertainty since the 232Th(IV) concentration both after 500 h 
and 700 h already showed a decrease of ~18% of the initial 232Th(IV) concentration 
(Figure  2.6). It cannot be ruled out that the increase for the data points at 1000 h and 7500 h 
may be resulting from the ultracentrifugation step and thus desorption kinetics may cannot be 
determined. The new results presented in this study for Zn-/Ni-montmorillonite show a signif-
icant reversibility for 232Th(IV) for a contact time > 3500 h. Zn- and Ni-Montmorillonite show 
rather slow desorption rates of ~3.2×10-6 [h-1] (Ni) and ~9.2×10-4 [h-1] (Zn). Unfortunately, due 
to the scatter in the FEBEX 232Th(IV) dataset it is not possible to fit a desorption rate. 
Table  2.4:  Reversibility kinetic rates for the tri- and tetravalent radionuclides in comparison 
to the results of the FEBEX experiments [74]. 
 232Th(IV)(IV) 242Pu(IV)(IV) 243Am(III) 
Syn. Zn-Montm. 0.00092 [h-1] 0.00028 [h-1] 0.0012 [h-1] 
Syn. Ni-Montm. 3.3x10-6 [h-1] 0.00151 [h-1] 0.0012 [h-1] 
FEBEX bentonite not possible 0.00089 [h-1] 0.0037 [h-1] 
Concerning 242Pu(IV), a reversibility kinetics  are both slower and faster than the results ob-
tained using Febex bentonite colloids. Zn-montmorillonite (0.000235 [h-1]) is slower than Ni-
montmorillonite (0.00151 [h-1]) whereas Febex reversibility kinetic (0.00089 [h-1]) is in be-
tween . The quite high difference between the Zn-Mont. and Ni-Mont. series is clearly re-
ferred to the last data point of the Ni-Mont. series. After 7500h the absolute aqueous 
242Pu(IV) concentrations observed in this study are very similar to the FEBEX results. That is, 
the 242Pu(IV) reversibility kinetics in both studies may not be as different as it was the case 
for 232Th(IV). Regarding the uncertainties, one can state that the 242Pu(IV) reversibility  
kinetics should not be very different and are probably quite similar independent of the type of 
bentonite colloids used in both studies. 
243Am(III) exhibits a similar fast desorption with a rate of 0.0012 [h-1] for both synthetic mont-
morillonite series. Though, compared to the 243Am(III) desorption rate from the FEBEX ben-
tonite experiments (0.0037 [h-1]) it is ~3 times slower. Here, one has to point to the difference 
in the initial 243Am(III) concentrations used in both studies which may has an influence on the 
reversibility kinetics. This issue needs to be studied more in detail to clarify a possible influ-
ence.  
Generally speaking, the reversibility kinetics of the new synthetic montmorillonite series are 
slower compared to the FEBEX bentonite reversibility kinetics [74]. This observation may be 
explained by the differences in the ratio of the specific surface areas of the colloids and the 
FFM since the surface area of the colloids is in the order of 67 m2/g while the FFM offers a 
surface area of 0.26 m2/g giving a ratio of 38 (TOT(BETFFM) / TOT(BETCOLL); the TOTBET is re-
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ferred to the total BET per each Zinsser vial regarding the solid to solution ration (1:4; 4 g of 
FFM and 16 ml cocktail) and the concentration (total mass) of the montmorillonite colloids) 
which is smaller than the ratio by [74] (44 in case of the 1-2 mm size fraction) using FEBEX 
bentonite colloids with a lower specific surface area. The interaction between the tri- and tet-
ravalent RN and the synthetic montmorillonite colloids is therefore either more strongly due 
to the formation of more stable sorption complexes at the surface of the colloids and/or the 
driving force of the surface area of the FFM compared to the surface area of the synthetic 
colloids is less pronounced.  
Concerning the redox sensitive radionuclides 237Np(V), 233U(VI) and 99Tc(VII), distinct differ-
ence arise compared to the FEBEX bentonite experiments. While a reduction of 237Np(V) to 
237Np(IV) is thermodynamic feasible in both studies, a different behavior is visible. While in 
the FEBEX experiments no interaction of 237Np(V) with the colloidal phase occurs, there may 
be an interaction with the synthetic montmorillonite colloids in the present experiments which 
seems obvious when comparing UC with nUC samples. It may be likely that the higher spe-
cific surface of the synthetic montmorillonite colloids (67 m2/g) lead to an affinity of the 
237Np(V) ) to sorb onto the colloidal phase and only to a lesser extent or with a slower kinetic 
to the FFM though one has to state that only ~15% of the Np present may be attached to the 
bentonite colloid whereas ~85% may sorb to the FFM.  
 
Figure  2.8:  Eh-pH diagramm showing the experimentally measured values for the Ni- and 
Zn- Montmorillonite in comparison to the Febex bentonite experiments. a) Tc-99, 
b) U-233 and c) Np-237. 
A similar behavior like in the case of 237Np(V) is noticeable for 99Tc(VII). Again, a reduction to 
a less soluble form (99Tc(IV)) is thermodynamically feasible which is much more pronounced 
as in the FEBEX experiments [74] due to the more reducing conditions prevailing. The nUC 
samples show a pronounced decrease in concentration which has not been observed in the 
FEBEX experiments [74]. A possible explanation for this observation may be referred to the 
formation of a 99Tc(IV) dissolved phase showing a sorption kinetic to the FFM and/or the for-
mation and subsequent (kinetic) precipitation of a 99Tc(IV) phase. Due to the macroscopic 
data only available no differentiation between both possible explanation can be drawn. Since 
the 99Tc concentrations decrease also in the nUC samples and at the same time, the synthet-
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ic montmorillonite colloids remain stable in solution, the explanation of the formation of 
99Tc(IV) eigencolloids which do not interact with the synthetic montmorillonite colloids and 
instead show a slow sorption kinetic or precipitation seems more likely.  
233U(VI) results of the study in hand are again in contrast to the FEBEX experimental results 
due to the more reducing conditions. After ~3500 h a decrease in both UC and nUC samples 
are detectable which was not observed in the FEBEX experiments [74]. Moreover, the de-
gree of reduction is less pronounced compared to 99Tc and 237Np of the study prevailing, 
since the redox potentials of the samples measured are located near the borderline of reduc-
tion (Figure  2.8).  
Generally speaking, it seems, that the FFM used in this study, though originating from the 
same location as the FFM of the FEBEX experiments, possess a higher redox capacity lead-
ing to considerably stronger reducing conditions (Figure  2.4).  
FFM desorption experiments. To examine a possible desorption of FFM associated radionu-
clides sorbed during the sorption reversibility experiments, the FFM was contacted for 7 days 
with fresh GGW. Subsequently, the samples were probed by ICP-MS for their RN content. 
Figure  2.9 and shows results for all RN applied in the study.  
Results for 242Pu(IV) (Figure  2.9a) and 232Th(IV) (Figure  2.9c) show an increase of desorption 
as function of contact times of the sorption reversibility samples. Since the amount of RN 
sorbed to the FFM increases with time (= longer contact times) in the reversibility kinetics 
experiments, the amount of RN potentially desorbing from the FFM may also increases with 
time since the initial (sorbed) RN concentration in the samples is higher. Thus it is expected 
that the RN desorption data are negatively correlated to the reversibility data which are addi-
tionally shown in Figure  2.9. In consequence, up to 20% of the sorbed 242Pu(IV) fraction can 
be released after a contact time of 7 days.  
In case of 232Th(IV) an increase in concentration due to a mobilization of natural 232Th(IV) out 
of the FFM cannot explain the increase of the reversibility samples at longer contact times 
since the contact time with the fresh GGW in the desorption experiments was the same for 
all samples thus the concentrations of natural Th in all samples should be very similar. In 
consequence, the increase in dissolved concentration may be referred to a desorption pro-
cess.  
243Am(III) results are shown in Figure  2.9b for completeness, but due to the very low initial 
concentrations in the sorption reversibility experiments, the samples measured in the FFM 
desorption experiments are below the detection limit of the ICP-MS.  
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Figure  2.9:  Results for the desoption experiments for all radionuclides applied. 
Regarding the results of 237Np(V) in Figure  2.9d, it can be seen, that the amount of RN de-
sorbing from the FFM again increases for reversibility samples with longer contact times. 
This again inversely correlates to the reversibility experiments where Np shows a decrease 
in concentration due to either a sorption to the FFM or the precipitation of a Np(IV) phase 
(“eigencolloids”). Thus, there are several possible processes which could explain the remobi-
lization of the Np. It can either be a desorption step of initially sorbed Np(V) or an oxidative 
dissolution process of Np(IV) to Np(V) due to the more positive redox potentials in the fresh 
GGW. The latter seems quite likely since the GGW used is the same as applied in the prepa-
ration of the RN cocktail for the sorption reversibility products. Thus, the redox potentials can 
be derived from the sorption reversibility experiments yielding values of ~150 mV (see Fig-
ure  2.4) which is positive enough to oxidize the Np(IV) to Np(V). Moreover, it is even likely 
that the redox potentials are higher, since the redox capacity of the material may already be 
depleted within the sorption reversibility experiments. 
In contrast to the 237Np results, U shows no increase in sorption, but stays constant at con-
centrations around 4×10-8 mol/L. This is in agreement to the sorption reversibility results 
where 233U only shows a small decrease over the experimental duration. Thus, only little U is 
attached to the FFM surface which may potentially desorb.  
99Tc desorption results behave quite different to the 237Np results, although both elements 
showed a pronounced decrease in concentration in the sorption reversibility experiments. 
Except for one data point for the sample at 7500 h contact time, there is no increase in de-
sorption noticeable for 99Tc. That is, the 99Tc which was removed from solution within the 
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sorption reversibility experiments is not getting remobilized in the desorption experiments. 
Assuming the reduction of 99Tc(VII) to a low soluble 99Tc(IV) phase during the sorption re-
versibility process, it seems that the redox potentials of the fresh GGW applied in the FFM 
desorption processes is not able to oxidize the 99Tc(IV) to 99Tc(VII). It may be likely that alt-
hough the redox potentials should be positive enough for an oxidation process to be feasible 
from a thermodynamically point of view, the transformation may have a slow kinetic or is 
even kinetically hindered to take place within the contact time of 7 days in the FFM desorp-
tion experiments.  
Conclusions 
To reduce the analytical uncertainties in determining bentonite colloid concentration both in 
in-situ field migration and laboratory column or batch experiments the application of synthetic 
Zn– and Ni-labeled montmorillonite colloids have been tested. Therefore, batch experiments 
on RN sorption reversibility kinetics in the presence of granite fracture filling material and 
Grimsel groundwater have been conducted identical to previous experiments using FEBEX 
bentonite colloids [74]. The tri-and tetravalent RN 232Th(VI), 242Pu(IV) and 243Am(III) are 
strongly colloidal associated and show sorption reversibility. It seems that the reversibility 
kinetics are slower in case of the synthetic Zn- and Ni-montmorillonite colloids most likely 
due to the higher specific surface area (~ a factor of 2) compared to the FEBEX colloids and 
thus a stronger association to the colloids. Though, for 232Th(IV) a very slow kinetic has been 
observed in the study prevailing whereas no kinetic rate is in [74] due to analytical uncertain-
ties in the data. Identical to the FEBEX bentonite colloids study, 99Tc(VIII), 233U(VI) and 
237Np(V) are initially not attached to the synthetic Zn- and Ni-montmorillonite colloids. 
Though, regarding these RN, within the duration of the experiments differences arise com-
pared to the results by [74] which are related to the Eh-pH conditions prevailing. A distinct 
drop in redox potentials are observed as a function of contact time to the FFM due to its bulk 
Fe2+ content which should govern the Eh conditions. These reducing conditions have not 
been observed in the study [74]. In consequence, the redox sensitive elements 99Tc(VIII), 
233U(VI) and 237Np(V) are prone to reduction processes in this study. 99Tc(VIII) shows a de-
crease in concentration for both UC and non-UC samples for contact times > ~500 h due to 
the reduction to tetravalent 99Tc and eventually an interaction in terms of sorption to the FFM 
(based on the non-UC samples) or precipitation of a sparingly soluble Tc(IV) phase. Besides, 
the nUC samples indicate an association to the colloids although 99Tc could also form eigen-
colloids which are removed from solution by ultracentrifugation. The results of 99Tc are very 
similar to the 237Np(V) results. Again, a reduction of 237Np(V) to 237Np(IV) seems to occur 
since 237Np displays a different behavior in the UC and nUC samples for contact times > ~ 
300 h. It seems that 237Np(IV) interacts with the colloidal phase or is forming eigencolloids 
which are removed by ultracentrifugation. The nUC samples show a much slower decrease 
in concentration indicating stabilized 237Np(IV) colloids possibly due to an interaction with the 
montmorillonite colloids. 233U(VI) shows a slow decrease in concentration over the whole 
experimental duration. This may be either due to a slow 233U(VI) sorption and/or by a reduc-
tion to 233U(IV) which is thermodynamically feasible under the Eh-pH conditions given after 
3500 h contact time to the FFM. In contrast to 99Tc(VII) and 237Np(V), no clear difference be-
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tween UC and nUC samples are detectable, thus no interaction with the synthetic colloidal 
phase seems to occur. To sum up, the synthetic Zn- and Ni-labeled montmorillonite colloids 
display a very similar behavior to the FEBEX bentonite colloids making them suitable as an 
admixture in e.g. field migration studies at the Grimsel Test Site in Switzerland in the frame 
of the Colloid Formation and Migration (CFM) Project. The use of the Zn and Ni ICP-MS sig-
nal significantly reduces the uncertainties coupled with the determination of the colloids con-
centration in solution, thus providing confidence in the reversibility results obtained. Moreo-
ver, the results of the study prevailing corroborate the findings [74] and highlight the influence 
of colloid specific surface area on the desorption behavior of attached radionuclides.  
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2.1.2  Interaction of bentonite colloids with Cs, Eu, Th and U in presence of humic acid: 
a Flow Field-Flow Fractionation study 
Abstract. The interaction of Cs(I), Eu(III), Th(IV) and U(VI) with montmorillonite colloids was 
investigated in natural Grimsel Test Site groundwater over a 3 years period. The asymmetric 
flow field-flow fractionation combined with various detectors was applied to study size varia-
tions of colloids and to monitor colloid association of trace metals. The colloids suspended 
directly in the low ionic strength (I), slightly alkaline granitic groundwater (I = 10-3 mol/L, pH = 
9.6) showed a gradual agglomeration with a size distribution shift from initially 10 - 200 nm to 
50 - 400 nm within over 3 years. The Ca2+ concentration of 2.1×10-4 mol/L in the ground wa-
ter is believed to be responsible for the slow agglomeration due to Ca2+ ion exchange against 
Li+ and Na+ at the permanently charged basal clay planes. Furthermore, the Ca2+ concentra-
tion lies close to the critical coagulation concentration (CCC) of 10-3 mol/L for clay colloids. 
Slow destabilization may delimit clay colloid migration in this specific groundwater over long 
time scales. Eu(III) and Th(IV) are found predominantly bound to clay colloids, while U(VI) 
prevails as the UO2(OH)3- complex and Cs(I) remains mainly as aquo-ion under our experi-
mental conditions. Speciation calculations qualitatively represent the experimental data. A 
focus was set on the reversibility of metal ion-colloid binding. Addition of humic acid as a 
competing ligand induces rapid metal ion dissociation from clay colloids in the case of Eu(III) 
even after previous aging for about 3 years. Interestingly only partial dissociation occurs in 
the case of Th(IV). Experiments and calculations prove that the humate complexes dominate 
the speciation of all metal ions under given conditions. The partial irreversibility of clay bound 
Th(IV) is presently not understood but might play an important role for the colloid-mediated 
transport of polyvalent actinides over wide distances in natural groundwater.  
Introduction. Colloid formation reactions play an important role notably for the solution chem-
istry of tri- and tetravalent actinides ([78] [79] [80]). Natural (ground) waters like granitic ones 
([81]) contain colloidal matter like clay particles and natural organic matter such as humic 
and fulvic acids. Concentrations for inorganic colloids range from <0.1 to 18 mg/L [82]; [81]; 
[83]) and dissolved organic matter lies as well in the low mg/L concentration range [84]. Such 
types of colloids attract strong interest in the context of nuclear waste disposal safety consid-
erations as they influence aquatic radionuclide speciation and mobility under certain geo-
chemical conditions. Beside various natural sources the bentonite of the engineered barrier 
system (EBS) may erode in contact with groundwater producing clay colloids [85]. Field ([86], 
[87]; [88]) and laboratory ([89]; [90]; [91]; [92]) studies have demonstrated the relevance of 
aquatic colloids as potential carriers for radionuclides under natural groundwater conditions. 
From the outcome of the Colloid and Radionuclide Retardation (CRR) project performed in 
the fractured crystalline rock at Nagra’s Grimsel Test Site (GTS) in the central Swiss Alps 
([93]) it is concluded that 1) clay colloid stability, which is strongly dependent on pH and sa-
linity of the groundwater, is very high in the low ionic strength, high pH Grimsel Test Site 
groundwater ([85]) and 2) clay colloids significantly enhance the migration of tri- and tetrava-
lent actinides.  
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Laboratory and field studies as cited above are often restricted to limited observation time 
scales. Geochemical equilibrium must not necessarily establish and slow colloid agglomera-
tion kinetics might not be noticed. As a consequence the radionuclide mobilization effect of 
colloids might be less under low natural groundwater flow conditions and over the long term. 
The present work focuses on this aspect by: 
- a long term study (3 years) on clay colloid stability in Grimsel Test Site groundwater. 
The present work thus complements previous studies performed by Missana et al., 
([85]) who investigated montmorillonite colloid stability over 5 months. 
- a kinetic study on the interaction of bentonite colloids with the elements Cs(I), Eu(III), 
Th(IV) and U(VI) in the natural Grimsel Test Site groundwater over 3 years. The aim 
is to identify potential slow reactions modifying the extent of metal ion association to 
colloids. 
- a study on metal ion desorption from colloids using humic acid as a competing ligand. 
Occasionally, ‘irreversible’ sorption onto colloids is discussed as relevant process 
which in turn may enhance contaminant mobility significantly (e.g. [94]). A well char-
acterized colloidal humic acid is taken as it can be well separated from clay colloids 
by the analytical method applied in our study (see sections below). Our experiments 
aim at identifying kinetically hindered processes by dedicated experiments and speci-
ation calculations on the basis of existing thermodynamic data. 
Experiments were performed by application of the Asymmetric Flow Field-Flow Fractionation 
(AsFlFFF) coupled to several detectors such as an UV-Visible spectrophotometer and an 
ICP-Mass Spectrometer. This technique has been previously used to characterize clay and 
humic colloids ([59]; [68]) and to study their interaction with actinides or lanthanides as their 
chemical homologues ([95]; [96]). Actually, the AsFlFFF-ICP-MS experiments allowed the 
study of the evolution of metal ion - colloid systems over a time period of 3 years at trace 
element concentrations. Most spectroscopic techniques cannot be applied for element speci-
ation under those conditions due to sensitivity constraints. A further goal of this study was, 
therefore, to examine the capabilities of this technique to gain insight into radionuclide and 
metal ion speciation in natural groundwater. Fractograms were inspected for variations in 
colloid size distribution reflecting colloid stability under given conditions and for the time de-
pendent behavior of trace metal ions. Finally, experimental results were compared with the 
outcome of speciation calculations.  
 
Materials & Methods 
 
All the suspensions described hereafter have been prepared in the natural groundwater tak-
en from Nagra’s Grimsel Test Site (GTS), located at about 1730 m above the sea level under 
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a 450 m overburden of crystalline rock ([97]). The groundwater used as “solvent” was sam-
pled under inert gas conditions in 50 L Teflon coated stainless steel barrels from borehole 
BOMI 87.010. The barrels were transferred directly to the laboratory. The chemical composi-
tion of the groundwater is characterized by a low ionic strength, low carbonate concentration 
and high pH ([98]; [96]).  
FEBEX Bentonite. The original bentonite used in this work comes from the Cortijo de Archi-
dona deposit (Spain). It is commonly called FEBEX bentonite ([99]). Natural bentonite was 
crushed and the resulting material sieved (size fraction < 63 µm). The final powder is then 
dispersed in the groundwater to obtain the clay colloids as described below. 
Preparation of colloid suspensions according to [100]; [101]. A first suspension (S1) is pre-
pared by placing 10 g of the sieved material (size fraction < 63 µm) in 1 L LiCl (1mol/L, pre-
pared in Grimsel groundwater) during 4 days in order to achieve a high degree of delamina-
tion. After 4 days the suspension is distributed into centrifuge tubes. After the centrifugation 
step (at 4000 rpm during 35 min), the liquid is removed and the decanted solid is re-
suspended by using an ultra-sonic bath in fresh Grimsel groundwater before being centri-
fuged again. In total, the Grimsel groundwater is exchanged three times. Soluble salts (like 
NaCl or CaSO4) contained in the natural bentonite are removed during the washing proce-
dure. At the end of the fourth centrifugation, the supernatant suspension constitutes the col-
loidal stock suspension (TS1). Concentrations of main cations such as Ca and Na in the 
suspension did not differ from those in the original groundwater. Due to the residual pres-
ence of Li cations from the delamination process, the clay colloids are considered to be partly 
in equilibrium with the groundwater environment.  
Similarly, a second suspension (S2) is prepared by placing 10 g of the sieved material (size 
fraction < 63 µm) in 1 L Grimsel groundwater during 7 days. After 7 days the suspension is 
distributed into centrifuge tubes and centrifuged. The supernatant is then removed and re-
placed by fresh Grimsel groundwater. The solid is re-suspended by using an ultra-sonic bath. 
In total, the Grimsel groundwater is exchanged three times. At the end of the fourth centrifu-
gation, the supernatant suspension constitutes the colloidal stock suspension (TS2). These 
clay colloids are expected to be in equilibrium with the groundwater environment. 
The final suspensions have the following colloid concentrations: TS1: (1230 ± 30) mg/L and 
TS2: (180 ± 10) mg/L as deduced from the Al and Mg concentration measurements per-
formed by ICP-MS. XRD analysis of those colloids showed the existence of mainly smectite 
clay particles. The resulting colloid concentration obtained for the TS2 stock suspension is ~7 
times lower as compared to the suspension after treatment with Li+. This shows the efficiency 
of the clay delamination process by homoionization with Li+, in agreement with [102]. 
Preparation of metal ion stock solutions. A stock solution containing four elements repre-
sentative for nuclear waste derived radionuclides occurring in four different valence states 
has been prepared from ICP-MS standard solution of Cs(I), Th(IV) (as chemical homologue 
to other tetravalent actinides Pu/Np/U(IV)), Eu(III) (as a chemical homologue for trivalent ac-
tinides Am/Cm/Pu(III)) and U(VI). The concentration of each element is at 1 mg/ml in 5 % 
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HNO3; Specpure, Alfa Aesar. 100 µl aliquots of each solution are mixed and filled up to a 
total volume of 10 mL with ultra pure de-ionized water (MilliQ, Millipore). The resulting stock 
solution has a concentration of 10 mg/L for each element at pH ~1.3. For simplicity, this solu-
tion will be referred to as RN-cocktail hereafter. 
Humic acid stock solution. The humic acid used is extracted from a natural deep groundwa-
ter (139 m depth) located at Gorleben in the Northern German Plain (Lower Saxony, GoHy-
573). After isolation and purification, the elemental composition and the inorganic content of 
the final product (GoHy-HA-573) are determined [103]. To obtain a stock solution, a small 
amount of this product is dissolved in NaOH 0.1 mol/L (ultrapure, Merck) and then diluted 
with ultrapure deionized water (MilliQ plus, Millipore). The final pH is 9.4 ± 0.1. The dissolved 
organic carbon (DOC) content is measured with a TOC analyzer (TOC-5000, Shimadzu). 
The measured DOC of (258 ± 2) mg/L is converted to the humic acid concentration by con-
sidering the C-content of HA (59.3 ± 0.1 %). This leads to a value for the HA concentration of 
435 mg/L. This solution is stored in the dark at 4°C in a fridge prior to use. 
Batch experiments. All the solutions were prepared in a glove box under Ar-atmosphere (< 1 
ppm O2) using Grimsel groundwater (GGW), pH 9.6. 
Sorption (kinetic) study over 3 years 
Suspensions have been prepared in parallel and were analyzed after different contact times 
(CT): freshly prepared, 2 weeks, 3 months, 5 months, 7 months, 10 months, 1 year, 3 years. 
The different sets of batch samples are described hereafter. 
- Set 1 or “HA”: dilution of the (GoHy-HA-573) stock solution down to 10 mg/L with 
GGW;  
- Set 2 or “Clay”: dilution of the clay colloid stock suspension TS1 down to 20 mg/L with 
GGW; 
- Set 3 or “HA-RN”: 10 mg/L GoHy-HA-573 + RN-cocktail with 10 µg/L of each spiked 
trace element in GGW; 
- Set 4 or “Clay-RN”: 20 mg/L clay colloids (TS1) + RN-cocktail with 10 µg/L of each el-
ement in GGW; 
- Set 5 or “Equil.”: 10 mg/L GoHy-HA-573 + 20 mg/L clay colloids (TS1) + RN-cocktail 
with 10 µg/L of each spiked trace element in GGW.  
Cs, Eu, Th and U concentrations in the batch samples are 7.52×10-8 mol/L, 6.56×10-8 mol/L, 
4.31×10-8 mol/L, and 4.20×10-8 mol/L, respectively.  
Metal ion concentrations were measured by ICP-MS in the batch suspensions after their 
preparation (arithmetic mean of tree replicates) and in the sampling campaigns over 3 years, 
after dilution of an aliquot in 5 % HNO3. Clay colloids dissolve at the low pH allowing then the 
measurement of Al as an indicator for the clay colloid concentration. No adsorption effects 
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have been observed on the walls of the 50 mL polyethylene tubes used as sample contain-
ers. 
Reversibility study. Within batch experiments, the time dependence of RN desorption from 
HA and clay colloids is investigated. Suspensions Set 3 or “HA-RN” and Set 4 or “Clay-RN” 
were aged for periods of 1 day up to 3 years and clay colloids (Set 3) and humic acid (Set 4) 
were added subsequently. The evolution of the system is followed for desorption times (DT) 
ranging from 24 hours up to 3 years. The new batch systems containing both colloid types 
are then called Set 3 DT and Set 4 DT, respectively. 
Fractionation: Asymmetrical Flow Field-Flow Fractionation (AsFlFFF) coupled to UV-Vis 
spectrophotometry and ICP-Mass spectrometry. 
The general principle of the flow field-flow fractionation method is described in detail in [104]; 
[105]; [106].The experimental equipment applied in this study has been detailed in [68]. Only 
the main principle is recalled here. Size fractionation of colloids is carried out in a thin ribbon-
like channel according to their diffusion coefficient. The carrier channel flow is laminar due to 
the small height of the spacer and transports colloidal components after their injection to the 
detectors under the action of a cross-flow perpendicular to the channel. This drives the parti-
cles towards the underlying channel wall consisting of an ultrafiltration membrane. The parti-
cles are then retained inside the channel while molecular and ionic species are able to per-
meate the membrane. The colloids diffuse back into the channel. In the so-called “normal” 
elution mode, the diffusion length is higher for smaller than for bigger colloids. Hence they 
reach faster stream lines in the laminar flow-field and are eluted prior to bigger particles with 
smaller diffusion coefficients. Colloids with sizes larger than around 800 nm (as reported by 
[107] for example) remain in faster flow stream lines for steric reasons and are thus eluted 
before smaller particles. In that case the AsFlFFF works in the “steric” elution mode. 
The AsFlFFF system (HRFFF 10.000 AF4) is provided by Postnova Analytics (Landsberg, 
Germany). The accumulation wall consisted of an ultrafiltration membrane made of regener-
ated cellulose (cutoff 5 kDa, Postnova Analytics). The trapezoidal PTFE spacer which delim-
its the area where the fractionation takes place is 0.5 mm thick. In this study, the carrier solu-
tion consists of ultra pure water adjusted to pH 9.3 by addition of ultra pure NaOH 1 M 
(Merck). pH stability was checked by daily measurements (max. ~8 hours). The carrier solu-
tion was prepared and degassed prior to use by a vacuum degasser (HP 1100, Model G 
1322A, Agilent, Waldbronn, Germany). Three additional on-line filters with a 100 nm pore 
size PTFE membrane are placed at the inlet ports of injection and laminar pump and be-
tween the module and the inlet port of the channel. A sample volume of 100 µL is injected via 
a Rheodyne injection valve. After fractionation, the effluent is directed through an UV detec-
tor (LambdaMax LC Modell 481, Waters, Milford, USA) for monitoring the organic component 
via both light absorption and scattering at a fixed laminar outflow rate of 0.8 mL/min while the 
cross flow rate varies linearly from 2.4 ml/min at the beginning (0 s) down to 0 ml/min after 30 
min (1800 s). This corresponds to a starting value of 75 % of the total laminar inflow at the 
beginning down to 0 % at the end. In total, a fractogram is registered for 45 min (2700 s) 
which means that during the last 15 min (900 s), the system runs without crossflow allowing 
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theoretically the relaxation and the elution of all the remaining particles. For the analysis of 
inorganic component, the effluent is mixed via a T-piece with 6 % nitric acid containing 50 
µg/L Rh as an internal standard and introduced into the ICP-Mass spectrometer (ELAN 6000, 
Perkin-Elmer, Germany) at a constant flow rate of 0.5 ml/min via a peristaltic pump (Min-
ipuls3, Gilson, France). Two additional injection valves are installed: 1) one with a 100 µL 
loop is installed between the channel box and the UV-Vis detector and 2) one with a 130.4 
µL loop is located in front of a T-piece (Omnifit) which admixes the acidic Rh-solution to the 
channel outflow before entering the ICP-MS nebulizer. Both additionally installed injection 
valves can be used to determine losses of sample constituents in the channel by injecting 
reference solutions.  
Size determination. Colloid sizes are derived by calibration using a series of polystyrene sul-
fonate (PSS) reference standards (Polysciences, Eppelheim, Germany) with certified mo-
lecular weights (1.29, 4.4, 15.2, 29 and 81.8 kDa) and a series of carboxylated polystyrene 
reference particles (Magsphere,USA) with certified sizes (24, 105 , 207 , and 510 nm). Our 
system was calibrated up to 510 nm in the “normal” elution mode. Mixtures were prepared 
just before injection into the carrier solution. Overloading effects which have been frequently 
reported in the literature ([67]; [106], [66]) have been checked by injecting 100 µL of a refer-
ence colloid mixture prepared at different concentrations. No shift of elution times was ob-
served for PSS concentrations below 100 µg/L. 
Quantification of the fractograms and comparison with ultrafiltration. Calibration methods for 
the quantitative evaluation of fractograms and their validation are described in detail in ([68]). 
Briefly, measured intensities for the respective element of interest are normalized to the 
measured intensity of an internal standard Rh-103. Rh-103 (50 µg/L) dissolved in 5% HNO3 
(ultrapure) is admixed at constant flow to the channel effluent before entering the ICP-MS 
nebuliser. ICP-MS intensities are converted to masses (ng) for each analyte of interest. The 
mass versus elution time fractogram is then integrated in order to derive the total peak areas, 
which can then be attributed directly to the amount of given element in the respective colloi-
dal fraction. This approach has been primarily adopted to correct for flow rate fluctuations 
observed with our AsFlFFF notably at the beginning of each fractionation run. Peak area de-
termination is reproducible within less than 10 % uncertainty. 
The quantified element content in the colloidal fraction is compared with parallel ultrafiltration 
experiments. Element concentrations are measured by ICP-MS in ultrafiltrates (ultrafiltration 
cartridges containing a polyethersulfone membrane with 1000 kDa cutoff corresponding to a 
pore size of ~17 nm according to ([108]), Pallfiltron, Germany) and in the total solution with-
out filtration. The difference in concentrations is attributed to colloidal species.  
Results & Discussion 
The pH of all the different suspensions remains constant after solution preparation and lies in 
a range of 8.3-8.9. This is on average 1 pH unit lower than the initial Grimsel groundwater pH 
value due to the addition of a small amount of the RN-cocktail with very low pH (~1.3). The 
groundwater used for the experiments was not filtered. Naturally abundant colloidal particles  
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Figure  2.10: Evolution of Al-fractograms (representing bentonite colloids) over 3 years 
recorded after injection of Set 2 suspensions (with bentonite clay colloids 
initially Li+-delaminated, TS1). The error for peak position reproducibility is 
less than 5%. The recoveries (values indicated in brackets) are reproducible 
within less than 10% uncertainty. These uncertainty ranges hold for all 
fractograms. A: The AsFlFFF works in the so-called normal mode where the 
smaller colloids are eluted prior to bigger ones. The calibration is valid up to 
510 nm (see Text). B: The AsFlFFF works in the so-called steric mode where 
the bigger colloids (fraction > 500 nm) are eluted prior to smaller ones 
(residual fraction at 300 nm). 
(SiO2, phyllosilicates and Ca silicates) with sizes between 10 to 1000 nm exist at very low 
concentrations varying from 0.005 to 0.1 mg/L according to [81] and [109]. They could not be 
detected during repeated injections of the natural Grimsel groundwater into the AsFlFFF-
ICP-MS system under our experimental conditions. Concentrations of those natural fine 
groundwater particles are by around 2 orders of magnitude lower than added clay and/or 
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humic colloids and are not believed to significantly influence metal ion speciation or to inter-
fere significantly with the added colloids.  
Study of clay colloid stability. Previous studies ([85]) suggest colloids being stable in the low 
ionic strength, high pH GGW. In order to determine the size distribution by AsFlFFF, we se-
lected Al as an indicator element for the clay colloids (10.8 wt % of the clay mass) instead of 
Si, which is the main component of the bentonite ([99]). ICP-MS detection of Si is not sensi-
tive due to a high background induced by the abrasion of the quartz torch. To check whether 
the Al fractograms reflect the clay colloids, the Al/Mg ratio was determined over the course of 
the peak and was found constant and equal to the expected value of 3.7 ± 0.2 (theoretical 
value: 3.68 ([99])). Fractograms of the set 2 suspensions containing 20 mg/L clay colloids 
(from TS1) in GGW, recorded over 3 years are presented on Figure  2.10A and Figure  2.10B. 
(84 ± 3) % of the injected Al mass are found in the elution band of the fractogram and corre-
spond to the recovery of the clay colloids after fractionation for all analyses. The rest of the 
colloid mass (16 %) is obviously lost during fractionation and might be retained on the chan-
nel surfaces. A gradual agglomeration process is evidenced in Figure  2.10A after 18 months 
storage. The clay colloid size distribution varies from initially 10-200 nm to 50-400 nm during 
18 months (Figure  2.10A). Measurements after 3 years (Figure  2.10B) reveal that slow ag-
glomeration continues. Apparently, particles with sizes > 500 nm form and are eluted in the 
“steric” mode in the beginning of the fractogram. The large size of those early eluted colloids 
is confirmed by filtration through a membrane with 450 nm pore size. Injection of the filtrate 
into the channel resulted in a decrease of colloid recovery from 84 % to 3 % and only remain-
ing colloids with a size around 300 nm are detected. The agglomeration phenomenon is re-
producible and was observed as well in the other sets of samples containing bentonite col-
loids.  
Missana et al. [85] dispersed the Na+-homo-ionized FEBEX bentonite in deionized water re-
sulting in a final ionic strength of 5×10-3 mol/L, for a pH value of 8.7 and an average colloidal 
size of (270 ± 50) nm as determined by photon correlation spectroscopy (PCS). SEM investi-
gations showed that the dispersed colloids were in fact composed of aggregates. Those ag-
gregates appeared to be stable for over 5 months and no size increase could be observed. In 
our work, the colloid suspension (S1) was originally homo-ionized with Li+. At the end of the 
dispersion/centrifugation cycles, the Li+ concentration was still 2.38×10-3 mol/L in the TS1 
stock suspension. The further dilution of the clay colloid stock suspension (TS1) in GGW to 
20 mg/L results in a final Li+ concentration of 3.9×10-5 mol/L. We explain the observed ag-
glomeration by the increase of the Ca2+ to Li+ molar ratio in solution from 0.09 to 5.3 after the 
final dilution of the stock suspension TS1. Ca2+ (concentration in GGW: 2.1×10-4 mol/L) re-
places Li+ at the ion exchange sites of the clay platelet basal planes and as a consequence 
induces agglomeration. To confirm this hypothesis, a bentonite colloid stock suspension 
(TS2) has been prepared after suspending FEBEX bentonite powder directly in GGW (S2), 
without any previous Li+ homo-ionization. Clay colloid preparation by performing disper-
sion/centrifugation cycles in GGW (TS2) results in the establishment of size distribution rang-
ing from 50-500 nm centered at ~ 180 nm as determined by AsFlFFF-ICP-MS (Figure  2.11A, 
‘GGW’). The different behavior of TS1 and TS2 suspensions is shown in Figure  2.11. While 
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the initially Li+ homo-ionized clay particles aggregate significantly during the first 4 months 
only a slight shift of the size distribution is observed for the clay suspension washed with 
groundwater only. The maximum of the size distribution increases slightly from 180 nm (col-
loid recovery after fractionation: ~74%) to about 200 nm. This could be an indication for on-
going colloid agglomeration, however, should be considered with caution with regard to ana-
lytical uncertainties. Nevertheless, analysis of an 8 years old FEBEX bentonite colloid sus-
pension (20 mg/L) washed and prepared in Grimsel groundwater revealed again a slightly 
larger size maximum at 210 nm (colloid recovery: 66%). SEM analysis of those latter parti-
cles indicates the presence of aggregates. We have to note that the pH in this 8 years old 
solution decreased over time to 8.0. Despite experimental uncertainties, it appears that slow 
clay colloid aggregation occurs also for the non-Li+-homo-ionized clay particles.  
All results show slow clay agglomeration which is not finished after one year. At a first 
glance, this contradicts earlier studies ([85]; [93]) performed however over shorter time peri-
ods only and stating high colloid stability. Seher et al. [110] determined in recent experiments 
a critical coagulation concentration (CCC) of 1 10-3 mol/L for clay colloids prepared from 
FEBEX bentonite in CaCl2 solutions. The CCC corresponds to the salt concentration where 
colloid agglomeration is purely diffusion limited and electrostatic repulsion becomes negligi-
ble. The CCC determined by [110] is just 5 times higher than the Ca-concentration in GGW. 
At lower Ca-concentrations (3.3 10-4 mol/L) a stability ratio W of ~ 100 is obtained at pH 9-10, 
i.e. only 1 of 100 colloid-colloid collisions leads to an agglomeration. For details on W deter-
mination see [111]. In our system containing Li+ ions the destabilization effect due to Ca2+ 
ions obviously is enhanced due to the enrichment of Ca2+ at the clay basal planes via ion 
exchange. 
In conclusion, the clay colloids undergo a continuous agglomeration process over long time 
periods in the natural GGW. The generally low ionic strength and high pH conditions of the 
GGW might thus not per se be sufficient to stabilize clay colloids for long time periods. Even 
under those conditions colloids might be prone to agglomeration and finally sedimentation. 
Further experiments are in progress to confirm this observation. 
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Figure  2.11:  Comparison of the Al-fractogram evolution (representing bentonite colloids) 
over 4 months for batch samples of bentonite colloids prepared in Grimsel 
groundwater (GGW) directly (Figure  2.11A) or after an initial Li-homoinisation 
(LiCL/GGW) (Figure  2.11B). The values in brackets represent the Al 
recoveries determined from fractogram analysis. 
Radionuclide-colloid interaction. The behavior of the radionuclides and radionuclide homo-
logues Cs(I)-, Eu(III)-, Th(IV)-, and U(VI)-in the presence of 20 mg/L clay colloids has been 
followed by AsFlFFF-ICP-MS as a function of time. Figure  2.12A and Figure  2.12B shows the 
results obtained after injection of the set 4 suspensions investigated as a fresh sample, and 
after 2 weeks, 5 months, 17 months, 3 years.  
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Figure  2.12:  Interaction of Eu and Th with bentonite colloids followed over 3 years via the 
evolution of the Al-, Eu- and Th-fractograms recorded after injection of Set 4 
suspensions. A: The AsFlFFF works in the so-called normal mode where the 
smaller colloids are eluted prior to bigger ones. The calibration is valid up to 
510 nm (see Text). B: The AsFlFFF works in the so-called steric mode where 
the bigger colloids (fraction > 500 nm) are eluted prior to smaller ones 
(residual fraction at 300 nm). 
Under the experimental conditions of this work, Cs(I) and U(VI) are hardly bound to the col-
loids and their signal in ICP-MS follows basically the background. Eu(III)- and Th(IV)-
fractograms qualitatively follow the Al-fractograms indicating their attachment to clay colloids. 
As already discussed before, clay colloid agglomeration occurs in the same way as observed 
in the absence of metal ions (Figure  2.10A and Figure  2.10B). The close similarity of clay 
fractograms shown in Figure  2.10 and Figure  2.12 demonstrates the reproducibility of the 
AsFlFFF analysis. The sorption of Eu(III) and Th(IV) on colloids does not enhance the ag-
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glomeration process. The different shapes of Th, Eu fractograms on the one hand and Al (i.e. 
clay) fractograms on the other hand suggest the preferred attachment of the polyvalent metal 
ions to smaller-sized colloids. We attribute this observation to a surface area effect: metal 
ions preferentially sorb to smaller colloids which have a higher specific surface area. It is well 
known that Th(IV) tends to form nano-sized polymeric (eigencolloid) species. According to 
our calculations (see below), the solution is potentially oversaturated with respect to amor-
phous Th (i.e. ThO2, amorphous, fresh). AsFlFFF-ICP-MS analysis of groundwater spiked with the 
metal ions but without addition of colloids was not able to detect colloidal species. This does 
not mean that the eigencolloids do not exist as they could be sorbed onto the AsFlFFF mem-
brane. Thus, we cannot exclude the possible initial formation of colloidal species after spik-
ing, which may entail the attachment of these species to the clay particle surfaces. 
In earlier studies we could demonstrate the reproducibility of the results obtained in fractiona-
tion experiments. Application of an appropriate calibration method as described in detail in 
[68] allowed the quantification of colloidal element fractions and their evolution in time (Figure 
4) with in general an uncertainty < 10 %. Colloid bound element fractions are compared with 
the outcome of ultrafiltration experiments using 1000 kD filters (Figure  2.13).  
Around (5 ± 1) % U(VI) was found colloid bound by AsFlFFF, whatever the colloid - metal ion 
contact time, which is confirmed by ultrafiltration results. The same is true for Cs(I), not 
shown in Figure  2.13 (data are almost congruent with those for U(VI)). These results are in 
agreement with previous ultracentrifugation experiments in the same system where 6 % of 
U(VI) and 8 % of Cs(I) were found to be clay colloids bound.  
Up to 1 year, the Th(IV) recovery in the AsFlFFF effluent (90 ± 5 %) corresponds to the clay 
colloid recovery, showing its complete attachment to the colloids, which again is in agree-
ment with ultrafiltration experiments performed after 1 year. Comparable colloid-borne asso-
ciation (84 %) was found for Pu(IV) using ultra centrifugation [93]. After one year, a slight 
decrease of the Th fraction associated to the clay colloids is observed. This behavior could 
be explained by partial Th desorption and formation of a carbonate complex due to intrusion 
of air traces into the glove box during long term storage, which could never be totally exclud-
ed.  
Different results are found for the behavior of Eu(III). First, it appears that the colloid-borne 
Eu(III) fraction increases from 25 up to 60 % from the initial preparation of the sample (taken 
~ 10 min after mixing) to the next sampling times. Analysis of the ultra-filtrate after one year 
indicates 97 % colloid-borne Eu(III) again in agreement with an earlier ultracentrifugation 
experiment ([93]) which resulted in 99 % colloid borne Am(III). We explain this behavior by 
the competitive Eu(III) sorption to the colloids and the cellulose ultrafiltration membrane in 
the AsFlFFF channel. Part of Eu(III) is thus believed to dissociate from the clay colloids and 
then being trapped by the membrane. This occurs most likely during the focusing step where 
colloids can have direct contact with the cellulose membrane surface. Nevertheless, it is 
presently too speculative to attribute the recovery increase between the two first measure-
ments to an increase of the binding strength with time.  
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Figure  2.13:  Fractions of U, Th and Eu bound to bentonite colloids (Set 4) determined from 
peak area analysis of fractograms as a function of the contact time (up to 3 
years) in GGW and additional ultra filtration (UF) results (filtration at 1000 
kDa). The values indicated are reproducible within less than 10% uncertainty. 
It is clear that AsFlFFF represents an invasive speciation technique, where during fractiona-
tion chemical equilibrium can be disturbed. This is certainly the case for colloid borne Eu(III) 
where speciation is partially interfered by competitive sorption to the membrane. For the 
strongly colloid bound Th(IV) such processes appear to be less significant. The slight de-
crease of Th(IV) attachment to clay colloids by ~ 15% after 1 year as indicated by AsFlFFF is 
not yet clearly understood and requires further investigations.  
The metal ion – colloid interaction as determined by AsFlFFF is compared with speciation 
calculations below.  
Competition with humic acids. The impact of humic acid addition to metal ion bearing clay 
colloids is illustrated in Figure  2.14. The different colloidal fractions, humic acid or clay col-
loids, are clearly separated under the selected fractionation conditions. The humic acid (Go-
Hy-HA-573) is identified by the UV-Vis absorbance signal recorded at 225 nm showing an 
asymmetrical size distribution centered at 0.9 nm which is not time-dependent.  
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Figure  2.14:  Example illustrating the influence of the humic acids (HA) addition (after 1 day) 
on the Eu and Th interaction with bentonite colloids contacted for a certain time 
(7 months) in GGW. The observation is made by measuring the Eu- and Th-
fractograms and comparing them to the HA-fractogram (as obtained by the 
absorbance measurements at 225 nm) and Al-fractograms (representing 
bentonite colloids). DT: desorption time (after HA addition); CT: contact time 
(before HA addition). Sample analysis for Set4 DT. 
As discussed earlier, Eu(III) and Th(IV) are initially completely clay colloid bound. The fracto-
grams in Figure  2.14 show that addition of 10 mg/L humic acid induces partial dissociation of 
Eu(III) and Th(IV) from the clay particles even after only 1 day desorption time. With increas-
ing desorption times, Eu(III) and Th(IV) association to humic acids is enhanced. The time 
dependent partitioning of metal ions between clay colloids and humic acid for all experiments 
observed by AsFlFFF and ultrafiltration (UF) over three years is plotted in Figure  2.15. In all 
experiments we observe desorption of Th(IV) and Eu(III) from the clay colloids almost irre-
spective of the previous contact time during the 3 years study. Eu(III) desorbs quite fast and 
finally is almost completely humic acid bound. Th(IV) desorbs slower and reaches a fraction 
of almost 50 % humate complexes after three years.  
The results are compared with those obtained after simultaneous mixing of humic acid, ben-
tonite colloids and RN-cocktail (set 5 or “Equil.”). Metal ion distribution does not vary in time 
in this system (Figure  2.15). The same is observed for experiments with suspensions of set 3 
batches (“HA-RN”), in which bentonite colloids act as competitors for initially HA-bound metal 
ions. Furthermore, the result of these experiments resembles closely that obtained for the 
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“HA-RN” solution without bentonite colloids added. The combination of all these data clearly 
shows that for both Eu(III) and Th(IV) the chemical equilibrium is shifted towards the for-
mation of humate complexes. This is also the case for UO22+, where almost no surface at-
tachment to clay colloids could be observed in all experiments.  
The desorption experiments for Eu(III), therefore, show that bentonite colloids cannot com-
pete with humic acid and the Eu sorption to bentonite colloids is fully reversible even after 3 
years aging.  
In contrast, Th(IV) appears to bind stronger to the clay colloids than Eu(III). The equilibrium 
distribution between humic acid and clay colloids is obviously not obtained within 3 years. In 
this case we observe a clear difference in the final Th(IV) speciation as a function of the addi-
tion sequence. Adding Th(IV) to the humic acid first and then clay colloids results in a clear 
predominance of Th(IV)-humate complexes, while the opposite mixing sequence yields a 
significant clay-colloid bound Th(IV) fraction (30 ± 5 %). 
The metal ion/colloid speciation determined by AsFlFFF experimentally was compared with 
speciation calculations using existing thermodynamic data from the literature. 
For the interaction of radionuclides with the clay surfaces, the model of Bradbury and Bae-
yens [112] was chosen. More precisely, their linear-free-energy relationship data for metal 
ion sorption to montmorillonite was used [112], based on hydrolysis constants published in 
the respective most recent NEA/OECD compilations ([113]; [114]). Site density values and 
CEC data for montmorillonite given by Bradbury and Baeyens are quite comparable to those 
determined by [115] for the clay in FEBEX bentonite. Therefore, we believe that the use of 
the data set of [112] is justified.  
For the interaction of radionuclides with HA, the Nica-Donnan model [116] was applied. 
Complexation data are also in this case derived by relating the model parameters for the in-
teraction of metal ions with humic acid to metal ion hydrolysis constants [116]. General mod-
el parameters are taken as recommended by Milne et al. Also in this case hydrolysis con-
stants were taken from the most recent NEA/OECD compilations ([113]; [114]). This was the 
only way to allow for consistent application of the two models since metal hydrolysis con-
stants used to derive complexation constants were not the same in both approaches. The 
calculations were done by using the ECOSAT program ([117]).  
Furthermore, the Grimsel ground water components were considered in the calculations. 
This involved both the calculations for metal adsorption to the clay and the interaction with 
the HA. For example Al as a trivalent ion was present in significant amounts relative to the 
low concentrations of radionuclides, which is considered in the calculations. Aqueous specia-
tion data for Al were taken from [118] while the parameters for the interactions with colloids 
and humic acid were obtained from the above cited papers using the linear-free-energy rela-
tionship equations published therein. The presence of DOC (1.2 ± 0.2 mg/L) in GGW was 
originally reported but the nature of this organic carbon has never been characterized and 
identified. Scoping calculations show that this quantity, if present as fulvic acid for example,  
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Figure  2.15:  Evolution of Eu and Th partitioning between humic acid (HA) and bentonite 
colloids with time. Eu and Th have been aged with bentonite colloids before 
mixing during a certain time (CT: contact time) in GGW. The values represent 
the recoveries for Eu and Th as determined after analysis of Set 4 DT 
samples (HA acting as competing ligand). The values indicated are 
reproducible within less than 10% uncertainty. Full square symbols represent 
the fraction of elements desorbed from bentonite and bound to the competing 
humic acid. The open square symbols represent the fraction of elements 
remaining bound to the bentonite colloids. The crossed-symbols are 
additional ultra filtration data. The stars represent the partitioning between the 
two colloidal fractions for the so-called equilibrium system (Set 5). The curved 
arrows represent subjective envelopes. 
would be sufficient to completely complex the radionuclides added to the GGW. However, 
such amounts of fulvic or humic acid should be detected by the AsFlFFF but this was not the 
case. Accordingly, speciation calculations were done without taking into account the back-
ground DOC in GGW.  
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Thermodynamic calculations. Auxiliary data were whenever possible taken from the 
NEA/OECD compilation books ([113]; [114]) to assure maximum consistency. Carbonate 
was treated as a component with a known total concentration, fixed at the concentration val-
ue of the Grimsel groundwater (2.8×10-4 mol/L) since the experiments were carried out in 
closed vials. Nevertheless, to test the sensitivity of the results due to variations of the car-
bonate concentration, it was varied from 5.7×10-5 mol/L to 5.7×10-4 mol/L. 
Since all radionuclides/homologues were present simultaneously, the system was set-up as 
the complete multi-component system within ECOSAT [117]. The interaction of the HA with 
the clays was not considered because no type of interaction between them was experimen-
tally observed. Calculations were done in the pH range 8.3 to 8.9 covering the experimental 
value of pH 8.6. This allowed an estimation of the sensitivity of the results due to slight varia-
tions of the pH. Since in such a multi-component system, not all relevant species (and there-
fore not all relevant thermodynamic data) are known, results have to be considered as ap-
proximations.  
Speciation calculations were carried out on all the systems studied. In the first step, the spe-
ciation of the radionuclides in the GGW was calculated. The calculations showed that Th is 
potentially oversaturated with respect to the precipitation of amorphous ThO2, amorphous, fresh 
(containing ~ 81 % of the total Th) in the pH range considered.  
Precipitation of thorium as described above is still thermodynamically expected when only 
bentonite colloids are present (Set 4). This allows for additional assumptions about the be-
havior of that system. Th could be present dissolved or precipitated just as in the absence of 
bentonite colloids. The precipitates could adhere to the bentonite colloids or surface precipi-
tates could have formed on the bentonite colloids, so that part of the Th is eluted with the 
bentonite colloids in such a form.  
The calculated speciation of Eu, U and Th in presence of 20 mg/L bentonite colloids is shown 
in Figure  2.16 (thin and dotted lines). 
Negligible surface attachment of UO22+ to clay colloids is predicted in agreement with our 
experiments, dissolved UO2(OH)3- complexes prevail. Uptake of Eu is between 4 and 8 % in 
the considered pH range. Th uptake by clay colloids is between 3 and 10 % while the Th 
precipitate fraction is between 71 and 78 %. The adsorption model does not predict the ex-
perimentally found fraction of Eu and Th on bentonite colloids, both calculated fractions are 
lower. Nevertheless, for the Th, an agreement is found between the experimental and the 
calculated fraction by summing the calculated bentonite bound and precipitated values. Vary-
ing the carbonate concentration has a drastic effect on the Eu speciation results. An increase 
by a factor 2 (compared to the measured value in the GGW, i.e. 2.8×10-4 mol/L) reduces the 
calculated Eu fraction bound to bentonite by a factor 2 as well while a decrease by a factor 4 
increases the calculated Eu fraction bound to bentonite by a factor 3. This might be one rea-
son for the rather poor agreement between the experimental result and the calculated val-
ues. Our systems could be changed with respect to the total carbon content due to opening 
the vials in a carbon dioxide free atmosphere. It is also noteworthy that Bradbury and  
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Figure  2.16:  Calculated speciation distribution of Eu, Th and U between aqueous, 
bentonite colloids-bound fractions and precipitates as a function of pH, in the 
absence of humic acid, according to the thermodynamic model and data of 
Bradbury and Bayens (2005) (thin lines) or by increasing the total sites 
concentration by a factor 5 (thick lines), see text for details. The pH is varied 
to test its influence on the thermodynamic calculation. Experimental points 
from AsFlFFF analysis are added for direct comparison. 
Baeyens considered the 0.5 µm size fraction of SWy1 Montmorillonite and determined a total 
edge sites density (≡ SOH) by titration of 8.2×10-2 mol/kg [119]. The AsFlFFF measurements 
indicate an initial FEBEX clay colloid size distribution ranging from only 10-200 nm with a 
maximum around 120 nm (Figure 3A). If we assume in a simplified approximation that the 
average particle diameter of the clay material used by Bradbury and Baeyens (and also by 
[115]) is about ~ 5 times larger than our colloidal fraction, we can also suppose that the total 
concentration of edge sites in our colloidal suspension scales by the same factor. The fact 
that the number of surface sites at clay platelets of course depends on particle size and sur-
face area is well established (see e.g. [120]). By increasing the total site concentration by a 
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factor of 5 in our calculation (Figure 7, thick lines), the calculated Eu fraction increases but 
still remains below experimental observations. The calculated Th bentonite bound fraction 
increases (from 18 % and 60 %) while the calculated fraction of precipitated Th decreases 
accordingly. Speciation calculations clearly underpredict experimental observations with re-
gard to Eu(III) and Th(IV) binding to clay colloids. One reason might be related to the exper-
imentally observed preferential association of polyvalent metal ions to even smaller bentonite 
colloids offering higher specific surface area than assumed in our calculations. Another ex-
planation could lie in variations of carbonate concentrations under our experimental condi-
tions as compared to those originally present in the GGW. It is however tempting, even 
though somewhat speculative, to link the calculated oversaturation of Th(IV) with regard to 
precipitation of amorphous Th-hydroxide/oxide to the experimentally observed disequilibria of 
Th(IV) partitioning between clay colloids and humic acid.  
In the pure organic matter system, the Nica-Donnan model ([116]) predicts complete uptake 
of both Eu and Th, while minor parts (< 10 %) of the uranyl species remain in solution. This 
agrees with our experimental results obtained by AsFlFFF for the data set 3. In the system 
containing both HA and clay colloids, Eu(III) is predicted to remain by less than 5 percent in 
aqueous solution. It is mainly bound to organic matter. This pattern is predicted to be even 
more pronounced for Th(IV), which should be 100 % organic matter bound according to the 
calculations. The calculations confirm that the speciation of Th, U and Eu is dominated by the 
respective humate complexes as demonstrated by the experiments with the analysis of the 
data set 5, “equil.”, considered as our equilibrium system (Figure 6). 
The present experimental and calculated data agree with other reported results, which indi-
cated that the metal ion / HA interaction inhibits at least partly the metal ion /mineral oxide 
sorption as for Am(III) onto silica [121], Eu(III) onto goethite or boehmite [122], Th(IV) onto 
hematite and silica ([123]; [124]; [125]), and Th(IV) and U(VI) onto hematite ([126]). In case 
of our experiments with Th(IV) it was shown that an equilibrium model is not adequate for 
describing the sorption-desorption process and the addition sequence was found to play a 
major role. Similar observations on disequilibria depending on addition sequences have been 
reported for other elements in various systems in presence of HA: U(VI) migrating through 
well characterized Clashach Sandstone matrix ([127]), Ni on kaolinite [128], Ni on HFO [129], 
Th on hematite [125], Zr and Hf on kaolinite and silica [130]. However, all these studies con-
sidered significantly shorter observation periods than three years. Explanations for observed 
kinetic effects are inter alia the transformation of initially adsorbed element to a less leacha-
ble surface precipitate [127] forming for example a metal hydroxide, a mixed layered double 
hydroxide (LDH) or a phyllosilicate phase within a matter of days or even less with a stabili-
zation of the precipitate phase upon ageing [128]. Another explanation which can be found in 
literature is diffusion of metal ions into mineral pores or interlayer sites, finally retarding metal 
ion desorption from the mineral surface.  
We presently do not understand the incomplete desorption of Th(IV) from clay colloids after 
humic acid addition and long contact times even though experiments and speciation calcula-
tions suggest that the equilibrium state clearly lies on the side of the HA-complex. However, 
the observation of different kinetic stabilities for Th(IV) and Eu(III) clay colloid species has 
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recently been confirmed by in-situ migration experiments performed at the Grimsel Test Site. 
Tetravalent elements sorbed to the bentonite colloids prior to the injection into a granitic frac-
ture show a much higher recovery than colloid borne trivalent metal ions [131]. The above 
mentioned explanations discussed in the literature might be responsible for the finding. In our 
case possible precipitation or surface precipitation phenomena might explain the findings as 
discussed above. Further studies are underway to elucidate the mechanism of the observed 
slow reversibility/partial irreversibility of the Th(IV)-clay colloid binding.  
Conclusions  
- The flow field-flow fractionation method coupled to UV-Vis and ICP-MS detectors is a 
flexible colloid characterization method allowing the observation of the interaction be-
tween the metal ions present even in traces and colloids. This is relevant for natural 
ground water conditions where most spectroscopic techniques cannot be applied. 
Although chemical equilibria are disturbed by the nanoparticle separation and even if 
the interaction of samples with channel surfaces cannot be suppressed completely, 
the fractograms provide semi quantitative insight into the trace element partitioning in 
colloidal systems.  
- The present study, performed over a 3 years period, suggests that the clay colloids 
undergo a continuous agglomeration process even in the natural GGW, where condi-
tions were thought to be ideal for clay colloid stabilization. The water chemistry and 
mainly the Ca2+ concentration determine the colloid size distribution.  
- The calculated distribution of U(VI), Th(IV) and Eu(III) qualitatively represent the ex-
perimental data. Eu(III) and Th(IV) were found to bind to clay colloids, while U(VI) and 
Cs(I) remain mainly dissolved in solution. 
- The trivalent metal binding to clay colloids at slightly alkaline conditions of a granitic 
groundwater was found to be reversible. Part of Th(IV) could not be desorbed from 
the colloid surface even after contact times for about 3 years by humic acid addition, 
although the calculated and experimentally obtained equilibrium is clearly located at 
the side of the respective humate complex. 
Further complementary studies have to be carried out to understand the kinetically hindered 
or partially irreversible desorption of Th from the clay colloids. A mechanistic explanation for 
this observation is not yet available, even though surface precipitation is indicated by calcula-
tions. Such type of ‘irreversible’ metal binding to colloids may enhance radionuclide transport 
as long as clay particles show a high colloidal stability. If colloids are unstable or prone to 
filtration in a given geological system, such processes may however also efficiently retard 
radionuclide migration. Further studies on the elucidation of the underlying mechanisms in 
colloidal systems are therefore of cardinal importance. 
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2.1.3 Colloid generation at the compacted bentonite water interface 
 
Abstract. Bentonite colloid generation was investigated under Grimsel groundwater using 
compacted Febex bentonite rings with identical dimensions to the planned CFM long-term in 
situ experiment and Grimsel groundwater as contact fluid. A water conducting feature was 
simulated by a parallel plate model with a 1 mm aperture. Colloid concentration and average 
colloid diameter was measured with Laser-induced Breakdown Detection (LIBD). Geochemi-
cal parameters (pH, electrical conductivity) as well as water chemistry was monitored. The 
swelling pressure induced a gel front penetrating max. 2.5 cm radial into the artificial fracture 
introducing a first colloid erosion peak, which leveled off after the final expansion state was 
reached. In a second phase after the chloride/sulfate inventory was released the colloid con-
centration increased again to plateau values of 6 – 15 mg/L (s-curve LIBD) until the termina-
tion of the experiments after eight months.  
Materials & Methods 
Material. In all experiments documented here smectite-rich Febex (full-scale engineered bar-
rier experiment) bentonite from the deposit of Cabo de Gata, Almería (Spain) is used without 
any purification step [132]. The exchangeable cation composition was determined prior to the 
experiment to be 99 ± 2.1 meq·/100g. As contact water original Grimsel groundwater sam-
pled from the MI shearzone in 50L Teflon coated Ar pre-flushed Al barrels is used. 
Experimental setup. In order to mimic the contact zone of the CFM long-term in situ test to be 
started in November/December 2013 the geometry and chemical conditions of the laboratory 
experiments were chosen to be comparable to the in-situ test. Compacted bentonite rings 
were manufactured and provided by CIEMAT (Figure  2.17). The individual ring dimensions 
are 82mm outer diameter and 43mm inner diameter with an optimum dry density of 1.65 
g/cm3 resulting in a ring height of 25mm. In these compacted bentonite rings eight holes of 
8mm diameter and 10mm depth are drilled to emplace glass ampules with a labeled benton-
ite slurry.  
  
Figure  2.17:   (left) Different molds manufactured by CIEMAT for compaction of bentonite 
rings. (right) Compacted bentonite ring (1.65 g∙cm-3) with 8mm drilled holes for 
emplacement of glass vials. In the lower right region of the image pellets of 
2mm thickness are shown to close the pre-manufactured holes. 
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This procedure was necessary as tests to emplace directly the wet bentonite paste in the 
bore holes of the compacted bentonite ring induced a strong swelling pressure (Figure  2.18) 
with crack formation proliferating over a period of 25-60 min finally resulting in a disintegra-
tion of the bentonite ring. Due to the failure of the bentonite ring this preparation route was 
not continued and the alternative using glass ampules discussed and tested.   
   
Figure  2.18:  From left to right photo documentation of the direct emplacement of the 
bentonite slurry in ring #3 provided by CIEMAT. After 10 min contact time 
the first cracks due to the bentonite swelling pressure and the difference in 
water content were visible and after 25 min the bentonite ring disintegrated. 
  
Figure  2.19:  (left) Plexiglass experimental setup connected to a peristaltic pump delivering 
a constant Grimsel groundwater (GGW) flow of ~50 µL/min through the 
parallel plate model with 1 mm aperture. The bentonite ring with height 25 
mm is confined through the plexiglas block and the inner part filled with a 
plexiglas rod. (right) Side view of the bentonite ring with the premanifactured 
holes emplaced with glass ampules covered with a bentonite pellet. 
Saturation starts from the direct contact to the water saturated artificial 
fracture. 
Labeled bentonite in glass vials were prepared by inserting 300 mg paste (V/m = 1 ml/g) of 
synthetic Ni-montmorillonite provided by the group of Jocelyne Brendlé (University of Mul-
house), for details see [57]. Each bentonite paste containing vial was furthermore labeled 
with 10 mg Na-Fluorescein and 250 µg/L Eu, Tb, Hf and Th. To ease the breaking of the 
glass vials predetermined breaking points were engraved as lines.  
The experimental set-up consists of two Plexiglas halves assembled to give a parallel plate 
system with 1mm aperture in the cylindrical form of 187 mm (Figure  2.19). A peristaltic pump 
is connected via Peek tubing to the Plexiglas block delivering a constant Grimsel groundwa-
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ter (GGW) flow of ~50 µL/min through the parallel plate model. The bentonite ring with height 
25mm is confined through the Plexiglas block and the inner cavity of the bentonite ring filled 
with a Plexiglas rod. 
Analytical Methods. The colloid concentration and number-weighted average colloid diameter 
is determined with a Laser-induced Breakdown Detection (LIBD) system [109]. The sample 
solution is pumped through a silica flow-through cell. A dielectric breakdown is produced in 
the focus region of a pulsed laser beam (Nd: YAG-laser, Frequency: 15 Hz, Wavelength: 532 
nm). The plasma generated by the breakdown event is monitored by a CCD-camera at-
tached to an image-processing system. For details on the s-curve LIBD system it is referred 
to [69]. Both systems are calibrated with polystyrene reference particles.  
Sample aliquots are taken to quantify the bentonite colloid concentration via ICP-MS Al-
signal measurement. Additionally pH, Eh and temperature are measured to monitor changes 
in the electrolyte solutions. Na-Fluorescein measurements were performed using an Amico-
Bowman Series 2 Spectrofluorometer (AB2).  
Results and discussion 
The time dependent swelling of the bentonite ring into the 1mm aperture in the Plexiglas ex-
perimental setup with the Febex bentonite ring (images taken under black-light, experiment 
MT4) is documented by digital imaging, see exemplarily Figure  2.20. In the upper image the 
bentonite ring is shown shortly after saturation of the 1mm aperture with GGW. In the lower 
left image the same bentonite ring is shown after eight months contact time in GGW showing 
the gel layer formation and swelling distance into the 1mm aperture. Even after eight months 
the location of the glass vials can be seen by an impression in the outer boundary of the gel 
layer (Figure  2.20). 
The timely evolution of the swelling front into the aperture is shown exemplarily for one short-
term experiment of 14 days (MT2) and one long-term experiment over a period of eight 
months (MT4). As can be clearly observed from Figure  2.21 the swelling starts after approx-
imately one day and the radius of the bentonite ring increases from 4.1 cm by 1.9 - 2.4 cm to 
reach a maximum radius around 6 - 6.5 cm which corresponds to ~ 59% increase. The ex-
pansion of the compacted bentonite levels off after approximately ten days and remains con-
stant over the experimental run time of max. 240 days.  
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Figure  2.20:  (left side) Plexiglas experimental setup with bentonite ring (images taken 
under black-light, experiment MT4). (Upper left) Bentonite ring shown shortly 
after saturation of the 1mm aperture with GGW. (Lower left) Bentonite ring 
shown after eight months contact time in GGW with the gel layer formed and 
swelling distance into the 1mm aperture. Green fluorescence indicated the 
release of Na-fluorescein from the crushed glass ampules (Upper right) Flow 
velocity distribution at the start of the experiment with a velocity range from 
8∙10-6 m∙s-1 to 1.8∙10-5 m∙s-1. (Lower right) Flow velocity distribution at the end 
of the experiment with a velocity range from 1.8∙10-5 m∙s-1 to 2.3∙10-5 m∙s-1. 
The red line shows the cross section area taken for the velocity range given. 
Based on the experimental set-up the constant flow rate of 50 µL/min adjusted by the peri-
staltic pump and the swelling of the bentonite source into the 1mm fracture the flow cross-
section is changing in the course of the experiment. This geometry changes have been im-
plemented in a simplified 3D computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model using Ansys Fluent 
[133] by simply changing the inner diameter of the model. The results show in the beginning 
of the experiment a velocity range from 8∙10-6 m/s to 1.8∙10-5 m/s with the higher fluid veloci-
ties occurring at the bentonite surface. At the end of the bentonite expansion phase a fluid 
velocity range from 1.8∙10-5 m/s to 2.3∙10-5 m/s is calculated again with a approximately 28% 
higher velocity at the interface to the bentonite ring.  
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Figure  2.21:  Time dependent Febex bentonite swelling/expansion into the 1mm aperture 
(parallel plate). 
The colloid concentration released during the experiment was continuously monitored using 
(a) the optical LIBD system [109] and (b) the s-curve LIBD [70, 134]. In the initial swelling 
phase < 10 days a pronounced increase of colloid concentration was detected (see Fig-
ure  2.22) with a maximum of ~80 mg/L which declines to concentrations around 0.1 - 1 mg/L 
after ~10 days (when expansion maximum is reached). The colloid release remains constant 
until approx. 70 days contact time before the release rate continuously increases to concen-
tration ranges of ~4 mg/L (optical detection, MOB1) and 6 – 15 mg/L (s-curve LIBD) reached 
after 120 days. Afterwards, the colloid release rate remains again constant until the termina-
tion of the experiment. The s-curve LIBD size distribution analysis (Figure  2.22) shows a re-
lease of a bimodal size distribution with one colloidal fraction in the size range 150 - 500 nm 
(yellow, dark yellow) and the other size fraction < 45nm (green, red, gray), the latter repre-
senting approximately 1 mg/L. The lower concentration range calculated based on the aver-
age colloid size detected by the optical LIBD system (ø 113 ± 22 nm in the time interval 120 
to 200 days) indicates that mass calculations using the average colloid size and number 
concentration tend to underestimate the colloid mass at least in the bimodal size distribution 
found in the erosion experiments documented here. This is furthermore evidenced in sam-
ples measured by s-curve LIBD showing the absence of the larger size fraction (150-500nm) 
where very similar concentrations to the optical LIBD can be observed (Figure  2.22). From 
these laboratory experiments under Grimsel groundwater conditions based on the colloid 
concentration detected by LIBD after >120 days a bentonite mass loss of ~100 – 400 mg/a 
can be estimated, which is 0.5 – 2.2‰ per year of the total bentonite mass emplaced. This 
would lead to a complete bentonite ring erosion within a time frame of 460 to 1850 years.  
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Figure  2.22:  Time dependent colloid concentration measured by the acoustic LIBD 
(MOB1) and the s-curve LIBD released from the compacted Febex bentonite 
into the 1mm aperture under GGW conditions and a constant flow rate of 
50µL/min. 
Beside the colloid concentration also the water chemistry was monitored during the erosion 
experiments focusing on changes of the major cations/anions, but also to analyze the poten-
tial release of labeled Ni-montmorillonite, initial colloid associated trivalent and tetravalent 
elements as well as the conservative tracer Na-fluorescein.  
It can clearly be seen from the fluorescence data given in Figure  2.23 that with the end of the 
bentonite swelling (indicated by an arrow) into the artificial fracture after approx. 15-20 days 
the fluorescence signal can be detected indicating a failure/cracking of the glass ampules. 
The fluorescence signal increases sharply to a plateau value after 20 days and remains at a 
median value of ~400 µg/L over the experimental duration. Taking the average flow rate of 
45.82 µL∙min-1 and the experimental duration of 237.75 days (total volume passed the ben-
tonite ring of 15.69L GGW) a total released Na-fluorescein mass of 6.5 mg can be estimated 
which is ~8% of the total mass in the system. 
Looking in detail to the concentration evolution of the anions chloride and sulfate a strong 
increase of the chloride signal can be detected which levels of and reaches background 
GGW values after approximately four months. Calculating the released chloride concentra-
tion as an integration of the peak observed leads to an estimated inventory of 62-69 mmol/kg 
bentonite which is considerably higher than the chloride inventory published by [135] of ~22 
mmol/kg. The reasoning for the observed increase in sulfate concentration is the dissolution 
of accessory minerals as soluble sulphates (gypsum) and low soluble sulphates (barite, cel-
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estite) present in the Febex bentonite with 0.14 ± 0.01 wt.% and 0.02 wt.% [135], respective-
ly. However, the released sulfate concentration in experiment MT4 (Figure  2.23) taking into 
 
Figure  2.23:  Time dependent concentration changes of selected anions (upper graph) and 
Mg as well as the conservative tracer Na-fluorescein (uranine). 
account the GGW background concentration sums up to a total mass of ~4.1g sulfate result-
ing in a approximately ten times higher sulphate mineral inventory than expected based on 
literature data [135]. Beside the increase of the calcium concentration also the strontium 
concentration rises from 145-150 µg/L to values around 180-185 µg/L giving a hint to celes-
tite dissolution (data not shown).    
Based on the detected LIBD colloid concentration of approx. 10 mg/L having in mind 6 wt.% 
Ni in the synthetic montmorillonite structure [57] a maximum Ni concentration of 0.6 mg/L 
assuming pure Ni-montmorillonite release could be expected. The data measured for Ni in 
the eluat are within 2.5 ± 0.7 µg/L with one outlier of 76 µg/L. The results show that only a 
small portion of the released bentonite colloids originate from the glass ampules (Ni-
montmorillonite). Having in mind 2 ng/mg Ni-montmorillonite colloid associated tri- and tetra-
valent elements (Eu, Tb, Hf and Th) and the max. concentration of 76 µg/L Ni-
montmorillonite found this gives a max. expected concentration of the AN(III/IV) of 0.1-0.2 
ng/L (0.1-0.2 ppt), which is clearly an analytical challenge and could not be detected in the 
course of this experiment using stable isotopes. 
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Conclusions  
- These mock-up tests are performed to optimize the final design of the CFM long-term 
in situ study and show the general feasibility.  
- Both, mechanical erosion due to the swelling into the artificial 1 mm fracture as well 
as chemical erosion evidenced by chemical long-term changes in contact water com-
position (chloride, sulfate) have been observed. The swelling pressure is sufficient to 
break the glass ampules filled with labeled synthetic Ni-montmorillonite, Na fluoresce-
in and the sorbed tri- and tetravalent elements Tb, Eu, Hf and Th.  
- Eroded bentonite concentrations determined under the adjusted flow velocity for the 
CFM experiment of 1.8 - 2.3∙10-5 m/s reach 6 – 15 mg/L with a bimodal size distribu-
tion of < 45 nm colloids and colloids in the size range of 150-500 nm. 
- Concerning the labeling with glass ampules the contact area and released proportion 
of total colloid mass has to be taken into account concerning the detection limits of 
the analytics. Radioisotopes and pre-concentration methods (exchange resins in col-
laboration with Helsinki University) are currently tested in the laboratory for the CFM 
long-term in situ study. 
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2.1.4 Colloid – Mineral surface interactions (microscopic approach) 
Abstract. Understanding the colloidal particle deposition mechanism at fluid-solid interfaces 
is important to address a variety of environmental and industrial processes. Colloids are 
ubiquitous in the subsurface environment (organics, inorganics, bacteria etc.) or in the con-
text of hazardous waste disposal, colloids are generated when the groundwater is in contact 
with the geo-engineered barrier (bentonite clay). The colloids (or nanoparticles) character-
ized by their high surface to volume ratio, on which contaminants may be sorbed and sub-
jected to the stability, these contaminant-sorbed-colloids can be transported to longer dis-
tances via micron-scaled-fractures to contaminate the nearby aquifers. During the migration 
of the colloids, they interact with the immobile rock and mineral surfaces. In general, most of 
the minerals and colloids in nature are negatively charged (unfavorable conditions). Under 
these conditions, the prediction of colloid retention efficiency unveils a larger deviation from 
experimental to theoretical models (colloid filtration theory) due to the non-inclusion of physi-
cal and chemical charge heterogeneity into predictive calculations. The current study em-
phasis the importance of surface heterogeneity and its role to retain colloidal particles onto 
surfaces under unfavorable conditions using vertical scanning interferometry (VSI) and atom-
ic force microscopy (AFM) techniques. Since it is difficult to rationalize the impact of surface 
roughness to charge heterogeneity initial experimental studies were performed with silicon 
wafer substrates with varying roughness followed by rough host rock – granodiorite.  
 
Materials & Methods 
 
Characterization of Colloids. For colloid deposition experiments with silicon wafer substrates, 
carboxylate polystyrene latex colloids of size 0.3, 0.43, 1, 2 µm were purchased from Post-
nova Analytics (Landsberg, Germany). Zeta potentials and photon correlation spectroscopy 
(PCS) measurements of the colloids were obtained with a ZetaPlus (Zeta Potential Analyzer, 
Brookhaven Instruments Corporation, USA). The Smoluchowski equation was applied to 
convert electrophoretic mobility measurements of the colloids to zeta potentials[136]. The ζ 
potential measurements were performed at pH 5.5 in 10-2 M NaCl. The respective zeta poten-
tial values for 0.3, 0.43, 1, 2 µm were -52, -63, -45, -47 mV. The constant average diameters 
for the polydisperse colloid mixture(s) from the PCS measurements show that suspensions 
are stable for the duration of the experiments. For deposition experiments with granodiorite 
surface, colloids of 1 µm were used. The colloid concentration was adjusted to 48 x 106 parti-
cles/mL. The zeta- potential measurements (-32.4 ± 2 mV without Eu(III) addition, -26.6 ± 3 
mV at 10-7 M Eu(III), -20.5 ± 2 mV at 5x10-7 M Eu(III), -15.8 ± 3.1 mV at 10-6 M Eu(III)) impli-
cate negative charge at pH = 5 in 10-3 M NaCl for all conditions. Simultaneous PCS meas-
urements showed that the colloids were stable over the designed experimental time of 60 
min. 
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Surface topography analysis and quantification of colloidal deposition. Silicon wafers with 
(100) orientation were purchased from AMO GmbH, Aachen, Germany Figure  2.24.  
 
Figure  2.24:  Rough and smooth silicon wafer surface data from SEM and Vertical 
Scanning Interferometry. a:rough SEM, b: rough VSI, c: smooth SEM, d: 
smooth VSI. 
The silicon topography for the rough substrate consists of a regular pit pattern (pit diame-
ter=400 nm, pit spacing=400 nm, pit depth=100 nm) and the smooth substrate was without 
holes. Wafers were cleaned by consecutive sonication in acetone and isopropanol followed 
by piranha acid. After a thorough rinsing in water, before the wafers were used as substrates 
for colloid deposition experiments they were left in air for complete oxidation for 5 to 7 days. 
For surface functionalization with APTES (Aldrich, USA), the substrates were cleaned with 
piranha acid and rinsed with water. Subsequently, they were dried under a flow of pure nitro-
gen. The dry substrates were then immersed in a 10% APTES in methanol solution for 60 
min followed by thorough rinsing in methanol and again dried under flow of nitrogen [137]. A 
thickness of ~0.9 nm and ~0.6 nm for SiO2 and APTES layers was measured using XPS. Mg 
Kα (1253.6 eV) x-ray excitation was applied, the angle (electron analyzer - surface normal) 
was 20°, the solid angle of analyzer acceptance ±2°, analysis area 2 mm of diameter. The 
SiO2 film thickness was calculated from the elemental Si 2p line intensities assigned to SiO2 
and Si0 after Shirley background subtraction. These values were in agreement with that re-
ported in literature [137, 138]. Typical dimensions of each silicon sample were 4 mm x 4 mm 
x 0.68 mm. AFM force volume measurements performed (Bruker Dimension 3100 atomic 
force microscope, equipped with a nanoscope IV controller) reveal the uniform surface 
charge distribution without any heterogeneity (Figure  2.25). 
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Figure  2.25:  a: Topography image obtained during force-volume measurements on 
the silicon wafer obtained using a silica tip, b: represents corresponding 
maximum adhesion force mapping for silica tip, c: Topography image 
obtained during force-volume measurements on the silicon wafer 
obtained using a 1 µm polystyrene colloid, d: represents corresponding 
maximum adhesion force mapping for 1 µm colloid, e & f: force-distance 
curves inside hole and on the flat surface (marked with circle in figure c). 
The characterization and quantification of surface topography of collector surfaces was car-
ried out with a ZeMapper vertical scanning interferometry (VSI), manufactured by Zemetrics 
Inc., Tucson, AZ. Vertical resolution of the instrument was < 1 nm [139]. Test measurements 
using a calibration sample showed that objects of a lateral dimension of at least 0.15 µm are 
detectable on the here applied surface structure at highest magnification (100x1.6, field of 
view 93 µm x 93 µm, virtual pixel length 45 nm). White light mode was implemented for all 
measurements. Three-dimensional datasets obtained by VSI were applied for detailed parti-
cle deposition characterization and quantification using Scanning Probe Image Processing 
(SPIP) software by Image Metrology. For natural quartz surfaces, the approach of converged 
roughness parameters [140] was applied for the comparison of roughness differences. 
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The root-mean-square roughness (Rq) was employed to describe the surface roughness of 
the substrate. Rq is an amplitude parameter and is used to describe the dispersion of the 
height distribution (Equation 6). It is the sample standard deviation and describes the devia-
tion of measured surface sites from the mean or another reference surface, for example, a 
“zero” (unreacted) plane. For calculation of Rq the surface is considered as a set of N pro-
files. Each profile has a number of M points.  
 
𝑅𝑞 =  � 1
𝑀𝑁
� �[𝑧�𝑥𝑘,𝑦𝑖�]2𝑁−1
𝑖=0
𝑀−1
𝑘=0
 (Equation 6) 
 
The parameter R10 is the average height of the five highest local maximums plus the aver-
age height of the five lowest local minimums (Equation 7):  
 
𝑅10 =  ∑ �𝑧𝑝𝑖�5𝑖=1 + ∑ |𝑧𝑣𝑖|5𝑖=15  (Equation 7) 
 
The parameter F expresses the ratio between the measured surface area, Fm, and the area 
of the flat xy plane, which is the sampling area and is given as (Equation 8) 
 
𝐹 =  𝐹𝑚
𝐹0
  (Equation 8) 
 
For a totally flat surface, the total and geometrical surface area and the sampling area are 
the same (F=1).  
The parameter Rt is the height difference between the highest and lowest pixel in the image 
(Equation 9). 
 
𝑅𝑡 =  𝑧𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑧𝑚𝑖𝑛  (Equation 9) 
 
For the current approach, as surfaces with defined topography were applied, Rq is the char-
acteristic representation factor for sum of size, depth and distance between pits.  
The colloid deposition flux, J ((Equation 10) and colloid deposition efficiency, was determined 
from the (Equation 7) [141].  
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𝐽 =  �𝑁 𝐴� �
𝑇 ∗ 𝐶0
  (Equation 10) 
 
Where N is the number of colloids; A is the scan area; T is time in seconds; C0 is initial col-
loid concentration.  
For granodiorite, finding the optimal representative scan area (or length (L), since the con-
sidered area is always a square) for particle quantification is essential especially on rough 
surfaces. The analysis of “L” is performed using the approach of converged roughness pa-
rameters. Surface maps from VSI data showed constant values for the number of particles 
adsorbed normalized to the scan area (for 60 min reaction time) and the root mean square 
roughness (Rq) values for higher scan-areas (Figure  2.26). For smaller surface sections, 
larger deviations were observed between the colloidal deposition flux and roughness values. 
However, a scan area of ~90,000 µm2 (L = 300 µm) was considered to provide reproducible 
results for deposition analysis. Hence, all the data for particle quantification was obtained at 
L = 300 µm.  
 
Figure  2.26:  Average RMS roughness (Rq) and number of particles adsorbed 
normalized over scan area (N/A) are shown as a function of scan size 
area. 
Using SPIP software, the VSI data sets are processed for optimized plane correction fol-
lowed by application of a “particle analysis tool (within the software)” to quantify colloid con-
centrations. The kinetics of colloid deposition were determined by calculating the dimension-
less Sherwood number [142] ((Equation 11): 
 
𝑆ℎ =  𝐽𝑎𝑝
𝐶0𝐷∞
  (Equation 11) 
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where ap is the radius of the particle, C0 is the bulk colloidal concentration, D∞ is the bulk dif-
fusion coefficient, and J is deposition flux ((Equation 12): 
 
𝐽 =  𝑁
𝑇𝐴
  (Equation 12) 
 
where N represents number of deposited colloids, T is time in sec, and A is area under con-
sideration. 
Deposition experiments. All the experiments were performed at room temperature (~22 oC) 
and at pH~5. The specific conductivity of the water was 0.054 µS/cm. The colloidal deposi-
tion experiments on silicon substrates were conducted in a rectangular parallel-plate channel 
fluid cell made of Teflon (Figure  2.27). The inner dimensions of the cell were 60 mm x 10 mm 
x 3.4 mm. The substrate was oriented parallel to the flow direction. After use, the particle 
suspension was discarded. For comparison and in order to quantify the influence of half 
pores on the substrate surface, the colloid deposition experiments were conducted for both 
plane and rough substrates.  
For deposition experiments on granodiorite, a stock solution of Eu(III) (ICP standard) and the 
remaining chemicals (NaCl, NaOH, CH3COOH) were purchased from Merck, Germany and 
used without further purification steps. Speciation predominance diagrams for varying Eu 
concentrations (at atmospheric CO2 conditions, pCO2=10-3.5) were calculated using Medusa 
software developed by Puigdomenech [143]. Based on these results, Eu exists in its ionic 
form as Eu(III) below pH 5.6 and at high pH (>6) Eu precipitates as carbonate. Hence, all 
adsorption experiments were maintained at pH of 5 using acetic acid. Adding acetic acid to 
the suspension does not affect the sorption behavior of Eu.[144, 145] The amount of of 
Eu(III) sorbed onto colloids and granodiorite was obtained through ICP-MS. At 10-6 M, 10% 
and 13% of total Eu(III) was sorbed onto the colloids and to the granodiorite sample.  
The sorption experiments were conducted in a circular, open-channel fluid cell made of Tef-
lon. The inner diameter of the cell was 30 mm and the height was 12 mm. Reaction time was 
60 min. The mineral surfaces were oriented parallel to the flow direction. After use, the parti-
cle suspension was discarded. The volumetric flow rate in the cell was 0.02 mL/min with an 
average flow velocity of 4.7 x 10-7 m/sec. The Reynolds (Re=0.014) and Peclet numbers 
(Pe=0.000032) indicate that the flow is laminar and diffusion dominated. 
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Figure  2.27:  Schematic diagram of the flow cell. 
 
Granodiorite sample preparation and characterization. The granodiorite is from GTS, Grim-
sel, Switzerland. Granodiorite samples were equilibrated with 10-3 M NaCl at pH 5 in the flow 
through cell until constant pH outflow conditions were established, usually taking 2 hours. 
The granodiorite is composed of quartz (15%), plagioclase (28%), K-feldspar (7%), biotite 
(41%), Muscovite (4%) and Clay minerals (0-1%) by volume [146, 147]. Samples of approx. 
1 x 1 x 0.4 cm3 were used for the experiments. The mineral samples were polished with SiC 
powder (Theodor Erich, Hamburg, Germany) (29.2 ± 1.5 µm) followed by Diamond powder 
(Struers, Willich, Germany) (6.5 ± 1 µm). Again, VSI was applied for both the characterization 
of surface topography and the quantification of colloid deposition. The ζ of granodiorite sur-
face was determined by streaming potential measurements using a SurPASS apparatus with 
gap cell at ionic strength of 10-3 M NaCl solution at pH 5.The polished samples were used for 
sorption and as well as for streaming potential studies.  
Surface topography and porosity analysis of granodiorite. Again, VSI Rock surface topogra-
phy was quantified using vertical scanning interferometry (VSI) [148]. Vertical resolution of 
surface maps is about 1 nm. Except for the detailed height profile variation to study site-
specific retention of colloids (see discussion) where blue light (phase shift mode of VSI) was 
used for scanning to reduce the noise and improve vertical resolution down to < 1 nm, white 
light mode was applied for all the measurements. The obtained data sets were applied for 
detailed mineral/rock surface analysis topography characterization using Scanning Probe 
Image Processing (SPIP) software by Image Metrology. For colloid number quantification, 
data sets obtained with the 50x objective (L = 300 µm) were used. The surface roughness 
parameters Rq, Rt, R10, F were calculated for quantitative characterization of surface topog-
raphy. The concept of converged surface roughness parameters was applied [140]. It is re-
ferred to the SI for details on the calculation of surface roughness and topography analysis. 
The granodiorite surface porosity refers to the portion of volume below the mean surface 
height and is obtained from the height profile histogram. 
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Granodiorite surface topography, roughness, and porosity. The granodiorite surface rough-
ness and topography were analyzed using the approach of converged roughness parameters 
(see also previous section) [140, 148]. For this purpose, the surface was scanned across 
various scan lengths, L (1490, 749, 300, 200, 100, 50, 25 µm). Respective calculated rough-
ness results, Rq, were plotted against L (Figure  2.28). For every scan length, roughness data 
from 50 subsets were calculated. Based on this analysis as well as on petrographic results, it 
was found that the surfaces can be characterized by four types of topographies (Figure  2.28, 
upper section) where surface roughness Rq ranges over one order of magnitude:  
(1) smooth surface, of large single crystals (mainly feldspar with flat intragranular pores, mi-
nor quartz single crystals),  
(2) a mixture of portions of the smooth surface of large crystals (type 1) plus smaller adjacent 
crystals (mainly feldspar and quartz) as well as respective intergranular pores,  
(3) surface topography of small crystals (mainly quartz and feldspar) and intergranular pores 
of size range similar to crystal size,  
(4) surface topography of mainly sheet silicate aggregates, some small feldspar and quartz 
crystals, as well as half-pores with depth 5 – 8 µm.  
Overall, Rq at L = 300 µm for granodiorite surface samples shows a broad range with mean 
Rq = 1100 ± 300 nm (Table  2.6). This is much higher than the surface roughness of single 
mineral grains of granodiorite (Rq < 500 nm) and underlines the major impact of intergranular 
pores on the resulting high surface roughness of granodiorite.  
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Figure  2.28:  Root-mean-square roughness (Rq) as a function of field-of-view length 
(L) of granodiorite sample and classification into four types (1-4) of 
distinct topographies, red-colored text indicates rough surfaces portions, 
blue-colored text indicates relatively smooth surface portions. 
 
 
Table  2.6:  Characterization of topography of granodiorite surface by mean roughness 
parameters. 
 Mean 
Root-
mean-
square 
roughness 
Rq 
[nm] 
Mean 
roughness 
depth 
 Rt 
[nm] 
 
Mean 
Ten-
point-
height 
R10 
[nm] 
 
Mean 
roughness 
factor 
 F 
[-] 
Mean 
half-
pore 
volume 
μm3 
Mean 
pore 
diameter 
μm 
Mean 
pore 
density 
μm-2 
Granodiorite 1100 ± 300 13400 ± 1600 
13000 
± 1600 46 ± 29 
16000 
± 
11000 
33 ± 19 0.006 ± 0.002 
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Results and Discussion 
 
Colloid retention on Silicon wafer substrate 
Influence of surface roughness on colloid deposition: 
The data of colloid deposition flux for varying colloid diameter at constant flow velocity on 
silica substrate with holes (rough surface) and smooth surface under favorable (APTES 
coated layer) and unfavorable (SiO2 layer) conditions are presented in Figure  2.29.  
 
 
Figure  2.29:  Comparison of colloid deposition flux of carboxylated latex colloids of 
different sizes at constant fluid velocity (1.3 x 10-5 m/s) for smooth and 
rough surfaces. The influence of surface roughness on particle retention 
is smaller for larger colloids and under unfavorable conditions. 
 
Favorable conditions (APTES coated surfaces): 
Regardless of particle diameter, the colloid deposition flux is always higher for an APTES 
coated surfaces (favorable) compared to a silicon oxide surfaces (unfavorable). For an 0.3 
µm colloid it results in a ratio of ~ 4.8. This is because of the electrostatic forces of attraction 
between the positively charged silica surface (exposed amino groups) and the high negative 
surface charge of latex colloids [142]. The resulting high colloid deposition rate is attributed 
to an increase in range and magnitude of the attractive double layer interactions. The particle 
deposition in the absence of energy barrier showed initial decrement with the size followed 
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by increase. Moreover, in the absence of an energy barrier, for colloidal particles the gravita-
tional force is not an important factor [149]. The observed minimum deposition flux corre-
sponded to 1 µm colloids with a minor difference that of 2 µm. The slight increment in J for 
colloids with d = 2 µm vs. d = 1 µm could be attributed to the stronger electrostatic forces of 
attraction with size of particle [149]. The 0.3 µm colloids experienced the highest difference in 
J for smooth (average Rq=1.6 ± 0.3 nm) vs. rough (average Rq=18.2 ± 0.4 nm) substrate 
deposition and the value decreased with an increase in particle size. Thus, it can be noticed 
that the effect of surface roughness is more pronounced for smaller colloids compared to 
larger colloids. The particles beyond 1 µm did not experience any influence of surface rough-
ness.  
Unfavorable conditions: 
In general, silicon substrates covered by a SiO2 layer show a decrease of colloid deposition 
compared to APTES coated surfaces because of the electrical double layer repulsions. Simi-
lar to the previously reported favorable conditions, both effects were again observed: The 
rough surface shows generally higher deposition rates and, secondly, the deposition is more 
effective for smaller particles. A 2.8 and 2.73 times increased colloidal deposition for a rough 
vs. smooth surface was observed for 0.3 and 0.43 µm colloids. This was the highest ob-
served ratio compared to a factor of 2.1 for 1 µm or 2.4 for 2 µm colloid. As DLVO theory 
predicts, the height of the energy barrier is proportional to the size of the particles approach-
ing the interfaces. For a fixed surface potential of particles and surface, the surface potentials 
control the magnitude of the double-layer interaction energy and, thus, may have an effect on 
the particle deposition rates [149, 150]. This explains the reason for the decrease of J with 
increasing colloid size under unfavorable conditions.  
Generally, as a particle approaches to a rough surface, the repulsive energy barrier height is 
reduced. This is because of the effectively larger separation distance between a spherical 
particle and a rough vs. smooth surface [151]. Therefore rough surfaces are more favorable 
for particle deposition [152, 153]. According to previous studies, the influence of roughness is 
important under unfavorable conditions [142, 146]. As reported in literature, the deposition 
under repulsive EDL is attributed to colloid association with substrate via secondary energy 
minima and hence CFT is not applicable [141]. It is evident that electrostatic and acid–base 
interactions decay more rapidly than vdW interactions and hence the surface roughness 
promotes colloidal adhesion irrespective of the chemical properties of substrate material 
[154]. We interpret therefore the difference in J found (compared to J for favorable condi-
tions) as a combined effect of charge and roughness. Numerical simulations by Hoek et al. 
also indicate that for rough surfaces the interaction energy barrier height is primarily deter-
mined by the zeta potentials of the surfaces [152, 154]. The efficiency of roughness-
governed particle retention seems to be at maximum in the presence of an energy barrier. 
Therefore we performed the below discussed systematic experimental approach by varying 
particle size and fluid flow velocity to predict particle retention at rough vs. smooth surface in 
the presence of energy barrier. 
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Impact of particle size variation and fluid flow velocity variation on particle retention at given 
rough vs. smooth surface topography: 
The systematic study of colloidal particle deposition under varying flow rates at smooth vs 
rough SiO2 substrates (Figure  2.30) showed independent deposition behavior with respect to 
substrate roughness. In the presence of energy barrier, at all fluid velocities, both smooth 
and rough surfaces exhibited a dependent colloid deposition behavior with a maximum dep-
osition for 0.3 µm colloid. Moreover, independently of the applied fluid velocity the rate of 
deposition fluxes were high for rough vs. smooth. From smooth to rough the deposition rate 
for smaller colloids (0.3 and 0.43 µm) is increased by factor of approx. 2.66 compared to big-
ger colloids (1 and 2 µm) by factor of 1.2 to 2 times. This shows the dependency of colloid 
deposition on ratio between sizes of colloid to that of roughness value. As the ratio increas-
es, the effective surface contact area with the substrate increases, therefore less effect of 
roughness is seen by the particle. 
 
 
Figure  2.30:  Colloid deposition flux at smooth (a) and rough (b) oxidized silicon wafer 
substrates. For smooth surfaces, beyond a critical velocity (for 1 µm it is 
10-5 m/s) the rate of colloidal deposition decreased with an increase in 
colloid size and fluid velocity. While, under applied hydrodynamic torque 
at high flow velocities roughness of the substrate retains colloids onto 
surface (for 1 µm it is 5 x 10-5 m/s). 
For colloids of all sizes, both kind of substrates exhibit increased colloid deposition fluxes 
with initial increment in the fluid velocity. For a smooth surface, beyond a critical velocity 
based on the size of the colloid, the detachment mechanism starts. The tendency to release 
or transport the larger colloids was initiated at lower velocities compared to smaller colloid 
fraction. The 0.3 and 0.43 µm colloids are stable to retain on surface even at high fluid veloci-
ties (<5 x 10-5 m/s) while 1 and 2 µm colloids can sustain up to 10-5 and 10-6 m/s. This shows 
that the colloids deposited in the secondary minima are subjected to remove from the surface 
under the influence of hydrodynamic force [141, 155, 156]. The electrostatic and vdW inter-
actions decay with colloid-surface separation distance at distinct rates, at small separation 
distances (primary minimum, ~0.4 nm) vdW attraction may greatly dominate, at intermediate 
distances where particles tend to deposit electrostatic forces play role and at very large dis-
tances (secondary minimum, ~5-10 nm) vdW attraction may slightly dominate. Hence, col-
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loids that are attached in the secondary minima are weakly associated with the solid phase. 
On the other hand, in case of rough substrate, under the implemented velocities, no influ-
ence of hydrodynamic torque on 0.3 and 0.43 µm was observed. Pertaining to greater re-
straining torque these colloids retained even at >10-4 m/s fluid velocity. The larger colloid 
fraction, 1 and 2 µm colloids detached from the surface beyond 10-4 and 5 x 10-6 m/s irre-
spective of the influence of substrate roughness. This shows their fewer tendencies for sur-
face roughness. Because of the maintained balance between adhesion force over applied 
torque, it is worth noticing that these velocities are higher at smooth surfaces. Our results are 
supported by the recent calculations from Shen et al.,[157] where they predicted the attach-
ment efficiency of a colloid doesn’t change until it reaches a critical velocity which is a func-
tion of ionic strength, surface properties of colloids and substrate. Also, a colloid with lower 
diameter attains critical velocity at higher flow conditions compared to a colloid with higher 
diameter.  
Particle retention mechanisms: 
According to fundamental studies reported in the literature [158], when a particle interacts 
with the substrate, different mechanisms may play a role either for attachment or detach-
ment, such as rolling, dragging, lifting (Figure  2.31). As reported from the literature, rolling 
plays an important role to remove from surface under laminar flow conditions. Rolling can be 
initiated on any particle independent of its size even at smallest flow rates (i.e., at lowest 
Reynolds numbers) adopted in the current system [159]. In order that a particle to be re-
moved from the surface, the hydrodynamic torque applied on the particle must exceed that of 
the adhesion torque [160]. Burdick et al. reported that the liver arm for the applied torque 
decreased with increasing size of surface roughness. Unlike a smooth surface, a rough sur-
face can change the point around which the rolling occurs, hence for a rough surface a larger 
applied torque is required to remove a particle from the surface [161].  
The hydrodynamic and adhesive forces will have a big impact on that section of the collector 
surface where retention occurs, and that colloids that collide with a collector may roll along 
the surface until they come to a region that is chemically and hydrodynamically favorable for 
deposition [158, 160]. In the current case, as similar chemical conditions were maintained, 
rolling is initiated even at low flow velocities. Retention of 0.3 µm particles that can be im-
bedded into holes is preferable pertaining to higher straining compared to any larger colloid 
sizes . With an increasing colloid size the restraining torque acting on the particles decreas-
es. Simultaneously the fluid drag force increases which results in lower colloid retention. 
The physical forces acting on the particle are dependent on the flow conditions near the par-
ticle-substrate interface. The drag force (FD) effectively acts on the attached particles at a 
height of 1.4 cr  ((Equation 13) [158]. An increase in particle size will result in an increasing 
applied torque with vertical velocity gradient on the surface of substrate and may lead to an 
excessive fluid drag. The larger contact area of the colloid with increasing diameter disables 
the effect of surface roughness. This means that the impact of surface roughness on colloidal 
retention is caused by the effective contact area at the interface. Under unfavorable condi-
tions, the particles are deposited in the secondary minimum, the depth of secondary minima 
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increases with particle size, due to high Van der Waals forces. Simultaneous excess fluid 
drag (Tapp) may lead the particle to remove from surface. 
 
𝑇𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑑 = 1.4𝑟𝑐𝐹𝐷  (Equation 13) 
 
Where the drag force FD is given as: 
 
𝐹𝐷 = 10.205𝜋µ �𝜕𝑉𝜕𝑟� 𝑟𝑐2  (Equation 14) 
 
𝑇𝑎𝑑ℎ𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑣𝑒 =  𝐹𝐴𝑙𝑥  (Equation 15) 
 
Where rc radius of colloid; FD, drag force; FA, force of adhesion acting on a liver arm lx (calcu-
lated according to [156]). Here lx is radius of the colloid-surface contact area which is calcu-
lated according to the Johnson, Kendall, and Robers theory. At secondary minimum as there 
is no direct contact between colloid and surface, the value of lx is given as  
 
𝑙𝑥 =  (𝐹𝐴𝑟𝑐4𝐾 )1/3  (Equation 16) 
 
Here ((Equation 16) K is the composite Young’s modulus and employed a value of K = 1.332 
x 108 N m-2 based on the Fore-volume data collected from AFM for polystyrene colloid-silicon 
wafer collector in 10-2M NaCl solution. This is one order of magnitude lower than the system 
where polystyrene colloids-glass bead collectors were considered [162].  
 
 
Figure  2.31:  Schematic profile diagram to visualize the common forces at a fluid-solid 
body interface. As an example, a particle with d = 0.3 µm is shown at the 
structured surface applied for the study reported here. 
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Figure  2.32:  The ratio of Tapp/Tadh at a smooth surface under varying flow rates for all 
colloid sizes applied in this study. The high probability of particle removal 
can be predicted when Tapp>>Tadh. 
Considering the DLVO interaction energy profile between a colloid and a plate, Gregory’s 
superposition approximations was employed to calculate the adhesive force (FA) that acts on 
attached colloids [163]. The value of FA was estimated as Φmin/h, where Φmin is the absolute 
value of the secondary minimum interaction energy, and h is the separation distance be-
tween the colloid and the substrate. The calculation from DLVO interaction energy profile 
resulted in Φmin of -0.54, -0.72, -1.89, -3.73 kT for the 0.3, 0.43, 1, 2 µm colloids. The ob-
tained value was used to estimate the applied and adhesion (resisting) torque acting on col-
loids in the secondary minimum using equations 6 and 7. It can be interpreted from Fig-
ure  2.32 that with an increment in fluid velocity the ratio Tapp/Tadh increases at a higher rate 
with size of particle. As the substrate employed here has constant Rq, with an increase in 
size of colloid the ratio Rq/rc determines the colloid deposition efficiency. For the smaller col-
loid fraction (0.3 and 0.43 µm) the ratio is higher due to an effective contact area with the 
substrate compared to the larger colloid fraction (1 and 2 µm). It is worth noticing that, for all 
particles, though at lower velocities (10-6 to 10-7 m/s) higher ratios of Tapp/Tadh (5 to 99) can be 
observed, experimentally no impact on particle deposition efficiency was observed 
(Figure  2.32). 
Table  2.7 represents the comparison between calculated and observed fluid velocities 
around which the particle detachment is expected. A minimum ratio Tapp/Tadh of >15900 is 
needed for a 0.3 µm to remove from the rough surface which is the highest observed value 
for the whole system. The impact of surface roughness can be directly seen by an increase 
of the ratio from Tapp/Tadh (smooth vs rough). In perspective of flow in groundwater systems, it 
can be interpreted that for a colloid size fraction of ≤ 2 µm where flow velocities are ≤0.26 
m/d colloid filtration is the dominant mechanism. 
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Table  2.7:  The observed detachment velocities for all size colloids for smooth vs. rough 
substrates. At these velocities, the respective ratio Tapp/Tadh is provided. 
Diameter 
of colloid 
[µm] 
Approx. detachment flow 
velocity for rough surface 
[m/s] 
Tapp/Tadh 
(rough) 
Approx. detachment flow 
velocity for smooth 
surface 
[m/s] 
Tapp/Tadh 
(smooth) 
0.3 >3 x 10-4 (or ~26 m/d) 15900 >10-4 5290 
0.43 >10-4 (or ~8.6 m/d) 5970 >2 x 10-5  1190 
1 >7 x 10-5 (or ~6 m/d) 5530 >10-5 790 
2 >3 x 10-6 (or ~0.26 m/d) 299 >10-6 99.6 
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Colloid retention on Granodiorite substrate 
Impact of surface roughness and Eu(III) concentration on colloid deposition efficiency 
An increase in both roughness (Rq) and Eu(III) concentration increased the colloid deposition 
efficiency on granodiorite surface (Figure  2.33). A broad roughness range of Rq = 100-2000 
nm has been investigated. Smooth mineral grains, crystal aggregates, and intergranular pore 
space contribute to this roughness range (see classification, Figure  2.28). In the absence of 
Eu(III), a Sh range of three orders of magnitude, from about 0.002 to 0.25, has been detect-
ed. A positive correlation between Sh and surface roughness Rq has been found 
(Figure  2.33). An increase in Sh by a factor of 2.7 from zero to 10-6 M Eu(III) (at Rq ~ 1100 
nm) was observed (Figure  2.33a). The highest particle deposition density was detected for 
sections of surface type 4 (sheet silicates plus intergranular pores, Figure  2.28).  
 
 
Figure  2.33:  Deposition of polystyrene colloids on Grimsel Granodiorite surfaces as a 
function of surface roughness and Eu(III) concentration. Data in diagram 
(a) were collected at surfaces (300 µm x 300 µm) with roughness range of 
Rq = 500 to 2000 nm. Data in diagram (b) result from experiments using 
surface sections (50 µm x 50 µm) with remarkably lower roughness range 
(Rq < 500 nm). Numbers 1 to 4 represent the corresponding classification 
of the surface types from Figure  2.28. 
Figure  2.28 shows the inhomogeneity of surface topography of a natural rock, classified by 
surface types (1) to (4). For larger surface sections with only few but large variations in 
height, the quantitative contribution of flat surface sections to the overall surface roughness 
(Rq) is suppressed. To overcome this limitation of surface amplitude parameter analysis, the 
concept of converged roughness parameters has been applied [140]. Applying this concept 
and in order to get a deconvolution of scale-depending roughness contributions, we analyzed 
surface sections of 50 µm x 50 µm and compared it to the large sections (300 µm x 300 µm, 
Figure  2.33b vs. Figure  2.33a). This analysis revealed, that the overall variation of both, Rq 
and Sh is remarkably high. This is owing to two main contributors to surface roughness: 
rough surface sections with pores yielded high retention efficiency (high Sh, Figure  2.33a) 
and comparatively smooth surfaces with almost no pores yielded low retention efficiency (low 
Sh, Figure  2.33b). The total impact of Eu(III) concentration variation on particle retention at 
smooth surfaces is however similar to the results found for rough surfaces. For flat surfaces 
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(Figure  2.33b), an increase in Sh by a factor of 2.2 owing to the increase in concentration 
from zero to 10-6 M Eu(III) (at Rq ~ 450 nm, large single-crystal surface) was observed. In the 
absence of Eu(III), however, from L = 50 µm (at Rq = 450 nm) to L = 300 µm (at Rq = 1100 
nm) an increase in Sh by a factor of ~24 was observed owing to increase in roughness 
(Figure  2.33b vs. Figure  2.33a). Overall, the large variation in deposition efficiency is pre-
dominantly influenced by roughness variations. At rough rock surfaces, roughness and 
Eu(III) concentration variations act in tandem, but the major variations in Sh are governed by 
topography variations. 
 
 
Figure  2.34:  Colloid deposition flux (Sh) and surface roughness (Rq) of granodiorite 
collector material (size: 300 µm x 300 µm) as a function of (half-) pore 
volume of the surface at a) no Eu(III) b) 10-7 M Eu(III) c) 5x10-7 M Eu(III) 
d) 10-6 M Eu(III). 
Effect of porosity on colloidal particle deposition processes 
The majority of colloidal retention is influenced by surface sites at pore walls. Pores in this 
rock do exist in-between crystals (intergranular porosity) as well as within crystals (intragran-
ular porosity). The impact of porosity on colloid sorption was identified by plotting Sh and Rq 
vs. pore volume (Figure  2.34). Here, pore volume (portion of void volume below the plane 
surface) is estimated from the frequency height profile histograms of the data sets obtained 
for each concentration of Eu(III). A clear correlation between pore volume to Sh and Rq ob-
served in all cases suggests the colloid sorption influenced by roughness from pore space 
geometry of the surface. An increase in porosity results in enhancement of colloid sorption 
for [Eu(III)] ≤ 5x10-7 M. However, the site-specific retention of particles, identified in compari-
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son of data from Figure  2.33a vs. Figure  2.33b is not visible from a simple porosity analysis. 
Therefore, the sole information about porosity variation is not able to predict quantitatively 
the overall range and spatial distribution of retention efficiency of rock surfaces.  
 
Smooth surface vs. porous volume with rough surface sections  
The observed sorption behavior of colloids on granodiorite suggests a characteristic variabil-
ity in surface roughness: The tendency to sorb colloids at pore walls between grain aggre-
gates is remarkably higher compared to smooth mineral surface sections, see Figure  2.33a 
(rough surface with pores) vs. Figure  2.33b (smooth surface, almost no pores). This was fur-
ther investigated using porosity data and surface-specific Sh data, measured at surface sec-
tions with well-defined porosity. The ratio of Sh from pore walls to Sh from smooth surface 
portions is shown as a function of surface-normalized porosity (void volume/material vol-
ume), Figure  2.35. The data show an increase in retention efficiency as a function of porosi-
ty. This effect is more pronounced at low [Eu(III)] concentrations. At high [Eu(III)], sorption of 
colloids is independent of pore volume. This is due to the sorption of Eu(III) to smooth sur-
face portions where Shss dominates ShPV value.  
 
Figure  2.35:  Ratio of colloid deposition in porous volume (ShPV) to smooth surface 
(ShSS) versus ratio of pore volume to material volume. 
The results of our experimental approach suggest a combination of both variation in Eu(III) 
concentration as well as variation in surface roughness and topography that governs quanti-
tatively the colloid retention efficiency of rock surfaces.  
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Eu(III) concentration variations are able to modify the electrostatic repulsion potential of the 
particle-collector system, based on well-known DLVO theory. Confirmed by zeta-potential 
measurements, an increase in Eu(III) concentration increased the potential of the colloids 
(from -32.4 ± 2 mV at zero Eu(III) to -15.8 ± 3.1 mV at 10-6 M Eu(III)) which strongly lowers 
electrostatic repulsions at the interface. At pH = 5, the granodiorite surface is negatively 
charged. This is predicted from other studies about single mineral surface charge, where the 
isoelectric point (IEP) for these minerals is (in decreasing order): feldspars~5[164-167] >bio-
tite~3 [168, 169] >granite~2.1 [146] >quartz~2 [165, 166, 170]. The rock surface, a complex 
mixture of these minerals that exposed a randomly oriented combination of crystal surfaces 
of all of these minerals was analyzed for its surface potential . At pH = 5 and at 0 M Eu, the 
measured ζ-potential for granodiorite surface was -38 ± 3 mV, which indicates unfavorable 
conditions for particle deposition. 
Generally, the quantitative impact of roughness variations on colloidal retention at rock sur-
faces is still subject of experimental investigation [171-173] and developing theoretical ap-
proaches [151, 174]. Several experimental studies showed already, that surface roughness 
of simple mineral surface structures [175] or artificial material surfaces [176] plays an im-
portant role under unfavorable electrostatic conditions to increase particle retention efficien-
cy. Roughness is in particular important when the overall DLVO interaction energy between 
interacting surfaces is reduced [175], because this increases the interfacial interactions ow-
ing to physical heterogeneity. For a particle to deposit onto the surface, it should overcome 
the repulsive energy barrier at primary or secondary minimum [158]. For [Eu(III)] = 0 M, elec-
trostatic repulsions cause a significant energy barrier to colloid retention in the primary mini-
mum (264 kT, SI). Because colloid sorption is still observed for [Eu(III)] = 0 M (colloids and 
mineral surfaces are highly negatively charged), secondary minimum interaction is more 
plausible (-21 kT) [177, 178]. When a particle is deposited in secondary minimum, colloid 
removal mechanisms such as rolling, sliding, and reversible retention of colloids may play a 
significant role in terms of trapping as well as re-mobilization [161, 179, 180]. However, as 
[Eu(III)] increases and surface charge of granodiorite become less negative (-28.3 ± 3 mV at 
10-7 M, -25 ± 3 mV at 5x10-7 M and -20 ± 2 mV at 10-6 M Eu), colloid deposition in the primary 
minimum is probable. It is known from previous reports, that the binding efficiency of nega-
tively charged colloids can be enhanced by formation of polyvalent cation bridges between 
colloids and mineral surfaces [181]. Considering the model calculations by Duffadar et.al. 
[182], the colloid deposition in our study is mainly influenced by nanometer-sized heteroge-
neities on the granodiorite surface due to the random distribution of cationic patches from the 
sorption of Eu(III). The complex mineralogical structure of granodiorite at intergranular pore 
walls also results in surface chemical and charge heterogeneity. When Eu(III) is added to the 
suspension, it adsorbs partially to colloids as well as to the granodiorite surface (at 10-6 M 
Eu(III), 10% and 13% of total Eu(III) sorbs to colloids and to the granodiorite surface, respec-
tively). Assuming complete sorption of Eu(III) to the collector surface results in 85.7x1014 ad-
sorption sites/cm2. Under the implemented flow conditions, even at 10-6M Eu(III), only 
7.22x1014 sites/cm2 are available. Hence, a patch-wise distribution of Eu(III) on the surface is 
expected. Therefore, fluctuations in patch density of sorbed Eu(III) yield a local variation of 
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resulting electrostatic forces towards the particle and result in selective attraction to over-
come the interaction energy barrier.  
It has been found that the highest density of colloid deposition on granodiorite surface was at 
porous sections characterized by grain aggregates and grain boundaries (i.e., intergranular 
porosity). Intragranular porosity was of minor importance for increased retention efficiency. 
More specifically, it was observed that the colloid deposition was enhanced at the pore walls 
(Figure  2.36). The wall sections with their characteristic asperities (Figure  2.28) at intergrown 
sheet silicates or other silicate aggregates were identified as favorable sites for particle-
collector interaction. In contrast, a lower colloid deposition density was observed at single 
and large feldspar or quartz grains with minor or no asperities. This is according to previous 
studies were a positive correlation between surface roughness and particle retention has 
been found, e.g., for retention of iron oxide particles at rough rock surfaces [183, 184].  
Additionally to the already discussed local variations of DLVO interaction potential at rough 
surfaces, another explanation of the contrast in retention at rough surfaces is provided by 
gradients in hydrodynamic forces at rough surfaces [160, 161]. An increase in [Eu] results in 
the enhancement of the ratio between adhesion torque to applied (resultant) torque Tadh/Tapp. 
More specifically, the velocity gradient along the surface of substrate increases with increase 
in distance from the surface, implying hydrodynamic shear forces acting on the mineral sub-
strate are at maximum on colloids and reach a minimum along half-pores, i.e. the rear stag-
nation point [160]. Rolling, with the larger moment arm [185], is the dominant mechanism of 
detachment under laminar flow conditions. Since the colloid may be subject to the rolling 
mechanism [161] it is finally trapped at the location with lowest drag forces [157]. In case of 
porous rock surfaces this is in pores at pore walls. The deposited colloids in such low-flow 
zones are hydrodynamically disconnected (immobile regions) [186]. This provides higher 
collision frequencies due to increased residence time and finally results in enhanced colloid 
retention. Comparative results from Filby et. al., [147] who reported that bentonite colloids in 
the presence of Eu(III) were deposited preferentially at granodiorite cavities relative to the 
entire surface, are in agreement with current observations. Numerical simulations from Boutt 
et.al. [187] suggested the presence of such “trapping zones” that cause zones of fluid recir-
culation induced by surface roughness in the micrometer scale.  
Additionally to hydrodynamic explanations, previous studies suggested that sub-micron-sized 
asperities, similar to structures present at the investigated rock surface play an important role 
in reducing the effective contact area of colloids during adhesion [188]. The walls along the 
pits with high step density (i.e. protrusion density) which act as positive asperities [188] (see 
also Figure  2.36d) are able to reduce the electrostatic repulsive barrier at the interface and 
may initiate the contact [189]. These protrusions with mean height = 0.5 ± 0.3 µm are 2 to 4 
times smaller than the colloid diameter and diminish locally the electrostatic repulsion. Con-
sequently, van der Waals forces do dominate the DLVO interaction when the colloid is ap-
proaching the surface. When the particle approaches the pore wall, the asperities act as ste-
ric barriers and prevent further rolling over the surface by increasing the hydrodynamic drag 
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Figure  2.36:   (a) Visualization of sites of preferred particle retention at rough 
granodiorite surface. (a) Map rendered from VSI data shows both flat 
surface sections and pores; (b) inset shows preferred particle 
deposition at the pore-walls; (c) profiles along the highlighted lines in 
boxes (1 & 2 of fig.b): profile (1) illustrates the trapping of colloidal 
particles owing to sub-micron surface asperities at pore walls; profile 
(2) illustrates the absence of protrusions that results in minimal 
restraining torque along the surface and prevents adhesion by roll-over 
mechanism (d) height profile (see location in (b), green line) showing 
examples of sites occupied by adsorbed colloids at pore walls 
submicron-sized asperities. 
required for detachment (Figure  2.36c-1) [162]. This influence of surface asperities together 
with locally attractive regions on the surface due to positively charged patches (caused by 
the adsorption of Eu(III)) have a pronounced effect in causing frequent surface contact of the 
particle [182]. The interaction energy is significantly attenuated by an increase in the ratio of 
particle to asperity size [151]. Our study showed that the colloid sorption is clearly favored at 
surface sections with high density of small asperities (density (D) = 2.6 ± 0.55 µm-1, asperity 
diameter (ɸ) = 0.6 ± 0.2 µm, height (h)= 0.4 ± 0.1 µm) in contrast to surface sections with 
larger asperities and lower asperity density (D = 1.2 ± 0.6 µm-1, ɸ = 1.4 ± 0.4 µm, h = 0.6 ± 
0.2 µm). This is also according to previously made conclusions that at lower density asperi-
ties, where colloids are embedded in-between of protrusions they do encounter a larger re-
pulsive DLVO interaction energy due to the higher contact area [151, 152]. Hence, these 
zones are unfavorable for colloid attachment. The absence of such protrusions on, smooth 
large feldspar and quartz grains leads to an enhanced drag force over adhesion force [161, 
162, 180, 190]. This explains the comparatively lower colloid retention efficiency at those 
surfaces (Figure  2.36c-2). Occasionally, due to small-scaled chemical inhomogeneities, an 
accumulation of colloidal particles was observed on smooth mineral surfaces, and, inversely, 
a few regions with high surface roughness show minor or no colloid deposition [191]. 
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Conclusions 
The Silicon wafer samples possessing surface structures in the submicron scale has a signif-
icant effect on colloidal deposition under unfavorable conditions rather when surfaces are 
oppositely charged. Under unfavorable conditions, the deposition efficiency at rough surfaces 
is increased at least by a factor of 2.7 in case of 0.3 and 0.43 µm and 1.2 & 1.8 for 1 and 2 
µm colloids compared to smooth surfaces of the same surface charge. The impact of rough-
ness on retention is especially important for small particles. This may explain differences in 
retention efficiency of mineral colloids in the environment as a function of particle size. Roll-
ing is the fundamental transport mechanism at surfaces to trap preferentially smaller colloids. 
This results in a high deposition flux over a broad range of fluid velocities. For both smooth 
and rough collector surfaces the deposition flux increases with fluid velocity. Beyond a critical 
velocity, however, the particles detach from surface. Due to higher restraining torque acting 
at rough collector surfaces, this critical velocity is higher at rough surfaces. The increase in 
polydispersity results in lower deposition efficiency. The electro-hydrodynamic blocking 
(shadow effect) is more efficient at higher polydispersity as well as when the Peclet number 
is close to 1.  
The present study showed the relevance of granodiorite mineral surface topography for col-
loidal transition pathways under unfavorable electrostatic conditions. Given the scale of sur-
face asperities and well quantified surface heterogeneities, it can be concluded that surface 
roughness is the critical factor in determining favorable, versus less favorable, sections for 
colloid deposition on complex mineral surfaces. The results presented suggest that a mixture 
of several mechanisms, such as local DLVO potential variation as well as local fluid dynam-
ics are involved in the complex behavior of colloid retention increase at rough rock surface 
sections. We conclude that coupling of both the current microscopic approach that enhanced 
the clear understanding of colloid deposition at complex rough mineral surfaces at larger 
scan areas and the nanoscopic AFM investigations (for example: force-volume analysis) are 
the promising step toward the fundamental understanding. 
Further details to the study presented in this chapter can be found in: 
Gopala Krishna Darbha*, Cornelius Fischer, Johannes Luetzenkirchen, Thorsten Schäfer 
“Site-specific retention of colloids at rough rock surfaces”. Environmental Science & Tech-
nology. 46, 9378, 2012. 
Gopala Krishna Darbha*, Cornelius Fischer, Alex Michler, Johannes Luetzenkirchen, Thor-
sten Schäfer, Frank Heberling and Dieter Schild “Deposition of Latex Colloids at Rough Min-
eral Surfaces: An Analog Study using Nanopatterned Surfaces”. Langmuir, 28, 6606, 2012.  
Fischer, C.; Michler, A.; Darbha, G. K.*; Mike Kanbach; Schäfer, T., “Deposition of mineral 
colloids on rough rock surfaces”. Am. J. Schi. 2012, 312, 885-906, 2012. 
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2.2 Field experiments at Grimsel Test Site (GTS) 
2.2.1 The Colloid Formation and Migration (CFM) project: Background and project 
organisation 
The Colloid Formation and Migration (CFM) project is conducted in the framework of Phase 
VI of the research program of the Grimsel Test Site (GTS). GTS Phase VI runs from 2004 to 
2013 and is dedicated to repository-relevant (i.e. large-scale, long-term) in-situ experiments. 
An extension of Phase VI until 2018 is under discussion. 
The CFM project is the current project in a series of experiments conducted within the Radi-
onuclide Retardation Programme of the GTS since 1984. Phase 1 began in 2004 and ended 
early in 2008. The main tasks were preparatory studies concerning in-situ boundary condi-
tions, predictive modeling and supporting laboratory programs.  
Experiment aims and boundary conditions 
The aims of the CFM long-term colloid project are listed in Table  2.8. 
Table  2.8:  CFM project aims and approaches. 
Aim How it is addressed in the CFM project 
Examine colloid generation rates and mecha-
nisms at the engineered barrier system (EBS) 
– host rock boundary under in-situ conditions 
Laboratory (e.g. Bentflow and 
mock-up tests) and in-situ test 
Evaluate the long-distance migration behaviour 
of EBS-derived colloids in a water-conducting 
feature in a repository-relevant flow system 
(i.e. with a very low flowrate/water flux) 
Colloid tracer tests and monitoring 
of release from in-situ test 
Study the long-term geochemical behaviour 
(mobility, mineralisation, colloid formation etc.) 
of radionuclides at the EBS-host rock boundary 
Laboratory tests (including mock-
ups) and monitoring of in-situ test 
near field 
Examine reversibility of radionuclide uptake 
onto colloids Laboratory, possibly mock-ups  
Gain experience in long-term monitoring of 
radionuclide/colloid propagation near a reposi-
tory 
Design, development, implementa-
tion and “post-mortem” examina-
tion of in-situ test monitoring sys-
tem 
Apply the results to improve repository perfor-
mance assessments, optimise EBS design and 
contribute to the "monitoring" debate 
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The field activities conducted in Phase 1 of the CFM experiment focused on site selection, 
site characterization and site preparation. Colloid transport in a water-conducting feature is 
expected to take place in an advective flow regime. At the onset of Phase 1 it was clear, 
therefore, that the key element for the selection of a suitable site at GTS for the CFM exper-
iment was the availability of a water-conducting feature with a well characterized natural flow 
field. The migration (MI) shear zone at tunnel position AU96 met many expectations. As the 
focus structure of earlier MI, EP (Excavation project) and CRR (Colloid and Radionuclide 
Retardation) experiments, it had been studied already and instrumentation was in place. 
Numerous hydro- and tracer tests had been conducted, some with active tracers which re-
quired the temporary transformation of the AU gallery into a radiation controlled zone. The MI 
shear zone is an almost two dimensional feature extending from the KWO (Kraftwerke Ober-
hasli AG) access tunnel towards the VE gallery.  
An early task of the CFM Phase 1 site characterization was the investigation of the tunnel 
surface of the roughly 7 m marked by the MI shear zone (tunnel coordinates AU93 to 
AU100). Focus was on (i) detailed mapping of major structural features like ductile shear 
zones, brittle fractures and fault gouge and (ii) hydrological investigations in terms of localiz-
ing major water inflow points and measuring the groundwater flow rates of these features. 
Figure  2.37 shows the result of the geological mapping of the MI shear zone. The main folia-
tion in the granodiorite is defined by biotite and feldspars which are aligned in parallel to each 
other. The shear zone was originally formed by ductile deformation. In a later stage of alpine 
deformation and following uplift, the shear zone was reactivated. In this brittle deformation 
phase, cohesionless fault gouge material formed along discrete fracture planes. The com-
plete MI shear zone is represented by 3 steep (>70°) shear planes striking WSW-ENE. They 
are hydraulically connected and represent a complex water conducting feature. The trans-
missivity of the shear zone was found to be, in general, between 10-8 and 10-6 m2 s-1 with 
very low transmissivity parts where transmissivity is <10-10 m2 m-1. 
The main shear plane in the northern part of the mapped zone shows a high degree of brittle 
deformation overprinting the older ductile features. This main shear plane is also character-
ized by distinct inflow points where surface packers have been installed (red circles in Fig-
ure  2.37). These inflow points are openings of up to 10 mm in width and deliver continuous 
water inflow into the tunnel. The water conducting features tend to be filled with fault gouge. 
More detail on the deformation history and fracture geometry is found in [192]. The results of 
the mineralogical analyses and investigations of the chemical composition of discharging 
groundwater from the MI shear zone are found in [193]. 
The hydraulic characterization of the test site could build on tests from the existing boreholes 
and results from earlier MI, EP and CRR activities. Figure  2.38 shows the test site in a 3D 
block model with the MI shear zone and boreholes at the onset of Phase 2 of the CFM pro-
ject. The 86 mm boreholes are equipped with inflatable multi-packer systems isolating the MI 
shear zone interval in each borehole. The isolated intervals are equipped with pressure lines 
allowing permanent monitoring of groundwater pressure in the MI shear zone as well as flow 
lines for hydro- and tracer testing. 
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Preliminary hydraulic tests were conducted at the CFM site in March 2005. Hydraulic testing 
focused on the MI shear zone with the intention to estimate the shear-zone transmissivities T 
and to provide data for numeric modeling. Other objectives of the field campaign were to 
document 'static' interval pressures, to measure the natural inflow into the tunnel from the so-
called Pinkel and Kalotte inflow points and to assess the impact of the sealed boreholes. The 
2-day hydraulic testing campaign confirmed the heterogeneous properties of the MI shear 
zone. For the majority of the investigated shear-zone intervals, the estimated T values vary 
between 6∙10-8 m2 s-1 and 1.4∙10-6 m2 s-1. The measured hydraulic heads vary within 12.8 m. 
Interference reactions were recorded in all but two monitored boreholes. Further results are 
provided in [193]. 
Preparation of the test site started with cleaning the rock surface using sandblasting and 
pressure washing. The cleaning campaign allowed detailed geological mapping and detec-
tion of the major inflow points which were then equipped with surface packers (Figure  2.37 
for locations). The next step involved sealing the shear planes and, eventually, the entire 
tunnel surface over a 6 m stretch with special cements and resins. Tunnel inflow continued to 
be monitored throughout these activities. Pressures have also been recorded continuously 
since March 2005 in the packed off borehole intervals in the MI shear zone. The pressure 
records show responses to tests of the sealing quality, renewed sealing activities, pressure 
conditions created for tracer tests etc. 
Two tracer tests were performed after the resin sealing (but prior to establishing low gradient 
flow fields) within the MI shear zone using uranine (Na-fluorescein) doped water. #1 was the 
first tracer test performed after the shear zone was sealed in the second half of 2005. The 
sealing was a requirement to achieve lower hydraulic gradients. Tracer Test Run #2 was 
performed in January 2006 after a fissure near the Pinkel surface packer was sealed and the 
shear zone pressures had recovered and stabilized. The objectives of the tracer tests were 
to obtain advective travel times, assess the recovered tracer and estimate the dispersion 
parameters in the shear zone flow field from boreholes to the tunnel surface packer intervals 
when the shear zone was sealed but allowed to freely flow from surface packers. 
Two boreholes, CFM 06.001 and CFM 06.002, were drilled and equipped for testing and ob-
servation in August 2006 (Figure  2.38). In particular the hydraulic modeling results showed 
the boreholes could fill existing data gaps. An inspection with a borehole camera was carried 
out in both boreholes. The camera logs confirmed the position of the shear zone and identi-
fied lamprophyre intrusions in the core of CFM 06.001, whereas in CFM 06.002 no clear frac-
tures were observed, except a water outflow point at the borehole end (6.85 m). Some weeks 
later, borehole CFM 06.002 was extended to penetrate the shear zone. Both boreholes were 
equipped with packer systems and saturated. 
By the time of the 3rd CFM Project Meeting in May 2006 it was apparent that the status of 
the sealing of the MI shear zone did not fulfill the requirements for the in-situ experiment. The 
hydraulic gradients within the MI shear zone towards the AU tunnel were too steep. It was 
decided to install a 5 m long steel mechanical tunnel packer (referred to as mega-packer or 
sub-mountain packer) to resist higher pressures in the MI shear zone. The annular space 
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between the tunnel wall and the packer can be pressurized to support the resin sealing. In 
February 2007 the mega-packer and the new boreholes were instrumented and connected to 
the GeoMonitor II automatic data acquisition system (DAS). 
 
Figure  2.37:  Detailed geological mapping of the MI shear zone between tunnel me-
ters AU93 and AU100 with surface-packer locations [193]. 
In the immediate area around the tunnel intersection, the MI shear zone is effectively isolated 
and does not intersect any other large scale structure. At a greater distance it is believed that 
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the shear zone intersects the lamprophyre that crosses the tunnel at about tunnel meter 
AU73 close to the site of the LTD (Long Term Diffusion) monopole experiment (over-cored in 
2010). The local transmissivity of the shear zone around borehole CFM 06.001 (~10-9 m2 s-1) 
is slightly lower than the average of the CFM/MI zone (between 10-8 and 10-6 m2 s-1). The 
hydraulic properties of the lamprophyre and observed pressure interferences with the MI 
shear zone were analyzed in [194]. 
Throughout 2007, a series of five tracer tests (Tracer Test Runs 07-01 to 07-05) was con-
ducted with dyed water to further evaluate the flow field for the colloid migration experiment. 
Homologue Tracer Test 08-01 was carried out in January 2008 and followed by companion 
Tracer Test Run 08-02 with uranine injection in February into approximately the same flow 
field. It had been decided that the conservative tracer might cause complexation and so the 
test needed to be performed separately. The flow field selected was similar (in terms of out-
flow from the shear zone) to that used in Tracer Test Run 07-01. The results from runs 08-01 
and 08-02 are discussed in more detail in a later section. 
 
Figure  2.38:  Schematic of the site of the CFM in-situ experiment. Boreholes CFM 
06.001 and CFM 06.002 were drilled in 2006. They are shown in the 
foreground (CFM 06.002 coloured by lithology). The location of the main 
plane of the shear zone is also shown, as is the main flowing feature in 
borehole CFM 06.002. The other boreholes are from previous 
investigations. 
 
One of the three key objectives for 2008/2009 was the development and demonstration of an 
adequate and robust sealing system suitable for the performance of a long-term in-situ test. 
Since the beginning of the project in 2004, numerous considerations eventually resulted in 
the implementation of three increasingly complex sealing concepts. It was recognized at the 
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beginning of Phase 2 that further improvements would be necessary. Eventually, the 5 m 
long steel liner of the mega-packer installed in Phase 1 was left in place while the cement-
filled Bullflex packers on each end were replaced with inflatable rubber packers. The new 
system was put into operation in September 2009 and provided reliable sealing over a range 
of conditions with no indication of significant leakage over the first few months of observation. 
The second key objective concerned the characterization of borehole CFM 06.002 and the 
key feature in it as a possible emplacement location for the bentonite source for the in-situ 
test. For this, the lithological and structural features were analyzed with an optical borehole 
scan, core mapping and an impression packer survey. A hydraulic screening test campaign 
with test intervals in borehole CFM 06.002 and monitoring intervals in this and neighboring 
boreholes supported the hydrogeological characterization of the MI shear zone. The highest 
transmissivities were associated with the borehole section between 6.40 and 7.10 m which 
contains a single fracture identified in the core (), images and the impression packer data. 
The design of the final borehole instrumentation was optimized accordingly. Interval 2 of the 
triple packer system installed in May 2009 covers this 0.7 m section and was equipped with a 
PEEK (Polyetheretherketon) dummy to reduce its volume. 
The results from Tracer Test Run 09-01 demonstrated that the interval around the candidate 
feature is suitable for the in-situ test. The attributes include: 
- There is a well-characterized distinct flow feature in interval 2 (6.40 – 7.10 m). 
- The feature is well connected to flow paths in the shear zone (cross-hole tests and 
tracer). 
- The flow rate through the borehole interval under suitable boundary conditions (out-
flow from Pinkel surface packer) is consistent with the target range for the in-situ test. 
- The location is suitable for post-test over-coring. 
While the suitability of the ‘single fracture’ or ‘distinct flow feature’ in borehole CFM 06.002 
became apparent, there were discrepancies with respect to its exact location in the borehole 
from the different investigation methods. All conceivable explanations considered, it ap-
peared most sensible at the time to define the position of the key feature in terms of a depth 
range which accounts for the recognized uncertainty inherent in the depth information. For 
further planning purposes the depth of the key feature was considered to be 6.70 – 6.85 m 
from the borehole mouth (Figure  2.39). 
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Figure  2.39:  Photograph of the core section from borehole CFM 06.002 showing the 
fracture plane at a depth of 6.78 m. To account for localisation difficulties 
the key feature is generally considered to be in the depth range of 6.70 – 
6.85 m. 
The third key objective related to the development of instrumentation for monitoring ground-
water chemistry and tracer testing. The surface equipment at the CFM site was augmented 
in November 2009 with two chemistry cabinets. Although their flexible configurations facilitate 
tracer testing, they are designed also for the long-term sampling and monitoring purposes 
required for both migration tests and the long-term in-situ test. At the end of 2009, the field 
setup at the CFM site included 20 monitoring intervals in twelve boreholes, seven surface or 
short borehole packers at the intersection of the MI shear zone and the AU tunnel, and injec-
tion and extraction groundwater monitoring systems. 
Tracer Test Runs 10-01 to 10-04 were performed in 2010 with homologues, colloids and 
conservative tracers. All were conducted as point dilution tests with recirculation of tracer in 
interval 2 of borehole CFM 06.002 and extraction from the Pinkel surface packer. The suita-
bility of this dipole for the long-term in-situ test could be confirmed. The tracer tests provided 
field data on colloid and homologue transport at longer timescales than previously achieved 
in controlled conditions.  
Tracer Test run 10-01 was a homologue/colloid tracer test performed at 50 ml min-1 extrac-
tion from the Pinkel.  
Tracer Test Run 10-03 was a homologue/colloid tracer test performed at a low extraction 
from the Pinkel of 10.3 ml min-1. Although homologues and colloids were identified at the 
Pinkel an anomalous loss of Uranine was detected. 
The three monitoring boreholes CFM 11.001, CFM 11.002 and CFM 11.003 were drilled, 
surveyed, core mapped and equipped with triple packer systems. They are in close proximity 
(~4 cm) and parallel to borehole CFM 06.002 because of the intention to use them for colloid 
and radionuclide monitoring at small distances from the source, and for resin injection and 
stabilization of the key feature in the target shear zone before over-coring will take place. 
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After drilling these monitoring boreholes, Tracer Test Runs 11-01 and 11-02 demonstrated 
that a low flow velocity zone was present around CFM 06.002-i2 resulting in very little “dilu-
tion flow” through the interval necessitating a change to a dipole configuration for future trac-
er tests from this interval. Only a very small injection rate (0.33 ml min-1) was necessary and 
this rate was used for Tracer Test Runs 12-01 & 12-02, the confirmation/preparatory con-
servative tracer test and the Radionuclide/colloid migration test. 
During Tracer Test Runs 11-01&2 it was also established that at low gradients Uranine 
showed anomalous losses compared to the tracer Amino-G Acid (AGA). The process caus-
ing these losses is not understood although it has been suggested that it is associated with 
low pH conditions in the injection interval. From Tracer Test Run 11-01 onwards AGA has 
been used as the primary conservative tracer. Tests with Eosin (from Tracer Test Run 12-04 
on) have showed similar behavior to Uranine. 
Tracer Test Run 12-01 was a preparatory conservative tracer test to confirm the setup for the 
subsequent Radionuclide/colloid test run 12-02.  
Following Tracer Test Run 12-02 a series of conservative tracer dipole tests (Tracer Test 
Runs 12-03,4,5,6 and 13-02,3) was performed in the CRR area of the shear zone utilizing 
boreholes BOMI 87.008, BOMI 87,010, CRR 99002 and CRR0.0.003. The aim was to select 
a suitable dipole for a 2nd RN test and determine the feasibility of performing tracer migration 
tests in parallel with the long term in situ test. As part of the preparation for such tests packer 
systems in these boreholes were replaced with systems suitable for future migration tests 
incorporating low-volume PEEK interval completions. 
Tracer Test Runs 11-03 and 13-01 focused on demonstrating the feasibility of very low flow 
rate sampling of water from around CFM 06.002-i2 from the near-field monitoring boreholes 
CFM 11.001,2,3. These tracer tests also provided information on the small-scale heterogene-
ity around CFM 06.002-i2. 
Table  2.9 lists the tracer tests performed within the CFM Project from 2007 to 2013. 
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2.2.2 New in-situ field experiments at Grimsel Test Site (GTS) within Kollorado-2  
Abstract. The influence of colloidal/nano-scale phases on the radionuclide (RNs) solubility 
and migration behavior is still one of the uncertainties in repository safety assessment. In this 
chapter we report on the progress concerning the colloid migration under near natural hy-
draulic conditions at the Grimsel Test Site. These experiments on the demonstration of col-
loid mobility under defined hydraulic conditions are of paramount importance to judge later 
on the potential bentonite erosion and colloid formation in the long-term in situ test. 
Materials & Methods 
Within the Colloid Formation and Migration (CFM) project at the Grimsel Test Site (GTS, 
Switzerland) a huge geo-technical effort has been carried out to isolate hydraulically a shear-
zone from the artificially introduced hydraulic gradient due to the tunnel construction. The 
construction is a combination of polymer resin impregnation of the tunnel surface and a steel 
torus to seal the tunnel surface. The steel tube with reinforcement rings is sealed at both 
ends with rubber based hydraulic “donut” packers and the annulus between resin and steel 
ring is filled and pressurized with water to counteract the hydrostatic pressure of the water 
conducting feature giving mechanical support to the resin. Natural outflow points of the MI 
shear zone localized prior to the construction were sealed by surface packer systems. This 
design gives the opportunity to regulate outflow and thereby adjust the flow velocity and gra-
dient in the fracture. Currently, a very stable gradient of ~60 mm over a dipole length of 6m 
resulting (~1%) is established over months.    
A number of tracer injection experiments are performed to optimize the experimental setup 
and injection procedure and to clearly document to the regulator the overall control of the 
system:  
1) Conservative tracer tests using fluorescence dyes (Uranine, Amino-G) and  
2) So-called “homologue” tracer tests performed by injecting a suspension of Febex benton-
ite colloids associated Eu, Tb, Hf in addition to the conservative tracer. 
After these experiments, a license request was submitted end 2011 and the license was 
granted in January 2012 by the Swiss regulatory (BAG) to perform the first radionuclide trac-
er test under these low-flow conditions. Only the radionuclide tracer test Run 12-02 will be 
presented in detail, for other experiments, see e.g. [195]. 
RN Injection cocktail preparation. The injection cocktail of 2.25L spiked Grimsel ground-
water was prepared at INE in an argon glove box and transferred to GTS in a lead shielded 
sample container (Swagelok). Based on the ICP-MS measurements a total colloid concentra-
tion of 101.4 ± 2.5 mg/L montmorillonite clay colloids were used, whereas 8.9 ± 0.4mg/L 
were present as synthetic montmorillonite with structural incorporated Ni. For details on the 
structural characterization of the Ni- montmorillonite phyllosilicate, see [57]. The rest of the 
colloids consisted of Febex bentonite derived montmorillonite colloids, similar to the ones 
injected within the CRR project [23, 24]. The total mass injected based on the Al or Ni signal 
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was 23,339-25,663 µg or 1,090-1,119 µg, respectively. Separate analysis of the colloids by 
optical Laser Induced Breakdown Detection (LIBD, apparatus MOB2) revealed a colloid con-
centration of 137.2 mg/L and an average colloid size based on a calibration using spherical 
polystyrene particles of 104 ± 8nm. The injected masses of colloids and conservative tracer 
are listed in Table  2.10. 
Table  2.10:  Composition of tracer cocktail Run 12-02 concerning colloid concentration and 
conservative tracer. Background electrolyte is original Grimsel groundwater. 
Tracer Total injected mass Detection method 
Colloids (Febex + Ni-montm.) 228.2 ± 5.6 mg ICP-MS 
Ni-montm. colloids 20.0 ± 0.9 mg ICP-MS 
Colloids (Febex + Ni-montm.) 
Al-signal 
23.3 – 25.6 mg ICP-MS 
Ni-montm. colloids 
Ni-signal 
1.09 - 1.12 mg ICP-MS 
Colloids (Febex + Ni-montm.) 308.7 ± 15.4* mg LIBD 
   
Conservative tracer (Amino-G) 3.70 ± 0.02 mg Fluorescence 
*5% uncertainty assumed. 
 
Beside the colloids and the conservative tracer Amino-G (1646 ± 8 ppb) the radioisotopes as 
listed in Table  2.11 were injected. The trivalent and tetravalent actinides were quantitatively 
associated with the colloids present as well as Cs, whereas Np(V) and Na are not bentonite 
colloid bond. 
 
Table  2.11:  Composition of tracer cocktail Run 12-02 given in mol/L and total activity as 
well as the colloid associated fraction in the cocktail. Background electrolyte is 
original Grimsel groundwater. 
Tracer concentration (mol/L) / total activity colloid association (min-max values)* 
22Na 1.0-1.1∙10-10 / (1.17 MBq) 0 - 3.5 % 
133Ba 6.8-7.0∙10-10 / (1.97 MBq) 24 – 34 % 
137Cs 7.9-8.0∙10-10 / (785 kBq) 97 – 98 % 
232Th 5.3-5.6∙10-9 / (8 mBq) 94 – 97 % 
237Np 9.3-9.4∙10-9 / (119 Bq) 0 - 1 % 
243Am 7.0-7.4∙10-11 / (290 Bq) 99 – 100% 
242Pu 3.0-3.2∙10-9 / (190 Bq) 99 – 100% 
* Colloid separation was performed by ultracentrifugation at 90,000 rpm (ca. 5x105g) for 60min.  
 
The injection of the radionuclide bentonite colloid cocktail was performed through borehole 
CFM 06.002-i2 into the MI shearzone and the water extracted under a constant flow rate of 
approx. 25 mL/min from the “Pinkel” surface packer (dipole distance 6.08 m). The tracer 
cocktail was re- circulated in the injection loop to monitor the fluorescence decrease of the 
conservative tracer (Amino-G; 7 amino-1,3-naphtalene disulfonic acid) and therefore provid-
ing an injection function for consequent transport modeling (Figure  2.40).  
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Figure  2.40:  Fluorescence signal of the conservative tracer (Amino-G) in the 
injection loop during Run 12-02 providing an injection function for 
consequent transport modeling. 
 
 
Figure  2.41:  Pictures of the experimental set-up during Run 12-02. Mobile LIBD-
system in the experimental tunnel of the Grimsel Test Site (GTS) with 
megapacker system in the back (left) and zoom in on LIBD system 
showing the flow-through cuvette installed directly in-line to the outflow 
of the “Pinkel” surface packer (right). 
It has been shown through prior migration tests that the local transmissivity of borehole CFM 
06.002 is very heterogeneous and under the low flow conditions established an almost stag-
nant zone around the borehole exists. Therefore, in Run 12-02 an injection with 0.33mL/min 
during recirculation has been used. For on-site colloid analysis a LIBD system similar to the 
one used in the CRR experiments [4] was transferred to Grimsel and installed in-line at the 
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“Pinkel” outlet to directly monitor the mobile colloid fraction throughout the experiment 
(Figure  2.41). 
 
Results & Discussion 
 
Conservative tracer. The conservative tracer Amino-G was recovered quantitatively both by 
on site inline and off-site fluorescence detection. In both, the on-line and off-site Amino-G 
fluorescence data periodic up- and downturns on top of the breakthrough curve (BTC) could 
be observed, with a periodicity similar to the earth tides showing again the low gradient es-
tablished in the migration shear zone within the CFM project. From the concentration maxima 
in the BTC a dilution factor via dispersion of ~137 could be determined.  
 
Colloid tracer. The clay colloid recovery (integration until 34.7 days) determined by the on-
site LIBD measurements was quantified to be ~48 % taking into account the LIBD deter-
mined mass injected (Figure  2.44 and Table  2.12). In comparison, the HR-ICP-MS provided 
44-49 % recovery by analyzing the Al-signal for a background Al concentration of 28 ppb in 
the Grimsel groundwater and 56-61 % for a background Al concentration of 25 ppb, respec-
tively. All three colloid breakthrough curves are presented in Figure  2.42 together with the 
conservative tracer Amino-G.  
 
Figure  2.42:  Colloid breakthrough curves of Run 12-02 measured by LIBD and HR-
ICP-MS taking the montmorillonite structural elements Al and Ni.  
Both, the rising edge of the BTC and the tailing is in good agreement between the different 
measurement methods applied. However, the on-site LIBD measurements with a higher 
sampling frequency seems to resolve at least partly the tidal effects seen in the conservative 
tracer. Especially quantification of the colloid recovery based on the Al signal is very sensi-
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tive to the background Al signal from the groundwater in the MI shearzone. Fluctuations of 3 
ppb in the groundwater content can lead to changes in recovery of more than 10 % based on 
the long tailing (water volume). The issue of background monitoring of natural fluctuations 
becomes especially important with respect to the interpretation of the bentonite erosion in the 
planned long-term in situ experiment. To judge the potential influence of an artificial colloid 
mobilization throughout the radionuclide migration experiment the Al/Ni ratio was taken as an 
indicator. For the injected clay colloids the Al/Ni ratio = 21.6 ± 0.3, whereas in the effluent 
samples the Al/Ni ratio determined by linear regression for all samples Ni could be detected 
in the BTC is 22.0 ± 2.0 (Figure  2.43).  
 
 
Figure  2.43:  HR-ICP-MS data of Al plotted against Ni from samples of the Run 12-02. 
Beside the linear regression given an average Ni/Al ratio of 22.0 ± 2.0 the 
95% confidence intervalls are given.  
Based on this comparison a significant mobilization of Al containing colloidal phases from the 
shearzone or during the cocktail injection through an induced pressure gradient as frequently 
discussed and observed in [196, 197] can be undoubtly excluded. In addition, closely looking 
on the y-axis intersection of the correlation fit one can deduce that the background Al con-
centration is close to 28 ppb. The Al/Ni ratio observed excludes the possibility of a preferen-
tial filtration or significant dissolution of the used synthetic Ni- montmorillonite giving further 
evidence in the suitability of this material as a colloid marker also to be used in the long-term 
in situ experiment to be started end 2013.  
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Figure  2.44:  Exponential fit to the colloid recoveries determined in various colloid    
migration experiments performed in the MI shearzone (same dipole 
geometry).  
Furthermore, based on the colloid migration experiments performed so far in the same dipole 
of the MI shearzone (Run 08-01, Run 10-01, Run 10-03 and Run 12-02) under variation of 
the fracture residence time a filtration rate Κ2 of 7.0 ± 0.9∙10-3 h-1 can be estimated 
(Figure  2.44). This value is lower than the value of 2∙10-2 h-1 estimated by filtration theory in 
[198]. Looking in detail on the colloid recovery data of Figure  2.44 a bi-exponential fit might 
be more suited, as the filtration rate is faster under high flow velocity (low residence time) 
compared to the long-term experiments. A linear fit of the long-term experiments Run 10-01 
to 12-02 reveals a colloid filtration rate of Κ2 of 2.4 ± 0.4∙10-3 h-1 almost an order of magni-
tude lower than predicted in [198]. The observed discrepancy with a overprediction of colloid 
filtration, respectively the attachment factor, compared to experimental results was also ob-
served by [199] for 40nm colloids and improved in a new collector efficiency equation that 
has to be tested for the Grimsel system and the results obtained within the KOLLORADO-II 
project.  
The 22Na, 137Cs and 133Ba case. Analysis of the weakly sorbing tracers by γ-spectrometry 
performed by PSI-LES and KIT-INE showed very good conformity and revealed recoveries 
for 22Na, 137Cs and 133Ba of 64 %, 10 % and 1 %, respectively (Figure  2.45). These data are 
confirmed in addition by analysis of sample aliquots taken from the waste tanks, where the 
complete eluted water volume of 4100L covering the experimental duration of 114 days was 
collected (Table  2.12). For 137Cs and 133Ba the quantified recovery between the integration of 
the BTC based on the samples taken for laboratory analysis and the analysis of the total re-
covered extraction volume is in good agreement, whereas for the 22Na recovery a significant 
higher recovery of 74.9 % from the waste tank could be quantified. Taken into account the 
measurement of 0.2007 ± 0.0249 Bq/mL 22Na in the last sample analyzed (sample #96) this 
discrepancy clearly arises from the fact, that the full BTC is not covered by the samples ana-
lyzed. For 137Cs and 133Ba no activity could be detected from sample #64 and sample #43, 
respectively showing that here the full BTC was covered analytically. 
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Based on the observed recovery of 8.4-10 % for 137Cs tailing into account the initial quantita-
tive association to montmorillonite colloids the sorption is clearly reversible [200]. If full re-
versibility is on hand cannot be conclusively judged based on Run 12-02 and  additional ex-
periments under higher residence time would be needed.  
 
Table  2.12:  Composition of tracer cocktail Run 12-02 given in mol/L and total activity as well 
as the colloid associated fraction in the cocktail. Background electrolyte is 
original Grimsel groundwater. 
Colloid/ 
Tracer Recovery  Sample region/ time 
Colloids   
LIBD on site 48%  up to 34.7d 
Al signal 44 - 49%
§ 
56 - 61%$  Sample 1-96 (27.3d) 
Ni signal 51 - 52% Sample 1-96 (27.3d) 
Amino-G 100% (in line) Sample 1-96 (27.3.d) 
22Na 64% (75.9%)* Sample 1-96 (27.3.d) 
133Ba 1% (0.6%)* Sample 1-96 (27.3.d) 
137Cs 10% (8.4%)* Sample 1-96 (27.3.d) 
232Th not quantified Sample 1-96 (27.3d) 
237Np 4-5% Sample 1-96 (27.3d) 
243Am 21-22% Sample 1-96 (27.3d) 
242Pu 30-35% Sample 1-96 (27.3d) 
* The data given in brackets was determined by analysis of the waste tanks (4100L total extracted volume, 114 days 
experimental duration). 
§ Background Aluminium- signal of 28 ppb assumed. $ Background Aluminium- signal of 25 ppb assumed. 
The 232Th, 237Np, 243Am and 242Pu case. All injected radionuclides including the strongly 
sorbing tri- and tetravalent actinides could be detected in the effluent. For the initial quantita-
tively colloid associated actinides Am(III) and Pu(IV) a recovery of 20-21% and 30-35%, re-
spectively, could be quantified. Np recovery is significantly reduced to ~4-5 % in comparison 
to the CRR experiment of 82 ± 4 % [23], which hints to a kinetic controlled Np(V) reduction 
observed through the increased residence time in Run 12-02. Assuming equilibrium condi-
tions reached within Run 12-02 concerning Np redox speciation the recovery can be used to 
estimate via the Pourbaix diagram shown in Figure  2.47 the in-situ redox conditions prevail-
ing during the experiment. Based on the recovery of 4-5% a maximum Eh(SHE) of -120mV 
could be predicted, which is lower than the value of -70 mV taken by [201] for thermodynam-
ic calculations in the Grimsel groundwater and lower than the value of -88 mV calculated for 
a oxidation of Fe(II) contained in biotite to Fe(OH)3(s), but considerable higher than the Eh 
value of -377mV for the SO42-/HS- couple [201] determining the in-situ redox conditions. 
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Figure  2.45:  Breakthrough curves of conservative tracer Amino-G; solid black line on-
site flourescence monitor data and open black circles INE off site 
fluorescence measurements using an Amico-Bowman Series II 
spectrofluorimeter (AB2). Gamma- spectrometry data from PSI-LES and 
INE for Na-22, Ba-133 and Cs-137 are inserted and recovery is given 
Based on the long-term monitoring data at the CFM site via flow through cells Eh(SHE) < -200 
mV seems to be a realistic approximation. However, based on the very low Fe concentra-
tions of ~3∙10-9 M it is questionable what potential is detected by the redox electrode. The 
rising edge of the Th breakthrough curve is very similar to the one measured for Pu and the 
peak maximum obtained definitely higher in comparison to Pu, indicating slower sorption 
reversibility and therefore higher recovery (Figure  2.48). However, precise recovery calcula-
tions cannot be made, as the data scatter in the tailing would results in recoveries > 100%. 
The exact reason for this scatter is currently not understood and a challenge for the next ex-
periments planned. 
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Figure  2.46:  Breakthrough curve of the colloid-associated trivalent 243Am(III) and the 
tetravalent 242Pu(IV). 237Np is additional shown, which was injected in 
the pentavalent state. All data is normalized to the injected mass M0 for 
comparison and recovery is given. 
 
 
Figure  2.47:  Neptunium Pourbaix diagram showing the pH indepent borderline (pH 
5.5 to 10.5) of 50% Np(V) reduction and 95% Np(V) reduction. As 
square experimental conditions of laboratory batch experiments are 
shown. Graph adapted from Huber et al. [202]. 
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In summary, earlier field colloid migration tests at the GTS conducted within the CRR (Colloid 
and Radionuclide Retention) experiment were limited by relatively short residence times and 
high flow velocity of the tracer in the fracture [1,2]. CFM field migration experiments have 
been conducted throughout the period from 2008 to 2012 reducing successively the flow ve-
locity to near-natural flow conditions and therefore establishing higher tracer residence times 
in order to quantify retention/sorption reversibility of colloid-bound radionuclides. The results 
showed a surprisingly high recovery of both the bentonite colloids and the colloid associated 
tri- and tetravalent elements, not expected from previous experiments conducted within the 
CRR project in the same shear zone. The data of Run 12-02 clearly show the mobility of ben-
tonite derived montmorillonite colloids under near-natural flow conditions in the MI shear 
zone of the Grimsel Test Site. 
 
Figure  2.48:  Breakthrough curve of the colloid-associated tetravalent actinides 232Th 
and 242Pu (for comparison). All data is normalized to the injected mass 
M0 for comparison and recovery is given for Pu. 
 
Size distribution analysis by LIBD and SPC showed for all experiments no size fractionation 
effect in the colloid breakthrough. This lack of size exclusion phenomena in combination with 
high colloid recovery indicates a broad channel („highway“) as flow path for the CFM experi-
ments. Overall, the CRR and CFM project results obtained so far clearly demonstrate the 
sensitivity of colloid transport on flow path geometry/heterogeneity of the fracture/shear zone 
and demonstrate the slow desorption of bentonite colloid bound metal ions especially for the 
tetravalent elements. 
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Conclusions 
 
The following conclusions can be drawn: 
- Control of the hydraulic system has allowed to further decrease in gradients and con-
sequent increase in travel time.  
- The established flow velocity and gradient in the MI shear zone is more relevant to 
post-closure situation with 1% gradient and ~10-5 m/s flow velocity while maintaining 
high recovery. 
- The In situ colloid/homologue tracer tests demonstrate: 
o Radionuclide/homologue colloid associated transport over increasing resi-
dence time detectable in the MI shearzone, which is a proof of concept for the 
planned long-term in situ test monitoring bentonite erosion.  
o Radionuclide/Homologue recovery is lower for trivalent actinides compared to 
tetravalent actinides and in turn the sorption reversibility faster for An(III) com-
pared to An(IV). 
o Overall, the bentonite colloid sorption reversibility kinetics are faster in the in-
situ experiments than observed in batch type studies. 
o Redox reactions faster compared to lab batch-type studies, which is a clear 
result from the more reducing redox conditions established in-situ.  
- The megapacker sealing system works well and is ready for the long-term in-situ ex-
periment. 
Further details to the study presented in this chapter can be found in: 
Geckeis, H.; Rabung, T.; Schäfer, T. (2011): Actinide - Nanoparticle interaction: generation, 
stability and mobility. In Actinide Nanoparticle Research, Kalmykov, S. N.; Denecke, M. A., 
Eds. Springer-Verlag: Berlin, Heidelberg, pp. 1-33. 
Schäfer, T.; Seher, H.; Hauser, W.; Walther, C.; Degueldre, C.; Yamada, M.; Suzuki, M.; 
Missana, T.; Alonso, U.; Trick, T.; Blechschmidt, I., “The Colloid Formation and Migration 
(CFM) project at the Grimsel Test Site (Switzerland): Results from the homologue tests. Ge-
ochim”. Cosmochim. Acta 2009, 73, (13), A1168-A1168. 
Schäfer, T.; M. Lagos; W. Hauser; S. Heck; F. Huber; M. Bouby; H. Geckeis; C. Degueldre; 
M. Yamada; M. Suzuki; S. Wold, K. Kontar; I. Blechschmidt, “Pu, Np, Am transport under 
near-natural flow conditions at the Grimsel Test Site (Switzerland)”. Environmental Science & 
Technology (to be submitted). 
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3 Modeling  
The objectives of flow and transport modeling are manifold. Modeling of the flow field and the 
transport of ideal tracers aims at understanding the flow conditions in the Grimsel shear zone 
and the impact of the different dipoles on the flow field. Further, predictions about the impact 
of reduced flow conditions – as planned in future homologue tests – are possible. Flow and 
transport modeling of a well characterized fracture in a bore core aims in understanding of 
the effect of heterogeneities on flow field and transport of tracers. Finally, the application of 
transport models including kinetically-controlled sorption reactions to describe the interaction 
between radionuclides, colloids and sediment matrix yields – based on the results from the 
experimental program – in understanding the impact of the different processes on the shape 
of the break-through curves and on the recovery of the radionuclide tracers. It furthermore 
contributes to the qualification of the codes and sets the basis for calculations with regard to 
the long-term safety of deep geological repositories.  
3.1 CFM hydraulics and transport modeling 
3.1.1 Numerical modeling of groundwater flow and solute transport through a shear 
zone at the Grimsel Test Site 
Abstract. The Colloid Formation and Migration (CFM) project aims to investigate and quanti-
fy the impact of colloids on the transport of radionuclides in a fracture taking into account the 
repository relevant spatial and temporal conditions. The in situ experiment is located in the 
Grimsel underground laboratory in Switzerland [193]. In the second phase of this project, 
different tracer tests with uranine and/or amino-G as conservative tracers were performed. 
Prior to the tracer tests, the experimental tunnel was equipped with a new 3m-diameter sur-
face packer system. The scope of this packer was to avoid uncontrolled flow rates towards 
the open tunnel, to reduce the hydraulic gradient in the shear zone and to achieve longer 
tracer travel times. At this stage of the project, the development of simple numerical models 
using the measured regional hydraulic head data were performed. The results obtained pro-
vide a fairly consistent picture of the pathway around the CFM and contributed significantly 
for further model simulations.  
The objectives of the actual numerical modeling are to analyze the conservative tracer data 
to identify hydraulic and transport processes and effective parameters and also to use the 
modeling results to predict the outcome of a hot tracer test performed in the same geometry 
and hydraulic conditions.  
In this contribution a series of tracer tests was simulated numerically. It was assumed that 
the groundwater flow and the solute transport take place in fractures filled with fault gouges, 
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and the shear zone at the test location is plane which allows a two dimensional approach for 
the model geometry. The mathematical model is based on the Darcy’s law for groundwater 
flow and the advection-dispersion equations for solute transport with a linear sorption in the 
fracture material. However, the model represents a planar confined porous media with a 
constant porosity and an anisotropic permeability. The analyses were performed with the 
ADINA-F finite element code [56]. A comparison of the transport model results and test data 
is presented as breakthrough curves at the extraction holes where the tracers concentration 
is plotted versus time. The overall agreement of model results and experiment data is rea-
sonable and should provide a useful assessment of the accuracy of the final test model.  
Material and Methods 
Simulation of the conservative tracer tests 09-01 and 10-01 
After the improvement of the CFM-mega-packer and the installation of the new injection and 
extraction flow monitoring system the tracer tests 09.01 and 10.01 were performed between 
the borehole CFM 06.002 (injection point) and the Pinkel surface packer (extraction point). 
The boundary conditions for the both tests were: 
- Tracer injection in CDM 0602i2 borehole; 
- Extraction from Pinkel surface packer; 
- Following through recirculation and zero net injection in the borehole CDM 0602 i2. 
The aims of these analyses are to calibrate the existing model and determine its effective 
hydraulic and transport parameters and to determine the suitability of the shear zone interval 
for the planned long-term in situ test. For model calculation it was assumed that the ground-
water flow and the solute transport take place in fractures filled with fault gouges, the shear 
zone at the test location is plane which allows a two dimensional approach for the model ge-
ometry.  
The layout of the two tests is shown schematically in Figure  3.1. The distance between injec-
tion and extraction borehole is about 6.08 m and both tests were performed in recirculation 
flow rate of 45-50 ml/min to provide a comparison with the transport conditions similar to 
those when a bentonite source will be emplaced. The tests parameters are listed below in 
Table  3.1. The detailed description is provided in the experimental report [203]. 
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Figure  3.1:  Layout of tracer test 09-01 and 10-01. The figure shows the position of the 
injection and extraction boreholes in the plane of the shear zone. 
 
Table  3.1:  Tracer test 09-01 and 10-01 parameters. 
Parameters Test 09-01 Test 10-01 
Uranine Uranine 
Initial concentration [ppm] 50 5 
Injected tracer volume [ml] 100 1000 
Recirculation flow rate [ml/min] ~48 ~48 
Outflow rate Pinkel [ml/min] ~52-100 ~48.4-46.8 
Hydraulic gradient between CFM 06.02i2 
and Pinkel [m/m] 
0.0036 0.0012-0099 
1st Peak at extraction site [min] 721 1676 
The tracer test 10.01 with colloid/homologue include also conservative tracer such uranine 
and bromide. For illustration, the calculation results of the tracer test 10.01 (Homologue Test 
1) are presented in Figure  3.2 to Figure  3.4. The comparison of the numerical results and 
measured breakthrough curves for uranine and bromide at the extraction hole is plotted in 
Figure  3.3. 
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Figure  3.2:  2D-finite element model for the simulation of tracer tests. The model is 
composed of two zones with different hydraulic properties. 
 
  
Figure  3.3:   (Left) Measured input uranine function for tracer test 10-01. (Right) Calculation 
breakthrough curve and experiment measurements for uranine and bromide 
(logarithmic presentation). 
The overall agreement of model results and experiment data is reasonable. However, the 
comparison of calculation results in the tailing part shows some differences. The long tailing 
seems to be induced by progressive release of the tracer late in the injection interval due to 
the fluid recirculation process. Table  3.2 shows the averaged hydraulic and transport 
parameters obtained from model calibration. Furthermore, these model parameters will be 
used to simulated the later tracer tests performed with Amino-G as a conservative tracer 
solute. 
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Figure  3.4:  Distribution of the uranine concentration after different times (The time is given 
in seconds). 
 
Table  3.2:  Hydraulic and transport parameters of two different model zones. 
Parameters TEST 09-01 & TEST 10-01 
Zone 1 Zone 2 
Flow porosity 
Horizontal permeability (m2) 
Vertical permeability (m2) 
Longitudinal dispersion (m) 
Transversal dispersion (m) 
Diffusion coefficient (m2/s) 
0.10 
2e-09 
1e-09 
0.001 
0.0002 
2e-11 
0.12 
2e-09 
2e-09 
0.001 
0.0002 
2e-11 
 
Simulation of the tracer tests 12-01 and 12-02  
During last year the tracer test 12-01 was conducted to evaluate conservative tracer re-
sponses at the Pinkel surface packer when a small net injection rate was imposed in CFM 
06.002i2 (because no tracer responses were observed at the extraction well in the 11-0x 
series tests. The tracer test 12-02 was conducted under the same injection and extraction 
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conditions as 12-01 but with the injection of a cocktail containing radionuclides and bentonite 
colloids. In Tab. 3 the extraction and injection flow rates, the residence times in the shear 
zone are presented.  
Table  3.3:  Tracer test 12-01 and 12-02 parameters. 
Parameters Test 12-01 Test 12-02 
Amino-G Amino-G (AGA) 
Initial concentration [ppm] 50 1646 
Initial injected mass [mg]  4.5-3.7 
Injected tracer volume [ml] 100 100 
Recirculation flow rate [ml/min] 0.395 0.49-0.36 
Outflow rate Pinkel [ml/min] 25 25 
1st Peak at extraction site [min] 721 1676 
The local flow pathways around CFM 06.002i2 seem to be sliding influence due to the drilling 
of monitoring holes (CFM 11.001, 11.002 and 11.003) . The detailed studies of the flow field 
near the CFM 06.002i2 and monitoring borehole will be presented in the next chapter. Due to 
the poor recovery of uranine in earlier tests of the series 11-0x it was decide to use in the 
tests 12-01 and 12-2 also Amino-G as an conservative tracer. 
For the numerical analysis the model presented in Figure  3.2 was extended to avoid the in-
fluence of assumed boundary conditions on calculated solute transport over long in situ resi-
dent time. The far field geometry behave about 30 x 40m.  
Table  3.4:  Hydraulic and transport parameters of two different model zones after the first 
calibration.  
Properties 
TEST 12-01 & TEST 12-02 
Zone 1 Zone 2 
Flow porosity 
Horizontal permeability (m2) 
Vertical permeability (m2) 
Longitudinal dispersion (m) 
Transversal dispersion (m) 
Diffusion coefficient (m2/s) 
0.10 (0.08) 
2e-09 
2e-09 
0.001  
0.0005 
2e-11 
0.12  
5e-09  
2e-09 
0.001  
0.0002 
2e-11 
A comparison of the numerical fits and experimental data is presented as breakthrough 
curves where the uranine concentration is plotted versus time (Figure  3.5 left and right). The 
measured tracer input functions for both experiment are also shown in the Figures. As can 
be seen, the simulation results match the experimental data fairly well. Nevertheless, the 
overall agreement of model and experiment is reasonable. The recovery of the amino-G was 
about 95 %. 
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Figure  3.5:  Comparison of measured and calculated breakthrough curves for uranine tests 12-
01 in a dipole flow field. The injection concentration (blue curve) is also plotted. 
Comparison of measured and calculated breakthrough curves at the extraction well 
for test 12-02 with amino-G: (extraction at 25 ml/min and injection velocity ~0.4 
ml/min).  
Simulation of the flow field and solute transport in the near of CFM 06.002i2 and monitoring 
boreholes 
In 2011, three observation/monitoring boreholes were drilled in the near vicinity (~40mm dis-
tance) of the injection borehole CFM 06.002. Figure  3.6 shows the layout of the monitoring 
boreholes in the plane of shear zone in vicinity of the existing CFM 06.002. In the test series 
CFM 11.001, 11.002 and 11.003 the monitoring boreholes were included in the flow pathway 
around the injection well CFM06.002. However, it seems that the drilling process of the moni-
toring boreholes has affected the hydraulic properties of the shear zone in the migration di-
pole. 
In this numerical study, we will present the following case:  
- In the central borehole CFM 06-002 (open) will be injected a tracer solute according 
an injection function with the injection flow rate of 10 ml/min. 
- All the monitoring boreholes will stay open but from the borehole CFM 11- 003 will be 
extracted a small amount of groundwater ( ~ 0.1 ml/min) 
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Figure  3.6:  Test 12-02. Calculated distribution of the amino-G concentration (C/Mo) at 
different times (Tracer recovery ~ 90 % ). 
 
 
Figure  3.7:  Layout of monitoring boreholes (CFM 11.001 to 11-03) around the injection 
borehole, CFM 06.002, in the migration shear zone. 
In order to study the flow field and transport properties near the injection hole CFM 06.002 
and the new monitoring boreholes CFM-11.001-003, computational fluid dynamics (CFDs) 
simulations with ADINA-F code were performed. The finite element model and boundary 
conditions are shown in Figure  3.7 and Figure  3.8. The 2D- model is composed of two do-
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mains in the plane of the shear zone, namely the saturated porous material of the shear zone 
(zone 1) and the open holes filled with groundwater in which the hydraulic head is nearly 
constant (zone 2). The model extension covers a domain of 1m x 1m and at the outer side of 
the geometry a groundwater flow velocity of 10-5 m/s was assumed. The ability of the model 
to calculate the fluid flow in porous media and also in open boreholes allows to simulate dif-
ferent flow situations, expected near the main injection and monitoring holes. The model pre-
sented here was used to make generic studies and to calculate the flow field and the 
transport behavior around and into the monitoring boreholes over a short timescale. 
Figure  3.9 shows the calculated fluid velocity field, the pressure field, and the distribution of 
the tracer at different times after injection of a hypothetical tracer in the CFM-06.002 bore-
hole. The assumed injection function is also plotted in this figure. It can be observed that the 
influence of extraction of a small amount of fluid (~ 0.3 ml/min) from monitoring well CFM-
11.003 is insignificant for the expected long-term migration through the planned large dipole 
experiment. The calculated breakthrough of tracer at the monitoring borehole CFM-11.003 is 
presented in  
Figure  3.11. For instance, the curve has a qualitative character because the dilution in the 
open borehole was not correctly assumed.  
 
Figure  3.8:  Finite element mesh used for simulation of flow field and solute transport (left: 
detail discretization of monitoring boreholes). 
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Figure  3.9:  Calculation results for the study case: Injection of tracers in central borehole 
CFM06-0002 and stepwise extraction at 0.3 ml/min from monitoring holes CFM 
11.003. Distribution of pore pressure and stream lines (upper plot) and the 
tracer distribution after different times. 
 
Figure  3.10:  Calculated breakthrough curve of the tracer at the monitoring hole CFM-
11.002. 
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Conclusions 
The field data and modeling results provide a fairly consistent picture of the flow and trans-
port characteristics in the shear zone at the location of the CFM experiments.  
The 2D model considers uniform but anisotropic permeability and constant porosity in differ-
ent zones. Therefore, the estimated flow and transport parameters must be considered as an 
approximation of the real structure which indicates heterogeneities in the distribution of hy-
draulic conductivity. The hydraulic and transport properties obtained from this calibration 
work on the new tracer tests show a preferential pathway for fluid migration. The application 
of relatively low velocity at the injection/extraction boreholes seems to induce a long resi-
dence time in the shear zone; the dispersive/diffusive processes become dominant.  
Regarding the results of the simulation of monitoring boreholes, the sampling of 0.3 ml/min 
will not affect significantly the migration of injected solute into the large dipole. 
In the next project step, further work is required to explore how the uncertainties on parame-
ter estimation and the subsequent predictions at lower hydraulic gradients are affected by the 
choice of the present conceptual model. However, the tests with homologue radionuclides 
will be simulated using the transport parameters obtained by fitting the conservative tracer 
tests.  
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3.1.2 2D flow and colloid facilitated transport modeling including kinetically controlled 
sorption processes 
Abstract 
2D flow and transport calculations were performed to describe field dipole experiments in the 
shear zone at the Grimsel Test Site (see section  2.2.2) with FEBEX bentonite colloids and 
lanthanides (as homologues for tri- and tetravalent actinides). After calibration of the flow 
model using the uranine breakthrough curve of one dipole experiment, the model was suc-
cessfully applied to other dipole experiments conducted at the same dipole at different flow 
velocities using the same hydraulic parameters. Firstly, the results show that the interaction 
of the colloids with the fracture filling material can be reasonably well described by one set of 
parameters considering a weak reversible and an irreversible attachment process. Secondly, 
the breakthrough curve of the colloid-bound lanthanides as well as their mass recovery is 
additionally controlled by the desorption kinetics from the colloids. One observation is a de-
crease of the desorption rate with travel time. The desorption rates obtained from the field 
experiment at longer residence time agree well with results from the reversibility batch exper-
iments, described in section  2.1.1 and [74]. On the basis of the results from the homologue 
experiments a predictive simulation for the first radionuclide tracer experiment was done. The 
results agreed well with the experiment, for the calculation with low desorption rates ob-
served for the homologue experiment with longest travel time. 
Introduction  
Experimental background for numerical modeling  
The simulations rely on field data gathered in the CFM campaigns as well as on supporting 
laboratory results. A detailed description of the experimental basis is given in section  2.2 
(field experiments) and  2.1 (lab experiments). 
One group of experiments are dipole tests in the shear zone using FEBEX bentonite colloids 
(Ca-bentonite), injected together with radionuclides or homologues under defined flow condi-
tions, which are similar to those expected in natural systems and are thus close to repository-
relevant conditions. In a first step, the flow field and the transport of ideal tracers are mod-
eled in order to understand the flow conditions in the Grimsel shear zone and the impact of 
the different dipoles on the flow field. In a second step, these transport models are applied to 
describe the interaction between radionuclides, colloids and sediment matrix, including kinet-
ically-controlled sorption reactions, and to identify the relevant interaction processes during 
transport. 
This report focuses on model simulations of the selected dipole experiments CFM RUN 
08-01/02, CFM RUN 10-01, CFM RUN 10-03 and CFM RUN 12-02. A specific feature is the 
variation in outflow rates and therewith the variation of transport times over a range of  
The specific objectives of this work can be summarized as follows: 
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- To formulate a suitable and fairly general model,  
- To interpret field tests with model simulations to infer parameters, and  
- To compare inferred parameters to results of laboratory experiments or independent 
estimates. 
The simplest and most robust interpretation possible is used. Finally, the implications are 
interpreted by long term extrapolation. 
The field tracer tests CFM RUN 08-01/02, CFM RUN 10-01, CFM RUN 10-03 and CFM RUN 
12-02 have been performed in a dipole between the injection interval of borehole CFM 
06.002 and the extraction point at the surface packer at the tunnel wall (Pinkel) as illustrated 
in  
Figure  3.11. The distance between injection borehole and extraction point (Pinkel) is ca. 6.2 
m. Details of the experiments are described in [204].  
 
 
Figure  3.11:  Transmissivity field and location of boreholes in the shear zone (after [205]). 
The dipole between borehole CFM 06.002 and the extraction point (Pinkel) 
for the CFM experiment is indicated by the red arrow.  
 
While CFM RUN 08-01/02 and CFM RUN 12-02 were performed with a defined inflow, CFM 
RUN 10-01 and CFM RUN 10-03 were performed as point dilution tests. The transport ve-
locity of the fluid and therewith the residence time of the tracers is mainly determined by the 
extraction flow rate at Pinkel, which is varied down to a range approaching the natural flow 
conditions within the shear zone. Relevant data for modeling including the injected amounts 
of the conservative tracer, bentonite colloids and homologue tracers are shown in  
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Table  3.5. Injection functions of all tracers have been monitored and provided for modeling 
(mass normalized concentration = observed concentration divided by injected mass, Fig-
ure  3.12). While for CFM RUN 08-02, only an inert tracer was used, the tests CFM 
RUN 08-01, CFM RUN 10-01, CFM RUN 10-03 and CFM RUN 12-02 employed homologue 
tracers and colloids. Uranine was used as a conservative tracer for CFM RUN 08-02, CFM 
RUN 10-01 and CFM RUN 10-03 (Figure  3.13) and Amino G Acid (AGA) for CFM RUN 
12-02. For CFM RUN 10-03 no reliable uranine breakthrough curve was obtained. The 
FEBEX bentonite colloids and the homologues were equilibrated for a few days in Grimsel 
water before injection into the dipole. It was shown that the homologues are almost com-
pletely (between 95% and 100%) bound to the colloids in the injection solution. The break-
through curves for the colloids and homologues in CFM RUN 10-01, CFM RUN 10-03 and 
CFM RUN 12-02 are shown in Figure  3.14, Figure  3.15 and Figure  3.16. 
 
Table  3.5:  Inflow/outflow conditions, injected amount of tracers m0 and recovery of 
conservative tracers for the considered field tests [204]. n.c. denotes that these 
data are not considered for modeling.  
 CFM RUN 08-01/08-02 
CFM RUN 
10-01 
CFM RUN 
10-03 
CFM RUN     12-
02 
Inflow [ml min-1] 10 - - 0.33 
Outflow [ml min-1] 165 48 10 25 
Injected amount m0 [mg] of tracers considered for modeling 
Conservative tracer 
FEBEX bentonite colloids1 
152Eu 
159Tb 
178Hf 
232Th 
22Na 
133Ba 
137Cs 
237Np 
15.4 
15 
- 
14.3 
23.4 
19.8 
5 
30 
11.96·10-3 
10.10·10-3 
12.78·10-3 
14.87·10-3 
9 
210 
45.48·10-3 
45.44·10-3 
51.64·10-3 
49.78·10-3 
4.5 
330 
243Am: 4.87·10-5  
242Pu: 1.37·10-3  
 
2.09·10-3 
8.7·10-6 
2.66·10-4 
2.81·10-4 
4.99·10-3 
Recovery of the conservative 
tracer [%] 99 84 90
2 80 
1 based on Al content measured by ICP-MS 
2 recovery of CFM RUN 10-02, which was performed under same flow conditions as CFM RUN 10-03 
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Figure  3.12:  Mass normalized concentration injection functions (observed concentration 
divided by injected mass). 
 
 
Figure  3.13:  Mass normalized concentration breakthrough curves (observed concentration 
divided by injected mass). 
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Figure  3.14:  Mass normalized concentration breakthrough curves for colloids and 
homologues of CFM RUN10-01. 
 
 
 
Figure  3.15:  Mass normalized concentration breakthrough curves for colloids and 
homologues of CFM RUN10-03. 
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Figure  3.16:  Mass normalized concentration breakthrough curves for colloids and 
homologues of CFM RUN12-02. 
Conceptual framework 
Flow 
Transport calculations are based on the assumption of a steady-state flow field. The general-
ised Darcy law for two-dimensional groundwater flow [206] applies under consideration of the 
variable density and viscosity of the groundwater for density-driven flow [207, 208] (Equation 
17): 
 
𝑣 = −𝑘
𝜇
(∇𝑝 − 𝜌𝑔)  (Equation 17) 
 
where ν is the Darcy velocity [L T-1], 𝑘 is the intrinsic permeability tensor [L2], 𝜇 is the dynam-
ic viscosity [M L-1 T-1], 𝑝 is the pressure [M L-1 T-2], 𝜌 is the bulk density of porous media [M L-
3], 𝑔 is the gravitation vector [L T-2] and where 𝜌 = 𝜌 (𝑐,𝑇) and 𝜇 = 𝜇 (𝑐,𝑇) with the concen-
tration 𝑐 of any substance in the groundwater and the temperature 𝑇 of the groundwater. At 
the Grimsel Test Site the mineralisation of the groundwater can be regarded as constant and 
the temperature in the entire model domain is set to 20 °C, thus the density and viscosity are 
constant here. The groundwater flow is therefore described by the conservation equation for 
the total mass only (flow equation) [207] ((Equation 18): 
𝜕𝑡(𝜃𝜌) + ∇ ∙ (𝑣𝜌) = 𝐹  (Equation 18) 
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Where 𝜃 is the porosity of porous media [L3 L-3] and 𝐹 is the general expression of the sink-
source (exchange) term.  
Colloid transport and interactions 
In order to describe the field experiments colloid filtration processes and kinetically controlled 
sorption and desorption processes are considered. Description of transport and interaction 
processes are based on previous works, see e.g. [55]. 
Transport  
The medium is considered to be a three-dimensional, heterogeneous aquifer. The hydraulic 
conductivity 𝐾 is a random space function. Groundwater flow is driven by a hydraulic gradient 
towards a receptor (supply well), where 𝑣 (𝑣1 ;  𝑣2 ;  𝑣3 ) [L T-1] is the (spatially variable) fluid 
velocity at location 𝑋 (𝑥;𝑦; 𝑧), due to the spatial variability of the hydraulic conductivity.  
Considering a tracer test conducted between injection point B and detection (pumping) point 
A, the flow takes place between B and A, from B to A along a mean trajectory defined by 
𝑋 (𝑡; 𝑥𝐵). Thus the transport of particles (colloids, tracer ions or molecules) can be consid-
ered as movement from B to A along trajectories; the mean of these is 𝑋 (𝑡;  𝑥𝐵). Thus 
𝑋 (𝑡;  𝑥𝐵) quantifies the “flow path" between B and A. 
The general form of the Eulerian mass balance equations in non-uniform, steady-state flow is 
((Equation 19 and (Equation 20): 
 
∂
∂t (θCc) + div(vcCc − θDc∇Cc) = −F  (Equation 19) 
 
 
∂
∂t (ρc𝐶𝑐∗) = F∗  (Equation 20) 
 
where 𝑡 is the time [T], 𝑣𝑐 the Darcy velocity of the colloids [L T-1], 𝐶𝑐 [M L-3] the concentration 
of the colloids in the aqueous phase, 𝐶𝑐∗ [L3 L-3] the concentration of the colloids sorbed to the 
aquifer material, and 𝜌𝑐 [M L-3] the density of the colloids. The tensor 𝐷𝑐 [L3 T-3] describes the 
diffusion and dispersion effects. 𝐹, 𝐹∗ are general expressions of the sink-source (exchange) 
term.  
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Colloid filtration  
Concerning the interaction of colloids with the fracture filling material, the filtration (attach-
ment) rate 𝑘𝑐𝑠 can be compared to results from deep bed filtration theory. The common ap-
proach of deep bed filtration, neglecting the detachment of filtered colloids leads to 
((Equation 21):  
 
𝑘𝑐𝑠𝜃 = 𝜆𝑐𝑣𝑐  (Equation 21) 
 
where the particle velocity is denoted as 𝑣𝑐 and the efficiency of the filtration is described by 
the filter coefficient 𝜆𝑐. Here it is assumed that the mechanism is independent of the amount 
of already filtrated colloids as it is for clean deep bed filtration. Important parameters are the 
porosity and pore size of the sediment, the diameter of the colloidal particles, and the viscosi-
ty. Here we refer to the model of Tien and Payatakes [209]. Under the conditions of the field 
experiment, particularly for an average colloid size in the range of 150 nm [53], the filtration 
efficiency 𝜂 is dominated by diffusion and can be calculated according to Yao et al. [210] 
neglecting interception and sedimentation processes by ((Equation 22): 
 
𝜂𝐷 = 0.9 � 𝑘𝐵𝑇𝜇𝑑𝑝𝑑𝑐𝑣𝑐�2 3�   (Equation 22) 
 
with the filtration efficiency for diffusion 𝜂𝐷, the Boltzmann constant 𝑘𝐵, the temperature 𝑇, 
the viscosity 𝜇, the particle diameter 𝑑𝑝 and the collector diameter 𝑑𝑐. 
The filter coefficient is then defined as ((Equation 23): 
 
𝜆𝑐 = 32 1 − 𝜃𝑑𝑐 𝜂𝛼  (Equation 23) 
 
The attachment factor 𝛼 describes the colloid-matrix collision part which leads to binding. 
 
Colloid facilitated solute transport / Modeling of sorption processes  
For interpreting the CFM tests, four mobile and two immobile components are considered 
(which can be subject to change for other models depending on the nature and scale of the 
problem).  
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Figure  3.17:  General concept of considered phases and interactions between them. 
 
The transport equations given below have essentially been given by Ibaraki and Sudicky 
[211] and Knabner et al. [212]. The continuity equations for the contaminants dissolved in the 
aqueous phase or sorbed to the aquifer material are obtained to be (Equation 24 and (Equa-
tion 25): 
 
𝜕
𝜕𝑡
(𝜃𝐶𝑎) + 𝑑𝑖𝑣(𝑣𝑎𝐶𝑎 − 𝜃𝐷𝑎∇𝐶𝑎) = −𝐹𝑎𝑠,𝑠𝑎𝑎 − 𝐹𝑎𝑚𝑐,𝑚𝑐𝑎𝑎 − 𝐹𝑎𝑖𝑐,𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑎  (Equation 24) 
 
𝜕
𝜕𝑡
(𝜌𝑏𝐶𝑎∗) = 𝐹𝑎𝑠,𝑠𝑎𝑎   (Equation 25) 
 
The mass balance equation for the contaminants sorbed to mobile and immobile colloids is 
governed by ((Equation 26 and (Equation 27):  
 
𝜕
𝜕𝑡
(𝜃𝐶𝑎𝑚𝑐) + 𝑑𝑖𝑣(𝑣𝑐𝐶𝑎𝑚𝑐 − 𝜃𝐷𝑐∇𝐶𝑚𝑐𝑎) = −𝐹𝑐𝑠,𝑠𝑐𝑎 − 𝐹𝑎𝑚𝑐,𝑚𝑐𝑎𝑎  (Equation 26) 
 
𝜕
𝜕𝑡
(𝜌𝑐𝐶𝑐∗𝐶𝑎𝑖𝑐) = 𝐹𝑐𝑠,𝑠𝑐𝑎 + 𝐹𝑎𝑖𝑐,𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑎   (Equation 27) 
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where  
𝐶𝑐  mobile colloid concentration [M L-3] 
𝐶𝑎  mobile solute concentration [M L-3] 
𝐶𝑎𝑚𝑐  solute concentration attached to mobile colloids [M(solute) M(colloids)-1] 
𝐶𝑎𝑖𝑐  solute concentration attached to immobile colloids [M(solute) M(colloids)-1] 
𝐶𝑐
∗  immobile colloid concentration [M(colloids) M(solid)-1] 
𝐶𝑎
∗  immobile solute concentration [M(solute) M(solid)-1] 
𝑘𝑐𝑠  first-order transfer rate of colloids from mobile to immobile phase [T-1] 
𝑘𝑠𝑐  first-order transfer rate of colloids from immobile to mobile phase [T-1] 
𝑘𝑎𝑠  first-order transfer rate of solute from mobile to immobile phase [T-1] 
𝑘𝑠𝑎  first-order transfer rate of solute from immobile to mobile phase [T-1] 
𝑘𝑎𝑚𝑐  first-order transfer rate of solute from mobile aqueous phase to mobile colloids [T-1] 
𝑘𝑚𝑐𝑎  first-order transfer rate of solute from mobile colloids to mobile aqueous phase [T-1] 
𝑘𝑎𝑖𝑐  first-order transfer rate of solute from mobile aqueous phase to immobile colloids [T-1] 
𝑘𝑖𝑐𝑎  first-order transfer rate of solute from immobile to mobile aqueous phase [T-1] 
𝐹𝑎𝑠,𝑠𝑎𝑎   rate loss of solute from mobile to immobile phase [M L-3 T-1] 
𝐹𝑐𝑠,𝑠𝑐𝑎   rate loss of colloids from mobile to immobile phase [M L-3 T-1] 
𝐹𝑎𝑚𝑐,𝑚𝑐𝑎𝑎   rate loss of solute from mobile aqueous phase to mobile colloids [M L-3 T-1] 
𝐹𝑎𝑖𝑐,𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑎   rate loss of solute from mobile aqueous phase to immobile colloids [M L-3 T-1] 
𝐷𝑎  tensor for diffusion and dispersion effects of the solutes [L T-1] 
𝐷𝑐  tensor for diffusion and dispersion effects of the colloids [L T-1] 
𝜌𝑏  bulk density of porous media [M L-3] 
𝜌𝑐  colloid density [M L-3] 
𝜃  porosity of porous media [-] 
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𝑣𝑎  Darcy velocity of the solutes [L T-1] 
𝑣𝑐  Darcy velocity of the colloids [L T-1]. 
 
In our model all rates are assumed to be constant. 
The mass exchange between the phases shown in Figure  3.17 is governed by the following 
source terms 𝐹( (Equation 28, (Equation 29 and (Equation 30): 
 
𝐹𝑎𝑠/𝑠𝑎𝑎 = 𝑘𝑎𝑠/𝑠𝑎𝜌�𝑓𝑎𝑠/𝑠𝑎(𝐶𝑎)𝐶𝑎 − 𝐶𝑎∗�  (Equation 28) 
 
𝐹𝑎𝑚𝑐/𝑚𝑐𝑎𝑎 = 𝑘𝑎𝑚𝑐/𝑚𝑐𝑎θ(𝑓𝑎𝑚𝑐/𝑚𝑐𝑎(𝐶𝑎)𝐶𝑎 − 𝐶𝑎𝑚𝑐)  (Equation 29) 
 
𝐹𝑎𝑖𝑐/𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑎 = 𝑘𝑎𝑖𝑐/𝑖𝑐𝑎(𝜌𝑐𝐶𝑐∗𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑐/𝑖𝑐𝑎(𝐶𝑎)𝐶𝑎 − 𝐶𝑎𝑖𝑐)  (Equation 30) 
 
with effective matrix porosity θ, matrix bulk density 𝜌, colloid density 𝜌𝑐, and sorption iso-
therms 𝑓𝑖. The sorption isotherms 𝑓𝑖 can be linear (𝐾𝑑) or non-linear (Langmuir or Freundlich) 
type. For simulation of the homologue experiments in CFM, the linear Kd-concept is chosen 
for all pathways, since the tracer concentrations are low enough to be far below saturation of 
sorption sites and no inhomogeneities and competition for sorbing sites on the rock matrix 
and colloid surfaces are considered. 
The interaction of colloids with the sediment can be described in r3t by a first order kinetic 
according to ((Equation 31): 
 
𝐹𝑠𝑐/𝑐𝑠𝑐 = 𝑘𝑐𝑠θ𝐶𝑐 − 𝑘𝑠𝑐𝜌𝑐𝐶𝑐∗  (Equation 31) 
 
with the attachment and detachment rates 𝑘𝑐𝑠 and 𝑘𝑠𝑐. An irreversible attachment / filtration 
of colloids can be realized by setting a detachment rate of zero. Consistent with this formula-
tion the change of the contaminant concentration caused by colloid sediment interactions is 
given as follows ((Equation 32): 
 
𝐹𝑠𝑐/𝑐𝑠𝑎 = 𝑘𝑐𝑠θ𝐶𝑎𝑚𝑐 − 𝑘𝑠𝑐𝐶𝑎𝑖𝑐  (Equation 32) 
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Initial and boundary conditions 
The initial condition is assumed to be zero for all concentrations.  
If multiple tracers are injected simultaneously, then the following quantities should be equiva-
lent for all tracers: ?̅?, 𝜁, 𝑄𝐴,𝑄𝐵,𝑉,𝐷𝜏 (note: Colloids and solute are assumed to be subject to 
the same macro-dispersion). All rates and the partitioning coefficient are solute dependent. 
Mass of solute 𝑀𝑎 [M] is dissolved in a volume of water 𝑉 [L3] and mixed with a mass of col-
loids 𝑀𝑐. The mixture is equilibrated whereby the solute partitions between the aqueous solu-
tion and colloids such that the fraction 𝑓𝑎 [-] is in the aqueous solution and 1 − 𝑓𝑎 is attached 
to colloids. The mixture is then injected into the shear zone at point B and carried towards 
the detection point A by a flow rate 𝑄𝐵 [L3 T-1]. The extraction flow rate at point A is 𝑄𝐴 [L3 T-
1].  
The boundary conditions at 𝑥𝐵 (i.e. 𝑇 = 0) and 𝑥𝐴 (i.e. 𝑇 = ?̅? where ?̅? is the mean water resi-
dence time between B and A) are written as follows:  
 
𝐶𝑐(0, 𝑡) − 𝐷𝜏 𝜕𝐶𝑐(0, 𝑡)𝜕𝑇 = 𝑀𝑐𝜖𝑄𝐴 𝑒−𝑡/𝜖  (Equation 33) 
 
𝐶𝑎(0, 𝑡) − 𝐷𝜏 𝜕𝐶𝑎(0, 𝑡)𝜕𝑇 = 𝑓𝑎 𝑀𝑎𝜖𝑄𝐴 𝑒−𝑡/𝜖  (Equation 34) 
 
𝐶𝑐(0, 𝑡)𝐶𝑎𝑚𝑐(𝑡, 0) − 𝐷𝜏 𝜕𝐶𝑐(0, 𝑡)𝐶𝑎𝑚𝑐(0, 𝑡)𝜕𝑇 = (1 − 𝑓𝑎) 𝑀𝑎𝜖𝑄𝐴 𝑒−𝑡/𝜖 (Equation 35) 
 
𝜕𝐶𝑐(?̅?, 𝑡)
𝜕𝑇
= 𝜕𝐶𝑎(?̅?, 𝑡)
𝜕𝑇
= 𝜕𝐶𝑐(?̅?, 𝑡)
𝜕𝑇
= 0  (Equation 36) 
 
Where 
 
𝜖 ≡
𝑉
𝑄𝐵
  (Equation 37) 
 
is the injection turnover time [T]. 
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Simulations 
One of the goals of this work is to shed light on the multitude of different interaction process-
es between radionuclides, colloids and the sediment matrix, especially on the consequences 
of kinetically controlled adsorption and desorption. In the previous project Kollorado-1 [53] 
only one field test with colloids and homologues performed within CFM was available. In the 
current project phase several field test performed under different flow conditions enabled us 
to better identify the role of the different processes.  
For the computer simulations, we use a 2D-transport code. The colloid-bound radionuclide 
transport is described using the code r3t, the latter based on flow simulations using the code 
d3f [213]. Visualization was realized on the basis of the software package GRAPE (GRAphics 
Programming Environment) developed by the Universities of Bonn and Freiburg [214]. Col-
loid transport and kinetically controlled interaction processes between contaminants and col-
loids have been implemented and tested [53]. 
One of the main characteristic of d3f is the possibility to calculate the groundwater flow in 
large model domains over long periods in time. Density-driven flow, resulting from different 
salt concentrations in the groundwater, is not taken into account in this study, but can be 
simulated with d3f. Two- or three-dimensional models of water saturated, porous, heteroge-
neous, anisotropic and incompressible media can be set up in form of transient or steady-
state flow models. The temperature can be defined as a temporally and spatially variable 
field, and heat transport can be considered. Transport calculations with r3t are based on 
steady-state or transient flow fields calculated by d3f. The most important feature of r3t is the 
possibility to simulate pollutant transport in very large model domains for long periods of 
time. Transport mechanisms, such as advection, dispersion, diffusion and reaction are re-
garded according to [215] and [216]. In addition to radioactive decay, relevant interaction 
processes, such as sorption, precipitation, and diffusion into immobile pore waters can be 
regarded [213]. All numerical algorithms applied in these codes are based on finite volume 
methods with robust solvers in form of multigrid algorithms. 
The presented model is used to simulate flow, transport and interaction processes. The 
modeling strategy comprised four steps: 
- Calibrate the hydraulic parameters using the breakthrough curves of the conservative 
tracers 
- Characterise the interactions between colloids and fracture filling material by fitting 
the colloid breakthrough curves 
- Identify and describe the interaction process between homologues and colloids by fit-
ting the homologue curves 
- Use the calibrated fit parameters to make predictions for the radioactive tracer test in 
the same dipole at different flow conditions. 
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The results are then compared to results from laboratory geochemical data, particularly equi-
librium sorption experiments in ternary systems as measured by KIT-INE [74] and the filtra-
tion theory. 
Model setup 
The shear zone of the CFM experiment consists of a network of open channels embedded 
into fracture infill material and enclosed by quasi-parallel granite walls. The modeling ap-
proach simplifies the complexity of the fracture network by treating the shear zone as a po-
rous medium with effective flow properties. The typical number of fractures in the shear zone 
and representative aperture widths are given in [205]. From these values, an average model 
shear zone thickness of about 5 mm is derived, which is necessary to reduce the model and 
boundary conditions to two dimensions. 
The flow in the shear zone is determined by the transmissivity field, which is mainly dominat-
ed by the external boundary conditions (inflow/outflow) of the dipole. The model size is cho-
sen to be large enough to reduce wall effects [217] (section  6.1). A scheme of the conceptual 
model, with boundary conditions for both flow and transport simulations employed for the 
tracer tests is shown in . 
 
Figure  3.18:  Geometry and hydrogeological/transport-related boundary conditions of the 
2D computer model. Green: Inflow; Red: Outflow; Blue: Sealed tunnel wall 
and symmetry axis; Black: Permeable virtual boundaries within the shear 
zone. Notation: c = concentration; p = pressure; v = fluid velocity; f = pollutant 
mass flux; n is used either as a subscript to denote the normal component or 
in fractions in which n symbolizes the normal derivative of the respective 
variable.  
For all interactions of the solutes with fracture filling material and colloids linear isotherms of 
Kd type are used. For the interactions of colloids with fracture filling material irreversible filtra-
tion processes (ksc = 0) as well as kinetically controlled reversible interactions are applied. An 
overview of the employed model and the calibrated hydraulic parameters is given in Fig-
ure  3.18. The conceptual and mathematical model for transport of colloids and pollutants as 
well as for the interaction processes is described in detail in [55].  
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Table  3.6:  Overview of the model assumptions and calibrated hydraulic parameters as 
applied by the three different modeler groups.  
Parameter Value 
Dimensionality 2D 
Model thickness [m] 5·10-3 
Dipole distance [m] 6.2  
Porosity [-] 0.115 
Dispersion length [m]  
- Longitudinal 
- Transversal 
 
0.3 
0.1 
Diffusion coefficient [m2 s-1] 2.0·10-11 
Permeability [m2] 5.5·10-11 
Rock density [kg m-3] 2670 
Temperature [K] 293.15 
Flow simulations 
The test runs CFM RUN 10-01 and CFM RUN 10-03 were performed as point dilution exper-
iments. For the model simulations, a certain very small inflow of fluid was defined due to nu-
merical reasons. The inflow velocity for CFM RUN 10-01 was set to 0.56 ml min-1, while it 
was set to 1.27 ml min-1 for CFM RUN 10-03.  
Generally, for all four test runs, the flow is directed from the injection location CFM 06.002 to 
the extraction location Pinkel. Lowest flow velocities are observed for the CFM RUN 10-03, 
where the outflow rate is 10 ml min-1 only, while the highest flow velocities are observed for 
CFM RUN 08-02, where an outflow rate of 165 ml min-1 was applied, cf.  
Table  3.5. The inflow rate is very low and ranges from 10 ml min-1 to 0.33 ml min-1, thus the 
variation of the inflow rate is of less importance than the outflow rate. The flow fields for the 
different dipole tests are shown in Figure  3.19. They confirm that the flow is dominated by the 
extraction at Pinkel. From all open model boundaries, the flow is directed into the model do-
main towards the extraction location. From the inflow location at CFM 06.002 the water flows 
radially and partially reverses the prevailing flow direction in the vicinity of the inflow. This 
effect is restricted to the direct vicinity of the injection location. Generally, it was assumed 
that the flow is determined by the dipole and the natural flow in the system is of negligible 
impact. 
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a) 08-02    
 
b) 10-01    
 
 
c) 10-03    
 
 
d) 12-02    
 
 
Figure  3.19:  Velocity vectors of the steady-state flow fields for the considered tracer test 
runs: a) CFM RUN 08-02 (outflow rate 165 ml min-1), b) CFM RUN 10-01, c) 
CFM RUN 10-03, and CFM RUN 12-02. 
 
Transport simulations 
In the first step, the non-sorbing solute tracer breakthrough curve of uranine was fitted for 
CFM RUN 08-02 and CFM RUN 10-01 by varying the dispersivity and porosity. The mass 
normalized breakthrough curves are shown in Figure  3.20. Based on these results, the hy-
draulic parameters of the shear-zone were determined  
Then flow and transport calculations were performed for CFM RUN 10-03 and CFM 
RUN 12-02 using the same hydraulic parameters but different inflow/outflow boundary condi-
tions and injection functions as given by the respective experiment. Simulated breakthrough 
curves of the non-sorbing solute tracers show a reasonably good agreement, i.e all investi-
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gated dipole tests covering a transport time between 8 and 200 minutes (with respect to the 
peak maximum), can be described with the same hydraulic parameters. It should be noted 
that tracer recoveries in the simulations amounted to 100 % and thus were scaled to the re-
coveries achieved in the field experiments for CFM RUN 10-01 (84 %), CFM RUN 10-03 
(90 %) and CFM RUN 12-02 (80 %, Table  3.5), to account for the mass losses during the 
experimental tests.  
 
Figure  3.20:  Conservative tracer breakthrough curves for the dipole experiments 
CFM RUN 08-02, CFM RUN 10-01, CFM RUN 10-03 and CFM RUN 12-02 
(continuous line), and simulated breakthrough curves (dashed line) applying 
the best-fit hydraulic parameters given in Table  3.6. 
For CFM RUN 10-03 a reliable breakthrough curve of the conservative tracer was not availa-
ble due to problems with the recovery of the uranine tracer. Only for illustration, the curve for 
the colloids is shown in Figure  3.20, which is also simulated with the same flow parameters, 
but with additional interaction rates for the colloids. The curve was scaled to the recovery of 
the uranine tracer of CFM RUN 10-02, which was performed under the same conditions in 
the same dipole. The model parameters for flow and transport of the conservative tracer are 
listed in Table  3.6. The porosity of 0.115 is in the lower range of porosities observed for the 
fracture filling material from the shear zone but still in agreement with values between 10 and 
40% given in [205].  
In the second step the migration of the colloids and their interaction with the fracture filling 
material as well as the migration of the homologues and their interactions with colloids and 
fracture filling material are simulated for the tests CFM RUN 10-01. The results are shown in 
Figure  3.21 and Figure  3.22. A slight shift of the experimental colloid breakthrough curve 
indicates a weak retardation of the colloids. A further characteristic is a weaker increase of 
the breakthrough curve compared to uranine. Both effects can be described by a kinetically 
controlled interaction of the colloids with the fracture filling material with a colloid attachment 
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rate kcs = 0.054 h-1 and a detachment rate ksc = 0.108 h-1. This ratio corresponds to a retarda-
tion factor of about 1.5 for the colloids. However, under the conditions considered here, the 
mutual reaction of colloids and fracture filling material is not in equilibrium. Further, a filtration 
rate of 0.01 h-1 was applied to account for an additional irreversible filtration. 
 
Figure  3.21:  Experimental and simulated breakthrough curves for CFM RUN 10-01 for the 
uranine tracer and the colloids, linear scale. 
 
Figure  3.22:  Experimental and simulated breakthrough curves for CFM RUN 10-01 for the 
uranine tracer and the colloids, logarithmic scale. 
In the third step the homologue transport is simulated. Batch sorption experiments suggest 
that the tri- and tetravalent cations are strongly sorbed onto the fracture filling material, i.e. 
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the non-colloid-bound fraction will not migrate through the dipole over the time period the 
experiment is conducted. Only the colloid-bound fraction is expected to travel at a similar 
velocity as the fluid. 
Therefore, the field experiment results are explained by the following processes as described 
in section  2.2. The homologues are equilibrated with the colloid-bearing solution in advance 
and are quantitatively bound to the colloids, when injected into the dipole. During the 
transport through the fracture, the homologues desorb from the colloids and subsequently 
adsorb to the fracture filling material. The velocity of these processes is determined by the 
detachment rate kmca of the homologues from the colloids, since the adsorption reaction of 
the homologues to the fracture filling material is assumed to be fast. With an increasing de-
sorption rate kmca, the peak maximum and the recovery of the homologue breakthrough 
curves decrease. From batch experiments it is indicated that distribution coefficients of triva-
lent and tetravalent elements on the fracture material are so high that the free cations are not 
expected to reach the outflow within the time frame of the field test.  
The experimental breakthrough curves show a difference between the trivalent and the tetra-
valent homologues. The peak maximum as well as the recovery is higher for tetravalent tho-
rium and hafnium than for trivalent europium and terbium. Consequently, higher desorption 
rates are expected for the trivalent homologues. For CFM RUN 10-01 in our model the 
breakthrough curves are quite well described with a detachment rate of kamc/mca = 0.03 h-1 for 
the tetravalent and kamc/mca = 0.075 h -1 for the trivalent homologues, see Figure  3.23 to Fig-
ure  3.26.  
 
Figure  3.23:  Simulated and experimental breakthrough curves for the tetravalent 
homologues Hafnium and Thorium for CFM RUN 10-01, linear scale. Best 
estimate parameters for kamc,mca/kaic,ica are shown.  
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Figure  3.24:  Simulated and experimental breakthrough curves for the tetravalent 
homologues Hafnium and Thorium for CFM RUN 10-01, logarithmic scale. 
Best estimate parameters for kamc,mca/kaic,ica are shown. 
 
 
Figure  3.25:  Simulated and experimental breakthrough curves for the trivalent homologues 
Terbium and Europium for CFM RUN 10-01, linear scale. Best estimate 
parameters for kamc,mca/kaic,ica are shown. 
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Figure  3.26:  Simulated and experimental breakthrough curves for the trivalent homologues 
Terbium and Europium for CFM RUN 10-01, linear scale. Best estimate 
parameters for kamc,mca/kaic,ica are shown.  
In addition to comparing the shape of the curves, the mass recoveries of experiment and 
simulation can be analyzed (Table  3.7). In general, the recoveries of colloids and homo-
logues in CFM RUN 10-01 are also quite well reproduced by the model calculations.  
In the same way the colloid and homologue transport for CFM RUN 10-03 is simulated 
(Figure  3.27 and Figure  3.28). Due to a lower extraction rate at Pinkel, the travel time is in-
creased compared to CFM RUN 10-01. One important question is whether the breakthrough 
curves and recoveries can be described with the same interaction rates. For the colloids the 
interaction parameters as applied for CFM RUN 10-01 give a reasonable result with respect 
to the peak of the breakthrough curve. However, the tailing at travel times of > 400 h is slight-
ly underestimated. Nevertheless, the recovery of 41 % as observed in the experiment is 
again well reproduced by the calculation with a value of 45.1 % (Table  3.7). Therefore, it 
seems reasonable to describe the interaction between colloids and fracture filling material 
with the same parameters in both dipole tests. 
For the homologues it was clear that significantly lower desorption rates have to be assumed 
in CFM RUN 10-03 than those for CFM RUN 10-01. The recoveries of the trivalent homo-
logues are similar for both tests. The recoveries of the tetravalent homologues were even 
slightly higher in CFM RUN 10-03 than in CFM RUN 10-01. This is unexpected, since a 
longer travel time should increase the amount of desorbed homologues and therewith lead to 
a reduced recovery. Therefore, for CFM RUN 10-03 lower desorption rates of 0.02 h-1 and 
0.0025 h-1 have been applied to describe the breakthrough curves of the tri- and tetravalent 
homologues, respectively. With these rates, the peaks of the curves are well reproduced but 
again the tailing and also the recoveries are to some extent underestimated.  
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Figure  3.27:  Simulated and experimental breakthrough curves for the colloids as well as 
for the trivalent and tetravalent homologues Europium, Terbium, Hafnium and 
Thorium for CFM RUN 10-03, linear scale. Best estimate parameters for 
kamc,mca/kaic,ica are shown. 
 
 
Figure  3.28:  Simulated and experimental breakthrough curves for the colloids as well as 
for the trivalent and tetravalent homologues Europium, Terbium, Hafnium and 
Thorium for CFM RUN 10-03, logarithmic scale. Best estimate parameters for 
kamc,mca/kaic,ica are shown. 
Blind predictive modeling 
In the fourth step blind predictive modeling was conducted for the radionuclide transport for 
CFM RUN 12-02. Besides an inert tracer (Amino G Acid), colloids and radionuclides accord-
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ing to [218] were injected into the dipole. In our model simulations, we predicted the break-
through of tri- and tetravalent radionuclides at the extraction location Pinkel. Different da-
tasets of interaction parameters were employed for these simulations.  
The interaction of colloids with the fracture filling material is described with the same parame-
ters as used in CFM RUN 10-01 and 10-03. Concerning the interaction of the radionuclides 
with the colloids three datasets are used for illustration purposes: 
• Dataset 1 (DS1), derived from CFM RUN 08-02 and CFM RUN 10-01:  
kamc,mca/kaic,ica (Homologues (III)) = 0.075 h-1 
kamc,mca/kaic,ica (Homologues (IV)) = 0.03 h-1 
• Dataset 2 (DS2), derived from CFM RUN 10-03:  
kamc,mca/kaic,ica (Homologues (III)) = 0.02 h-1 
kamc,mca/kaic,ica (Homologues (IV)) = 0.0025 h-1 
• Dataset 3 (DS3), :  
kamc,mca/kaic,ica (Homologues (III)) = 0.05 h-1 
kamc,mca/kaic,ica (Homologues (IV)) = 0.014 h-1 
Dataset 1 corresponds to the simulation of CFM RUN 10-01 and dataset 2 to the simulation 
of CFM RUN 10-03, where the rates are significantly reduced. The explanation for the effect 
of decreased desorption rates with transport time is not identified so far. However, since the 
transport time of CFM RUN 12-02 (outflow 25 ml/min) is higher than in CFM RUN 10-01 (out-
flow 48 ml/min) and lower than in CFM RUN 10-03 (outflow 10 ml/min) a third dataset, inter-
polating between DS1 and DS 3 is used and proposed.  
 
 
Figure  3.29:  Simulated and experimental breakthrough curves for the colloids and 
simulated breakthrough curves for the trivalent and tetravalent homologues 
for CFM RUN 12-02. Best estimate parameters of k3,4 are given. 
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The breakthrough curves for the tracer (both for the experiment and the model) and predict-
ed breakthrough curves for colloids and homologues using the three different datasets DS1 
to DS3 are shown in Figure  3.29. As discussed above, we have evidence for a decrease of 
the desorption rate with increasing travel time. As most probable prediction the dataset 3 is 
assumed, which are depicted as bold line of the breakthrough curves in Figure  3.29 and Fig-
ure  3.30. 
 
Figure  3.30:  Simulated and experimental breakthrough curves for the colloids and 
simulated breakthrough curves for the trivalent and tetravalent homo-logues 
for CFM RUN 12-02. Best estimate parameters of k3,4 are given. 
Further evaluation of run 12-02 
After finalization of the predictive modeling the breakthrough curves for colloids and radionu-
clides became available. In Figure  3.31 the experimental curves for the trivalent radionuclide 
Am-243 and the tetravalent radionuclide Pu-242 are shown together with the predictive simu-
lation results. The first observation is that the breakthrough curves are higher than the ones 
predicted with DS3. It is obvious that the curves calculated with dataset 2 much better fit the 
experimental data indicating a similar low desorption rate for radionuclides/homologues from 
the colloids as derived from CFM RUN 10-03. Therefore, the curves based on DS2 are 
shown as bold lines in Figure  3.31. 
The second observation is an earlier arrival of the radionuclides compared to the model pre-
diction. This might have different reasons. One reason (also indicated by the experimental 
breakthrough curve of the colloids, not shown) is that the reversible interaction of colloids 
with the fracture filling material is not that pronounced as in CFM RUN 10-01 and 
CFM RUN 10-03. A simulation assuming no reversible interaction of colloids with the fracture 
filling material is shown in Figure  3.32. The shape of the simulated breakthrough curve al-
ready fits the breakthrough curves for Am-243 and Pu-242 quite well. As discussed before 
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Figure  3.31:  Simulated and experimental breakthrough curves for the colloids as well as for 
the trivalent and tetravalent homologues for CFM RUN 12-02. Best estimate 
parameters from blind predictive modeling of k3,4 are given. 
the same hydraulic parameters have been applied to all four considered CFM RUNs. A slight 
modification of the flow field with slightly decreased porosity, which might even better fit the 
curve of the non-sorbing tracer, would match the breakthrough curves curves of model and 
radionuclides even better. However, a further detailed investigation of all runs using the exist-
ing results will be done within the follow-on project Kollorado-e. 
 
 
Figure  3.32:  Simulated and experimental breakthrough curves for the colloids as well as for 
the trivalent and tetravalent homologues for CFM RUN 12-02. Best estimate 
parameters of k3,4 are given. 
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Recoveries 
Table  3.7summarizes the experimental and simulated mass recoveries of the tracer, the col-
loids and the homologues for all considered test runs. The experimentally observed decrease 
in recoveries for the colloids with increasing travel time is well matched by the calculations. 
As discussed before only one dataset is used to describe filtration rates and reversible inter-
actions. In general, the recoveries for the homologues and radionuclides are also fairly well 
reproduced in all runs with exception of the tetravalent homologues in CFM RUN 10-03. 
However, the observations of an increased recovery of Th and Hf in the experiment with 
longer travel time, CFM RUN 10-03, compared to CFM RUN 10-01 is still surprising and 
need to be confirmed in further field tests, which are already planned. The experimental re-
coveries CFM RUN 12-02, particularly for Am-243, are best reproduced with DS2, which was 
already visible by the shape of the breakthrough curves as discussed above. 
Table  3.7:  Mass recoveries [%] for CFM RUNs 10-01, 10-03 and 12-02 and for the model 
simulations, light blue fields indicate the experiments, for which blind predictive 
modeling was performed. For details about the used datasets (DS) see text.  
 
08-01 / 02 10-01 10-03 12-02 
Exp. DS1 Exp. DS1 Exp. DS1 DS2 Exp. DS1 DS2 DS3 
Tracer 99 84 90 80 
Colloid 99 84 
64 
67 41 45 
66a 
54 53 34-37b 
47 33-38b 
Th  93 
70 
32 
28 
43 
2 28 Pu ~32 11 46 24 
Hf 78 30 46 
Tb 56 
54 
7 
10 
6 
0.1 5 Am ~16 2 18 5 
Eu n.a. 14 14 
a Recovery measured by LIBD, b recovery range derived from Al brakthrough, c recovery range derived from Ni 
brakthrough (bentonite colloids have been spiked with Ni, see section  2.2).  
The modeling results are based on several assumptions and the experimental results are 
covered by uncertainties. For example the recoveries of the colloids analyzed by LIBD signif-
icantly differ from the recoveries detected by Al and Ni signals. The desorption rates for the 
homologues / radionuclides derived from the breakthrough curves also depend on the as-
sumptions on the colloid – fracture filling material interactions. The uncertainties and their 
impact on modeling results will be tackled in the follow-on project. 
Comparison with results from laboratory experiments and filtration theory 
Sorption data for the homologues and particularly the desorption rates from the colloids have 
been determined by independent batch experiments for the ternary system homologue – 
colloid – fracture filling material [74]. In these experiments, the pollutants are equilibrated 
with colloids in solution for a few days before adding the fracture filling materials. After addi-
tion of the fracture filling material, part of the pollutants desorb from the colloids and sorb on 
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the fracture filling material. Assuming that the time dependence of the Kd-value is determined 
by the desorption rate, that the process is in equilibrium after 7500 h (the endpoint of the 
experiment) and neglecting an interaction of colloids with the fracture filling material Huber et 
al. derived detachment rates from the colloids of 0.0037 h-1 for the trivalent americium and 
0.0014 h-1 for the tetravalent elements plutonium and thorium [74]. A batch modeling attempt 
using the same sorption coefficients and attachment rates as applied for the field experiment 
for Am and Pu yielded similar detachment rates k3/k4 of 0.0035 h-1 and 0.0022 h-1 for Am and 
Pu, respectively. The resulting curves compared to the experimental data are shown in Fig-
ure  3.33.  
  
Figure  3.33:  Kd-values for experiment (dots, [74]) and simulation (line) as a function of time 
in the ternary batch system bentonite colloids, fracture infill and pollutant Am 
(left, model data: Kd1 = 2 m3/kg, Kd3 = 1600 m3/kg, k1= 1 h-1 and k3 = 0.0035 h-
1) and Pu (right, model data: Kd1 = 0.825 m3/kg, Kd3 = 1600 m3/kg, k1= 1 h-1 
and k3 = 0.0022 h-1). 
The results show that the desorption rates, which determine the homologue breakthrough 
curves and recoveries derived in our model simulations for CFM RUN 10-03, are in a similar 
range as those derived from independent batch experiments. For CFM RUN 10-01 per-
formed at a higher extraction rate and therewith lower residence time, higher desorption 
rates are observed. Such decrease in reaction rates is observed in other natural systems and 
was also found for the transport of lanthanides bound to humics, e.g. [55]. However, the rea-
son for this difference in desorption rates in the experiments discussed here is not yet clear. 
One explanation might be that the colloid concentration in CFM RUN 10-03 is significantly 
higher, whereas the concentration of homologues is the same. Therefore, a decreased de-
sorption rate of homologues at lower coverage of the bentonite colloids could explain this 
behavior. But, so far, there is no experimental evidence for this.  
The interaction of colloids with fracture filling material can be described in a simple way by 
the filtration theory. Using  (Equation 21, (Equation 22 and (Equation 23 filtration rates can 
be calculated. The data to be used are discussed in the following. The attachment factor α 
describes the colloid-matrix collision part which leads to binding. The attachment process of 
colloidal bentonite particles on granite infill material under Grimsel groundwater conditions 
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has been investigated in experiments by [49]. From these investigations an attachment factor 
of 2·10-4 was determined. All other parameters, which are adapted to the conditions of the 
CFM experiments, are listed in Table  3.8. The viscosity and fluid density are given for the low 
mineralized Grimsel groundwater. For the bentonite colloids, the rock density of bentonite is 
applied. A collector diameter of 10-4 m is selected as an average grain size of the fracture 
infill material. For the particle velocities in the range of 10-4 to 10-5 ms-1 filtration rates K2 = 
0.11 to 0.05 h-1 are calculated, which are higher than the irreversible rate of 0.01 h-1, derived 
from the CFM-RUNs. However, taking into account that we have assumed an additional re-
versible attachment process, with a rate of 0.054 h-1, the observed interaction rates fit into 
the range obtained by deep bed filtration theory. A further discussion also connected to the 
uncertainties of recovery data is needed and will be performed in a follow-on project. 
 
Table  3.8:  Parameters used for the deep bed filtration approach.  
Parameter unit Value 
dynamic viscosity µ Ns m-2 1·10-3 
fluid density ρ Kg m-3 1000 
colloid density ρP Kg m-3 2670 
collector diameter dC m 1·10-4 
gravitation constant g m s-2 9.81 
temperature T K 288.15 
Boltzmann constant kB J/K 1.38·10-23 
porosity Θ  0.15 
attachment factor α  2·10-4 
 
Conclusions and performance assessment aspects 
The successful performance of CFM RUNs 08-01, 10-01, 10-03 and 12-02 within the CFM 
project covers a wide range of transport times. The flow conditions are approximating the 
natural conditions in fractured rock systems. This and the fact that all test have been per-
formed within the same dipole enabled us to study the impact of kinetically controlled pro-
cesses like colloid filtration and homologue/radionuclide desorption, which was not possible 
under the conditions of the CRR experiment. Although the shear zone is considered as a 
porous medium with respect to flow and transport the simulation results are very promising. 
As discussed before the shape of the colloid breakthrough curves can fairly well be de-
scribed with one dataset for the filtration process for all four CFM RUNs. The first important 
statement for performance assessment is that filtration (on the time scale of the experiment) 
is of relevance under the conditions in this CFM dipole and the respective transport times. 
The calculated recoveries compared to the experimentally observed ones are shown in Fig-
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ure  3.34 as a function of transport time (note that as transport time the time of the peak max-
imum is used). The graph shows that the calculated recoveries quite well follow the experi-
mentally observed recoveries.  
 
 
Figure  3.34:  Colloid recoveries observed in the field experiment and derived from model 
calculations as function of transport time. The error bars indicate the recovery 
range of the colloids as determined by different analytical methods. 
Some of the field tests also indicate a low reversible interaction, which is however not ob-
served in CFM RUN 12-02. From the viewpoint of performance assessment the filtration pro-
cess is of high relevance, since an immobilization of the colloids has the potential to signifi-
cantly reduce the consequences of colloid facilitated radionuclide transport with respect to 
radiation exposures. In order to quantify the filtration processes it needs to be known, wheth-
er the process is irreversible on the considered time scale. Its impact also depends on the 
desorption rate of the radionuclides from the colloids. A low reversible interaction with retar-
dation factors in the order of 1.5 are judged to be of low relevance for PA, since it would only 
slightly retard the transport of colloid-bound radionuclides.   
The second process of high relevance is the desorption of the radionuclides from the col-
loids. The impact of the desorption process of course depends on the properties and behav-
ior of the colloids. Two limiting cases can be distinguished: (i) The colloids are irreversibly 
filtrated. In this case a slow desorption rate would be positive for long-term safety, since the 
radionuclides are bound to immobile colloids. (ii) The colloids are transported along the flow 
path without retardation: In this case a fast desorption rate would be positive for long-term 
safety, since the transport of the free radionuclides is much slower than the colloid-bound 
transport.  
From the CFM field experiments desorption rates can be derived. The results show that on 
the timescale of the experiments desorption clearly plays a role. The recoveries of the homo-
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logues/radionuclides, particularly the trivalent ones, are lower than those of the colloids. In 
Figure  3.35 the recoveries for the tetravalent and the trivalent homologues/radionuclides ob-
tained from field experiments and calculations for the four CFM RUNs are shown. Firstly, the 
recoveries for trivalent homologues/radionuclides are generally lower than for tetravalent, i.e. 
the desorption rates for the trivalent are higher than for the tetravalent. This is true for all 
transport times.  
 
 
 
Figure  3.35:  Recoveries for tetravalent (top) and trivalent homologues/radionuclides 
(bottom) observed in the field experiment and determined from model 
calculations with respective datasets. 
Further, the experimental data indicate a clear decrease of the recovery with increasing 
transport time at transport times < 30 h. The values derived for transport times > 30 y are in 
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the same order of magnitude, for trivalent as well as for tetravalent homo-
logues/radionuclides. Assuming a decreasing recovery of the colloids with transport time as 
indicated by Figure  3.34 this can only be explained by a decrease in the desorption rate. This 
is the most interesting observation with respect to performance assessment that the desorp-
tion rate for short transport times (< 30 h peak maximum) are significantly higher than for 
longer transport times (≥ 60 h peak maximum), which is considered in the simulations by the 
application of two datasets. 
As described in section  0 the low desorption rates are in the same range as those derived 
from batch reversibility experiments. However, application of the lowest desorption rates de-
rived from the field tests so far, still shows a low impact on a simplified test case performed in 
[53]. If no colloid filtration is assumed the lowest desorption rate of 0.001 h-1 (corresponding 
to 8.5 y-1) still shows a very similar curve as the one assuming equilibrium sorption, see Fig-
ure  3.36 (compare reference curve and curve with desorption rate 5.5 y). For more detailed 
information please see [53]. 
 
Figure  3.36:  Breakthrough curves of Pu-242 for the different test cases applying different 
desorption rates without colloid filtration described in [53]. 
Within the follow-on project a test case based on the Finnish safety case [219] will be inves-
tigated. This test case will address  
- more realistic assumptions for container failure concerning the number of containers 
and point in time, 
- inflow of colloidbound radionuclides, i.e. radionuclide diffusion vs. colloid formation 
and point in time, 
- the flow characteristics in the granite and 
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- the consideration of glacial cycles. 
The calculations will be performed with the transport code GEOTREND-FC, which is current-
ly being developed at GRS. A schematic view of the processes considered is shown in Fig-
ure  3.37. This model represents a double porosity approach for fractured media including the 
process of matrix diffusion. 
 
Figure  3.37:  Transport code GeoTREND-FC to be applied for PA calculations. 
Important questions for the next CFM phase are, whether the results observed at the dipole 
can be transfer to other dipoles. A new field test will be performed in June 2013. Predictive 
calculations based on the datasets received from these investigations are currently carried 
out. A deeper understanding is necessary to clarify the reason for the decrease in desorption 
rates with increasing transport time.  
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3.2  Natural micro-scale heterogeneity induced solute and nanoparticle retardation  
Abstract 
 
We studied tracer (tritiated water (HTO); Tritium replaces one of the stable hydrogen atoms 
in the H2O molecule) and nanoparticle (quantum dots (QD)) transport by means of column 
migration experiments and comparison to 3D CFD modeling. Concerning the modeling ap-
proach, a natural single fracture was scanned using micro computed tomography (µCT) serv-
ing as direct input for the model generation. The 3D simulation does not incorporate any 
chemical processes besides the molecular diffusion coefficient solely reflecting the impact of 
fracture heterogeneity on mass (solute and nanoparticles) transport. Complex fluid velocity 
distributions (flow channeling and flow path heterogeneity) evolve as direct function of frac-
ture geometry. Both experimental and simulated solute and colloidal breakthrough curves 
show heavy tailing (non-Fickian transport behavior), respectively. Regarding the type of 
quantum dots and geochemical conditions prevailing (Grimsel groundwater chemistry, QD 
and diorite surface charge, respectively and porosity of the Äspö diorite drill core) experi-
mental breakthrough of the quantum dots always arrives faster than the solute tracer in line 
with the modeling results. Besides retardation processes like sorption, filtration, straining or 
matrix diffusion, the results show that natural 3D fracture heterogeneity represents an im-
portant additional retardation mechanism for solutes and colloidal phases. This is clearly veri-
fied by the numerical simulations, where the 3D real natural fracture geometry and the result-
ing complex flow velocity distribution is the only possible process causing solute/nanoparticle 
retardation. Differences between the experimental results and the simulations are discussed 
with respect to uncertainties in the µCT measurements and experimental and simulation 
boundary conditions, respectively.  
 
Materials and Methods 
 
X-ray computed tomography. The drill core used in this study was obtained from the Äspö 
hard rock laboratory (HRL, Sweden) from the drill hole KOV 01 774.7-775.2. For a thorough 
mineralogical and chemical analysis of the Äspö diorite the reader is referenced to the litera-
ture [220]. Prior to characterization by µCT, the core was sealed on the outside by placing it 
in a custom made Plexiglas column and equipped with devices and tubing for the migration 
experiments (Figure  3.38). To gain information about fracture geometry, aperture and porosi-
ty distribution the drill core was scanned using a µCT [221]. This method serves as a non-
destructive tool to obtain information of internal structures and spatial characteristics of the 
specimen down to the micro-meter and even nano-meter scale. For further generic infor-
mation about technical details of the method, see Duliu et al. (1999). The µCT instrument 
used in this study is an own development of the Federal Institute for Material Research and 
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Testing (BAM) in Berlin. A unique 320 kV X-ray micro-focus source was used with a flat pan-
el 1024^2 with 400x400 µm². A scanning energy of 220 kV with 0.14 mA was used, with pre-
filtering of source 0.5 mm Cu and 0.75 mm Sn. In total 900 projections of 360° were meas-
ured in 3 vertical parts. The resulting voxel resolution after projection reconstruction is 80 µm 
per voxel. The complete dataset has a dimension of 681x681x1691. A beam-hardening cor-
rection was done by an own development based on hypersurface fittings of beam hardening 
body. After corrections, a simple threshold segmentation was possible.  
 
 
Figure  3.38:  a) Drill core as installed in the laboratory. In red, the fracture suture is 
marked. b) A schematically sketch of the set-up as installed in the laboratory 
for use in the migration experiments. 
Quantum dots characterization by Flow-Field-Flow Fractionation (AsFlFFF). Engineered na-
noparticles, namely quantum dots were applied to test their mobility in the drill core. This ma-
terial consists of a CdSe/ZnS core with PEG lipid surface coating coupled to comb hair type 
carboxyl terminal groups, which were delivered as stable suspension in de-ionized water 
(Evident Technologies). The Asymmetrical Flow-Field-Flow Fractionation (AsFlFFF) coupled 
to an ICP-Mass spectrometer is used to characterize these particles (Figure  3.39). This tech-
nique has been previously used to characterize clay and humic colloids [59, 68] and to study 
their interaction with actinides or lanthanides as their chemical homologues [41, 62, 95]. We, 
as well as other groups, have already used this technique successfully to the characteriza-
tion of quantum dots [68, 222, 223]. 
The general principle of the flow field−flow fractionation method can be found in [104] and 
[65]. The experimental equipment used in this study (HRFFF 10.000 A4F, Postnova analyt-
ics, Landsberg, Germany) was described in details previously by Bouby et al. (2008, 2011). 
The nanoparticle suspension is injected in a thin ribbon−like channel. The sample compo-
nents (colloids/nanoparticles) are eluted by a carrier solution (ultra−pure water adjusted to 
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pH = 9.3 by addition of 1 M NaOH ultra pure) having a laminar parabolic flow profile under 
the action of a secondary perpendicularly applied flow field (the cross−flow). This drives the 
components to the accumulation wall which is covered by an ultra−filtration membrane made 
of regenerated cellulose (5 kDa). This membrane retains the sample components that are 
larger than the membrane nominal molecular weight cut−off within the channel. The diffusion 
of the components back in the channel counterbalances the cross−flow. Smaller particles 
with higher diffusion rates reach faster flow streamlines and are eluted prior to the larger par-
ticles (in the so− called “normal” elution mode). After fractionation, the effluent is mixed with 6 
% HNO3 containing Rh as internal standard and is injected in the ICP−MS for quantitative 
analysis. The size calibration is achieved with carboxylated polystyrene reference particles 
(Magsphere, USA). Details on the procedure can be found in Bouby et al. (2008). This hy-
phenated system allows the determination of the colloidal size distribution and its elemental 
content. 
 
 
Figure  3.39:  a) ICP-MS fractograms obtained after injection of 100 µL of a QD solution 
diluted at 1 mg/L in the AsFlFFF eluent (ultrapure water + NaOH; pH 9.3). The 
system is calibrated prior to the QD size measurements by injection of a 
mixture of polystyrene sulfonate standard (PSS) salt and carboxylated 
polystyrene nanoparticles. (b) Size distribution analysis via ultrafiltration (UF) 
of the QD in comparison to 14C-labelled Gorleben humic acid (GoHy-573HA) 
[224]. 
In the present study the quantum dots suspension at 1 mg/L was injected (100 µL) into the 
AsFlFFF system. The AsFlFFF eluent is at pH 9.3 and consequently quite close to the pH of 
the Grimsel groundwater (pH ~9.7) used for the drill core migration experiments. At that pH, 
the PEG are supposed to be deprotonated and the overall charge of the QDs is negative 
[225].  
Core migration experiments. In the laboratory core migration experiments a set-up compara-
ble to [41] was used (Figure  3.38). The inflow from the tubing was directly connected to the 
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fracture inlet without the use of a flow disperser, e.g. porous filter plate. This configuration 
was necessary since migration experiments using strong sorbing radionuclides on the same 
drill core have been carried out in parallel. By means of a HPLC pump (Knauer Smartline 
1000) the desired flow rates were established. The flow rate was measured independently 
using a balance collecting the eluted fluid volume. The core was equilibrated by pumping  
Table  3.9:  Chemical composition of the original Grimsel groundwater (GGW) used in the 
migration experiments. 
 Grimsel GW  
  pH 9.67 Ionic strength  1.2 mM 
[Mg2+] 12.6 µg/L 
[Ca2+] 5.3 mg/L 
[Fe2+, 3+] < D.L. 
[Mn2+] < D.L. 
[Sr2+] 182 µg/L 
[Cs+] 0.79 µg/L 
[La3+] < D.L. 
[U] n.d. 
[Al3+] 42.9 µg/L 
[Na+] 14.7 mg/L 
[Cl-] 6.7 mg/L 
[Si] 5.6 mg/L 
[SO42-] 5.8 mg/L 
[F-] 6.3 mg/L 
[Br-] n.d. 
[NO32-] < D.L. 
[HCO3-] 3.0 mg/L 
with natural Grimsel groundwater over a period of several weeks prior to the experiments. A 
tracer cocktail was prepared using natural Grimsel groundwater (ionic strength 1.2 mM; pH 
9.67) as background electrolyte (Table  3.9). The total activity of HTO in the cocktail was 400 
kBq and a QD concentration of 12.5 mg/L has been adjusted. HTO and QD concentrations 
were measured online using a HTO monitor (Raytest, MIRA-/GINASTAR) and a Lumines-
cence spectrometer (AMINCO-Bowman Series 2), respectively. Errors in the online meas-
urements of HTO and QD are estimated to be approximately 5 – 10 %, respectively. Injection 
of the tracer cocktail was applied using an injection valve (Upchurch Scientific) with a volume 
of 100 µL. After tracer injection the valve was switched back to natural Grimsel groundwater 
until the end of the experiments. Two different volume fluxes have been used in the experi-
ments: 66.8 and 14.2 µL/min, respectively (see Table  3.10 for additional details). The ques-
tion of artificially induced dispersion due to the tubing in the experimental setup was ad-
dressed by a tracer experiment using the exact setup as in the migration studies but without 
the drill core. It was found that only a negligible tailing (dispersion) occurred in the break-
through curve. 
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CFD modeling  
Governing equations of flow and transport. The governing equations describing fluid flow 
through arbitrary geometries are the Navier-Stokes equations. For a steady state laminar 
flow of a single phase, incompressible Newtonian fluid with constant viscosity it can ex-
pressed in vector form ((Equation 38 and (Equation 39) as [226]: 
 
∇ ∙ 𝒗 = 0  (Equation 38) 
 
∇ ∙ (𝜌 𝒗 𝒗) = −∇𝑝 + ∇ ∙ (𝜏)  (Equation 39) 
 
where ρ is the fluid density (kg/m3), p is the static pressure (Pa), v = (vx, vy, vz) is the velocity 
vector (m/s) and τ is the stress tensor (Pa). The assumption of an incompressible fluid holds 
for most of the fluids in the subsurface environment [227]. Surface walls are treated as “no-
slip” boundary conditions constraining all velocity components to zero at the model walls. 
The inlet is defined as pressure inlet and pressure outlet boundary condition (prescribed 
gauge pressure = 0 Pa) is assigned at the outlet. In fluid mechanics, typically the Reynolds 
number (Re) is applied to characterize the type of flow. The Reynolds number provides a 
ratio of the inertia to the vicious forces or, in other words, the ratio of the velocity of convec-
tion to the diffusive velocity [228]. The Reynolds number for fluid flow in a fracture can be 
expressed as ((Equation 40) [229]: 
 
𝑅𝑒 = 𝑢 ∙ 𝑎𝑚
𝜂
  (Equation 40) 
 
where u is a characteristic velocity (here, the volume averaged velocity magnitude; Ta-
ble  3.10) (m/s), am is a characteristic length (here, the arithmetic average of fracture aperture) 
(m) and η is the kinematic viscosity (m2/s).  
Mass transport is modeled by the advection-diffusion equation ((Equation 41) [230]: 
 
𝜕
𝜕𝑡
(𝜌𝑌𝑖) + ∇ ∙ (𝜌𝒗𝑌𝑖) = −∇ ∙ 𝑱𝑖  (Equation 41) 
 
where Yi is the mass fraction of ith species (-), t is the time (s) and Ji is the diffusive flux of 
species i (1/m2∙s).  
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The influence of both hydrodynamic dispersion and diffusion on the transport behavior is 
generally expressed by the Peclet number (Pe) ((Equation 42) [231]: 
 
𝑃𝑒 =  𝑢 ∙ 𝑏
𝐷𝑚
  (Equation 42) 
 
where b is the mean aperture (m) and Dm is the molecular diffusion coefficient (m2/s). It de-
scribes the ratio between advection and molecular diffusion. For high Pe numbers (Pe > ~ 
50) advection dominates whereas low Peclet numbers (Pe < ~1) indicate dominance of mo-
lecular diffusion.  
Table  3.10:  Conditions and results from migration experiments and CFD simulations. 
 Run #1 Run #2 
Flux [µl/min] 66.8 14.2 
Re [-] 0.026 0.0058 
Pe HTO[-] 10 2 
Pe QD [-] 607 135 
max. velocity magnitude [m/s] 1.3×10-3 2.9×10-4 
volume averaged velocity magn. [m/s] 5.67×10-5 1.26×10-5 
Rp (Peak max. exp. HTO) [min] 51 129 
Rp (Peak max. exp. QD) [min] 48 128 
Rp (Peak max. model. HTO) [min] 50 161 
Rp (Peak max. model. QD) [min] 49 159 
Rf exp. [-] 0.94 0.99 
Rf model [-] 0.98 0.99 
 
  
 
 
 
 
Recovery QD 88% 68% 
Rp = peak elution time; Rf = retardation factor (Rf = Rp[QD]/ Rp[HTO]) 
3D model generation. The 3D model applied in this study is generated using the drill core 
µCT measurements data. The µCT scan resulted in 1691 stacked 2D slices transformed into 
a 3D model representation of the drill core. Care was taken to accurately capture the fracture 
geometry. The resulting pixel length was 80 µm horizontally and vertically, respectively. Main 
µCT artifact reduction is preprocessing/correction of beam hardening effects by hypersurface 
fitting. A separate publication for this method is in preparation. After this correction and ap-
plying noise reduction filters (3D median filter), a simple, but exactly threshold segmentation 
was possible, checked by eye and several numerical methods (e.g. moving threshold win-
dow). For these steps the software MATLAB© (Mathworks, USA) and Amira/Avizo© (Visuali-
zation Science Group, USA) have been applied. Subsequently, 3D triangulated surfaces of 
the fracture (in STL format) were produced out of the full resolution segmented µCT data by 
means of the software Mimics© (Materialise, Belgium). This 3D STL data was afterwards 
imported in the software ICEM CFD© (ANYSY, 2009) for further processing. First, re-
meshing of the surfaces has been conducted constrained to user defined surface element 
size and quality resulting in a 3D surface mesh with ~ 1.1 million elements. Additionally, this 
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meshing approach required the adjustment of the element size otherwise an accurate repre-
sentation of complex geometrical features of the fracture would not have been feasible. The 
resulting element sizes for the surface mesh ranged between 0.012 mm up to 0.39 mm. The 
surface elements have been smoothed to obtain the best possible distribution in the element 
aspect ratios which describes the length ratio of the triangles sides. Ideally, a perfect element 
possesses an aspect ratio of 1 when all 3 sides are equal in length. The final surface mesh 
contains over 85 % of elements having an aspect ratio > 0.8. Furthermore, the skewness of 
the elements has been inspected giving the ratio between the area of the element and the 
area of an ideal (equilateral) element (max = 1). The final mesh resulted in a mean skewness 
of 0.97. As a measure for the quality of the deviation of the mesh from the actual geometry 
the parameter “surface dev” was determined. The overall majority of surface deviation (> 
95%) is in the range between 0 mm and 0.004 mm. These quality criterions were applied to 
guarantee a suitable and accurate surface grid upon the generation of a high quality volume 
mesh is feasible. Regarding the volume mesh generation, four boundary layers on every 
fracture surface using prismatic elements have been generated to better resolve near-wall 
flow and transport dynamics. With this type of mesh elements it was furthermore assured 
that even in areas where the aperture is very small sufficient elements are present to resolve 
the flow and mass transport dynamics. The remaining fracture interior was filled with tetrahe-
dral elements. The final mesh of the fracture consists of ~ 10.5 million elements (3156334 
nodes) in total with ~5.3 million tetrahedral elements and ~4.02 million prismatic elements. 
CFD solver setup. Flow and mass transport simulations were modeled using the finite vol-
ume CFD software FLUENT© [230]. The flow was calculated using the steady state, double 
precision, implicit, pressure based solver. The SIMPLE (Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure-
Linked Equations; [232]) algorithm was chosen as the solution method for Pressure-Velocity 
coupling. Pressure and momentum were solved applying a 2nd order and 3rd order MUSCL 
scheme, respectively. A convergence criterion of 10-6 was used for the continuity equation as 
absolute solution residual. Mass was introduced as a classical step input boundary condition. 
Initial concentration is defined as zero in the whole computational domain ((Equation 43): 
 
𝐶 = 0[−∞ ≤ 𝑥 ≤ +∞; 0 ≤ 𝑦 ≤ +∞; 0 ≤ 𝑧 ≤  +∞; 𝑡 = 0]  (Equation 43) 
 
     At the inlet ((Equation 44):  
 
𝐶 = 1 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑡 > 0  (Equation 44) 
 
A molecular diffusion coefficient for HTO of 2.5e-9 m2/s was applied [233]. The molecular 
diffusion coefficient of 4.2e-11 m2/s for the QD was calculated based on their hydrodynamic 
diameter (12 nm) using the Stokes-Einstein equation [234] ((Equation 45): 
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𝐷𝑚 =  𝑘 ∙ 𝑇3 ∙ 𝜋 ∙ 𝜂 ∙ 𝑑𝑝  (Equation 45) 
 
where k is the Boltzmann´s constant (J/K), dp is the particle diameter (m) and T is the abso-
lute temperature (K). By derivation of the BTCs calculated with step input functions residence 
time distributions are obtained. Calculations were carried out on the Karlsruhe Institute of 
Technology (KIT) high performance cluster HP XC3000.  
 
Results & Discussion 
 
Core analysis by x-ray computed tomography. The spatial dimensions of the core are 0.1352 
m in length and 0.05048 m in diameter. With the µCT setup a voxel resolution of 80 µm was 
achieved. By utilization of the complete µCT dataset a total porosity of 0.68 % and an aper-
ture distribution of the fracture could be derived. As expected for a natural fracture, it pos-
sesses a complex 3D spatial geometry and fracture surface morphology (Figure  3.40). Zones 
where two fracture planes intersect each other (asperities) are visible heterogeneously dis-
tributed throughout the fracture. Especially in the upper third of the fracture a big asperity is 
visible in an area where the fracture is folded ~ 90° perpendicular to the z direction Fig-
ure  3.40a). One side of the core shows a relatively sharp border, while the other side has a 
very irregular boundary. The fracture exhibits a wedge-shaped geometry resulting in higher 
apertures at the more open regular left boundary and smaller apertures in the vicinity of the 
irregular boundary on the right side of the fracture. A possible presence of porous media (po-
rous fracture filling material and microcracks lower than 80 µm) at the right fracture boundary 
is impossible to resolve on the basis of these µCT data, but cannot be excluded. This cir-
cumstance would directly impact the total volume of the fracture and thus the flow and mass 
transport dynamics. Additionally, the fracture walls could possess a porosity facilitating solute 
matrix diffusion. Since no unambiguous decision can be drawn, it was decided to treat the 
complete fracture as void space without the presence of porous media and the fracture walls 
were considered as impermeable for both flow and mass transport. The determination of the 
fracture aperture distribution was done by means of the software 3matic© (Materialise, Bel-
gium) applying the final 3D surface mesh. First, the software automatically calculates a plane 
parallel the two fracture surfaces (midplane). This midplane is located in the middle of the 
two fracture surfaces, that is, this plane has the same distance to each fracture surface. 
Subsequently, the software is then able to measure the distance between the midplane and 
the surrounding fracture surfaces giving the fracture aperture. An overview of the aperture 
distribution is depicted in Figure  3.40. A mean aperture of 0.45 mm and a maximum aperture 
of 1.5308 mm can be derived. Approximately 56 % of the aperture values are in the range 
between 0.42 mm and 0.56 mm, 14% are in the range between 0.56 mm and the maximum 
aperture of 1.5308 mm and 28 % are distributed in the range between 0.42 mm to 0 mm 
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(Figure  3.41). One has to keep in mind, that all apertures smaller than the µCT resolution of 
80 µm are treated as zero aperture, though smaller apertures than 80 µm may prevail in the 
fracture.  
 
 
Figure  3.40:  a) Rendered view of the fracture on basis of the µCT data set showing the 
complex fracture geometry and morphology together with the spatial 
dimensions. b) Colored fracture aperture distribution in conjunction with an 
aperture histogram and several statistical parameters of the fracture. 
 
AsFlFFF-ICP-MS results. The AsFlFFF-ICP-MS fractograms obtained for the different com-
ponents constituting the core/shell of the quantum dots, namely Zn, Se, Cd are used to de-
termine the QD’s hydrodynamic diameter. These fractograms superimpose as expected very 
well (Figure  3.39a). According to the calibration with polystyrene sulfonate standard (PSS) 
salt and carboxylated polystyrene nanoparticles, the hydrodynamic diameter of the QDs is 
11.4 ± 0.5 nm with a FWHM (Full width at half maximum) of 12 nm. This is deduced from the 
peak maxima position of the Cd, Se and Zn- ICP-MS fractograms which are, as said, the 
fingerprints of the QDs .The hydrodynamic diameter value obtained from AsFlFFF measure-
ments is the one considered hereafter. 
Flow modeling. Figure  3.41a shows a volume rendering plot of the simulated normalized ve-
locity magnitude for the fracture. Generally speaking, the simulated 3D flow field reflects the 
spatial complexity of the fracture geometry. The resulting flow field is a combination of four 
spatial fracture characteristics: (a) the wedge-shaped nature of the fracture, (b) the aperture 
variability, (c) the asperities and (d) the irregular right fracture boundary. One characteristic 
feature of fracture flow is channeling due to either aperture variability [235] or the influence of 
the asperities [236, 237] which is obvious, e.g. in the upper third model domain where the 
fracture is closed to a high extent. Here, flow velocities strongly increase to its maximum val-
ue as a result of the narrowing of the flow cross sectional area. High flow velocities (red col-
ors in Figure  3.41) always occur in the vicinity of asperities indicating their paramount impact 
on the flow field. Moreover, the high velocity zone in the upper third of the fracture also de-
velops as a consequence of a narrow section of the fracture planes leading to increased flow 
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velocities. The very irregular right fracture boundary is characterized by low velocities (blue 
colors in Figure  3.41) in contrast to the middle and left part of the fracture where the aper-
tures are larger and thus higher flow velocities can be observed (green and yellow colors in 
Figure  3.41). To enhance the visualization of the flow dynamics, snapshots of virtual particle 
traces are presented in Figure  3.41b for three different travel times. These virtual particles 
are purely transported by advection following the streamlines and do not exhibit any molecu-
lar diffusion. Uniformly introduced at the inlet surface the particles spread out heterogene-
ously due to flow velocity variability and are constraint by the flow path heterogeneity on their 
way through the fracture. Particles starting near the right irregular boundary where low flow 
velocities prevail are delayed compared to particles traveling in the middle and left part of the 
fracture. These low speed particles creep along the right fracture boundary and reach the 
outlet at much later times than the overall particle ensemble. Flow velocity distributions are 
shown in Figure  3.41c as a log-log histogram for both Re numbers applied. Additionally in-
serted in Figure  3.41c, the velocity distribution for a 3D parallel plate model (3DPPM) using 
the mean fracture aperture is shown. While the 3DPPM exhibits a homogeneously distribu-
tion due to geometry uniformity, the distribution of the real fracture directly reflects the com-
plex fracture geometry. The normalized frequency maximum represents the highest flow ve-
locities in case of the 3DPPM. This is in distinct contrast to the histogram of the real 3D frac-
ture where most of the flow velocities are low flow velocities and only a very small fraction 
represents high flow velocities. By comparison of both Re numbers applied for the real frac-
ture (Figure  3.41c), it is obvious that only very little variations occur except for the highest 
flow velocities which shows some deviations. That is, the flow field linearly correlates to the 
applied pressure gradient (Darcy-type).  
 
Core migration experiments 
Figure  3.42 depicts the experimental breakthrough curves for both runs in conjunction with 
the 3D mass transport simulations results. Table  3.10 lists further details about experimental 
and model parameters and results. For simplification, in the following Run#1 represents the 
high flux experiment (Re = 0.026) and Run#2 denotes the low flux experiments (Re = 
0.0058), respectively. 
Run#1. In general, both the experimental HTO and QD BTC show a pronounced tailing 
(Figure  3.42a,b). The shapes of both BTCs differ from each other such that QD show a ∆t 
between first arrival and peak maximum of 470 s compared to a ∆t of 600 s for HTO indicat-
ing a sharper leading edge for the QD. The tailing of the HTO BTC can be approximated fair-
ly well by fitting to a power law of t-3/2. This type of power law is often referred to as matrix 
diffusion and has been observed both in field and laboratory studies [238]. Considering the 
Pe numbers prevailing (Table  3.10), the occurrence of matrix diffusion seems reasonably to 
some extent. In contrast to the HTO BTC, the QD residence time distribution is much more 
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Figure  3.41:  a) Normalized volume rendering plot of the flow field as calculated on basis of 
the µCT data. b) Particle traces snapshots showing the heterogeneous 
particle spreading due to flow velocity variability. c) Normalized histogram of 
the flow velocities for both Re numbers. Number of bins are 1000. Frequency 
is normalized to total number of frequencies; velocity magnitude is normalized 
by the maximum velocity magnitude. 
broadened but also characterized by a pronounced tailing. As expected for colloidal 
transport, the QD peak maximum arrives faster than the HTO peak maximum yielding retar-
dation factors < 1 which is a frequent observation in both field and laboratory experiments 
[23, 41, 239-242].  
As a measure of the retardation we introduce the retardation factor Rf which is defined as 
((Equation 46): 
 
𝑅𝑓 =  𝑅𝑝[𝑄𝐷]𝑅𝑝[𝐻𝑇𝑂]  (Equation 46) 
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where Rp[QD] is the peak elution time of the Quantum Dots and Rp[HTO] is the peak elution 
time of HTO. 
 
Figure  3.42:  Experimentally derived BTCs (open stars) in comparison to simulated BTCs 
(black lines). a) HTO BTCs for Run#1 b) QD BTCs for Run#1 c) HTO BTCs 
for Run#2 and d) QD BTCS for Run#2. Red lines in a) and b) represents the 
empirical power law for matrix diffusion (t-3/2), respectively. 
The calculated experimental retardation factor (Rf) for the QD peak is 0.94 based on the po-
sitions of the peak maximum time of HTO and QD (Table  3.10). This finding can be ex-
plained by the different chemical properties and physical transport behavior of the colloids 
compared to solutes. In addition to a lower molecular diffusion coefficient for colloids, it was 
shown that finite sized nanoparticles are preferentially transported in the higher flow veloci-
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ties portions of a parabolic velocity profile and do not map the low flow velocity areas [243]. 
Depending on the nature of the nanoparticles, their surface properties (e.g. hydrophilic or 
hydrophobic, negative or positive surface charge) may differ significantly from the chemical 
characteristics of solutes, altering their migration behavior. Under the geochemical conditions 
prevailing in the experiments both the QD and the mineral surfaces of the diorite drill core are 
characterized by negatively charged surfaces [244, 245]. [225] applied CdTe/CdS QD with 
PEG surface coating in column studies at pH 7.8 and determined a zeta-potential of the QD 
of -30 to -45 mV depending on the ionic strength. Regarding the surface charge of the diorite, 
we conducted streaming potential measurements on the Äspö diorite yielding zeta-potentials 
of ~ -55 mV at a pH of ~9.7. This assumption is further corroborated by [246] stating that in 
most natural aquatic environments negatively charged mineral surfaces predominate. There-
fore, processes like anion exclusion due to repulsive electrostatic interactions should domi-
nate and physiochemical filtration/adsorption appears unlikely under the chemical conditions 
of the Grimsel groundwater (high pH of ~9.6 and low ionic strength), respectively. A possible 
straining of the QDs cannot neglected completely and may contribute to the lower recoveries 
observed compared to HTO recoveries. The QD BTC tailing cannot be described by the em-
pirical matrix diffusion power law. This observation can be expected since the diffusion coef-
ficient of the QD is almost two orders of magnitude lower than it is the case for HTO which is 
further reflected in the Pe number of 607 for the QD and only 10 for HTO, respectively. This 
indicates that the QD are more strongly influenced by advection whereas HTO exhibits a 
much higher impact of molecular diffusion facilitating matrix diffusion. Matrix diffusion coeffi-
cients for colloids range between 7e-18 m2/s for 2 nm to 1.5e-18 m2/s for 100 nm colloids, re-
spectively [44]. Based on the assumption of a diffusion perpendicular to the main flow direc-
tion, the diffusion length x can be estimated with the following equation ((Equation 47): 
 
𝑥 =  √2𝐷𝜏  (Equation 47) 
 
where D is the molecular diffusion coefficient [m2/s], τ is the tracer/colloid residence time [s]. 
Using the experimental residence times of 3412 s for e.g. the HTO experiments of Run #1 
and 10186 s e.g. for the QD experiments of Run #2 and matrix diffusion coefficients of 2.5e-10 
m2/s (HTO) and 7e-18 m2/s (QD) a diffusion length of ~ 1e-3 m and ~ 3.8e-7 m can be derived. 
Therefore, considering the mean fracture aperture of 0.45 mm a matrix diffusion process in 
case of the QD can be neglected, whereas HTO may be influenced by matrix diffusion under 
these conditions. Moreover, the QD are likely to be effectively hindered to diffuse into a pos-
sible porous fracture wall matrix due to other processes like e.g. size exclusion effects [247]. 
Run#2. The HTO BTC is again characterized by a sharper increase in concentration and 
peak maximum compared to the QD BTC. The QD BTC shows a Δt between first arrival and 
peak maximum of 1740 s compared to a Δt of 1370 s for HTO indicating this time a sharper 
leading edge for the HTO compared to the QD BTC. The tailing of the HTO can be approxi-
mated by the empirical matrix diffusion power law in line with the BTC from Run#1. The Pe 
number for HTO in Run#2 is 2 indicating an even stronger impact of molecular diffusion on 
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the transport behavior. Consequently, the prevailing flow and transport conditions even more 
facilitate a diffusion of the HTO into a possible core matrix. Recoveries of HTO are within 
analytical uncertainty quantitative both for Run#1 and Run#2 and decrease for the QD with 
decreasing flow velocities from 88% in Run#1 to 68% in Run#2, respectively. This leads to 
the conclusion of a more pronounced interaction of the QD with the fracture surfaces with 
decreasing flow velocity in terms of straining processes and/or, though to a much lesser ex-
tent as stated above, to some extent of filtration/adsorption due to possible charge heteroge-
neities of the mineral surfaces explaining the observed difference in the rising edge of the 
BTCs. Similar to Run#1, the QD BTC shows an earlier first arrival time than the HTO peak, 
but the position of the peak maximum between the QD and HTO BTCs are almost identical 
(Rf QD = 0.99) showing that the mean residence times approach each other with decreasing 
flow velocity.  
Transport modeling (Run#1 & Run#2). Based on the classical filtration theory [248-250] and 
taking into account the QD hydrodynamic diameter of 12 nm the single collector efficiency is 
solely controlled by diffusion. Therefore, in this study we simplified the colloidal transport 
modeling by variation of the diffusion coefficient. The general applicability of this approach to 
colloid transport is therefore only valid for similar colloid sizes and colloid charge.  
Regarding the first arrival of the modeled BTCs, the QD BTCs for both flow velocities show 
an earlier arrival times compared to the HTO BTCs in line with the experimental findings. 
Furthermore, the position of the QD peak maximum is also shifted to earlier times compared 
to the HTO BTC. Again, this observation fits to the experimental findings. The overall mod-
eled BTC positions are shifted to later times for the lower flow velocity (Run#2) compared to 
the experimental BTCs, whereas for Run#1 the positions are comparable covering a range 
of~ 0.6 – 3.1 % and 3.1 – 7.8 % for HTO and QD, respectively depending on the analysis of 
goodness of fit shown below.  
Though, the Rf value of 0.98 for the simulated QD peak is slightly higher than the experi-
mental QD Rf (0.94) in Run#1, whereas the QD Rf value of 0.99 is equal to the experimental 
QD Rf value (0.99). Concerning HTO, the modeled BTC (Run#1) describes the peak maxi-
mum position quite good though over-predicts the maximum normalized concentration. The 
modeled HTO BTC of Run#2 can reproduce the experimental maximum concentration very 
well and also the overall peak shape of the BTC fits satisfactorily to the experimental BTC 
though shifted to much later times.  
In contrast, the simulated QD BTC of Run#1 describes the normalized concentration of the 
experimental BTC very good, but is shifted to later times as mentioned above. The modeled 
QD BTC of Run#2 shows in addition to the time shift also a higher peak maximum and the 
agreement to the experimental BTC in terms of predicted maximum concentrations and 
overall peak shape is rather poor. Here, the model exhibits a much sharper peak shape than 
the experimental QD BTC. The deviation in Run#2 can be explained with the observed de-
crease in QD recovery (Table  3.10), which would dampen the peak maximum and influence 
through retardation the shape of the BTC tailing. 
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As a measure of goodness of fit of the BTC, we used the different temporal moments both for 
the modeled and experimental BTC. It has to be clearly stated, that forward simulations were 
conducted in this study and therefore the term fit is somewhat misleading, since no fitting at 
all was tried by the simulations. The different temporal moments are given as ((Equation 48, 
(Equation 49 and (Equation 50) [251]:  
 
𝑚0 = � 𝑐∞
0
𝑑𝑡  (Equation 48) 
 
𝑚1 = � 𝑐 ∙ 𝑡𝑚0∞0 𝑑𝑡  (Equation 49) 
 
𝑚2 = � 𝑐 ∙ 𝑡2𝑚0∞0 − 〈𝑚1〉2𝑑𝑡  (Equation 50) 
 
in which mi is the ith temporal moment of the breakthrough curve, c is the concentration at the 
outlet and t is the time. The mean arrival time is given by the first temporal moment m1 divid-
ed by the zero-order moment m0. It is positioned at the center of mass of the BTC and in 
consequence this position is more shifted for pronounced tailings. Since the simulated BTC 
delivers longer tailings than the experimental BTC, it was decided to compare both the full 
simulated BTC (called “model full” in Table  3.11) and a truncated version of the simulated 
BTC to the last experimental data point obtained (called “model cut” in Table  3.11). Ta-
ble  3.11 lists the results of the three moments for all BTCs.  
Concerning Run#1, the first moment (m1) of HTO (“model full”) and the experimental HTO 
BTC are nearly perfect with a deviation of only 0.61 %, whereas the second moment (m2) of 
both BTCs are not in a good agreement with a deviation of 61.1 % due to the sensitivity of 
the second moment to the much longer tailing in the model(full) BTC. Thus, this deviation 
becomes significantly smaller (26.9 %) when the HTO (“model cut”) is compared to the ex-
perimental HTO BTC. But, in this case, the first moment (m1) deviates slightly more (3.1 %), 
but still is in fairly good agreement. Similar results are obtained for the QD BTCs of Run#1. A 
deviation of 7.8% for m1 is obtained when comparing the QD (“model full”) with the QD ex-
perimental BTC. The second moment (m2) is again quite high with a deviation of 70.1 % and 
again shows a much higher agreement between the BTCs when the QD (“model cut”) is 
compared to the experimental QD BTC (deviation of 17.1 %). Here, also the deviation of the 
first moment (m1) reduces to 3.8 %. Regarding Run#2, the second moment (m2) of the HTO 
(“model full”) compared to the experimental HTO BTC shows the smallest deviation of only 
6.2%. The shape of both BTCs is very similar except that the BTCs are shifted in time to 
each other. This shift is expressed in a deviation of 15.3 % of m1. This difference is slightly 
reduced to 13.9 % when comparing the HTO (“model cut”) with the experimental HTO BTC 
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but in this case the second moment deviates much more (30.6%) again due to differences in 
the tailing and the corresponding sensitivity of the parameter m2. A better congruency for  
Table  3.11: Results of the temporal moment’s calculations for the experimental and 
simulation breakthrough curves. 
  m0 m1 m2  m0 m1 m2 
 
 
 
Run#1 
 
HTO Model (full) 0.99 3433 1355398 HTO Model (cut) 0.98 3308 415235 
HTO Exp. 1.00 3412 527342 HTO Exp. 1.00 3412 527342 
Deviation (%) 0.1 0.61 61.1 Deviation (%) 2.1 3.1 26.9 
        
QD Model (full) 0.99 3356 884804 QD Model (cut) 0.96 3217 226018 
QD Exp. 1.00 3095 264539 QD Exp. 1.00 3095 264539 
 Deviation (%) 0.3 7.8 70.1 Deviation (%) 4.0 3.8 17.1 
         
 
 
 
Run#2 
 
HTO Model (full) 0.97 10928 6790202 HTO Model (cut) 0.95 10757 4874178 
HTO Exp. 0.94 9251 6367815 HTO Exp. 0.94 9251 6367815 
Deviation (%) 2.9 15.3 6.2 Deviation (%) 1.6 13.9 30.6 
        
QD Model (full) 0.98 10807 6564891 QD Model (cut) 0.97 10688 4927821 
QD Exp. 1.00 10186 9722107 QD Exp. 1.00 10186 9722107 
 Deviation (%) 1.9 5.7 48.1 Deviation (%) 2.9 4.7 97.3 
 
parameter m1 is obtained regarding the QD (“model full”) and QD (“model cut”) in comparison 
to the experimental QD BTC (5.7 % and 4.7 %, respectively). In contrast the parameter m2 
shows a deviation of 48.1 % and even 97.3 % for the QD (“model full”) and QD (“model cut”), 
respectively.  
Overall, as in the case for the experimental BTCs, the simulated residence time distributions 
show pronounced tailings. Since the model does not include matrix diffusion the tailing can-
not be fitted to a power law of t-3/2. Generally speaking, the observed heavy tailings in the 
simulated breakthrough curves can be clearly attributed solely to dispersion due to the frac-
ture geometry and confirms the proposal made by [252] that tailing of the colloids is mainly 
caused by the structure of the flow field and that for colloid/nanoparticle transport, matrix dif-
fusion is of minor importance [252]. 
Uncertainties in µCT analysis and boundary conditions. As stated above a voxel resolution of 
80 µm has been achieved in the µCT analysis. In consequence, spatial features (apertures 
and microcracks) smaller than this threshold resolution remain unresolved and therefore ex-
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cluded in the model. Moreover, the right fracture boundary may represent a porous media 
(porous fracture filling) type material but is treated as open space in the model resulting in a 
higher void volume compared to the drill core. If this would be the case, applying the same 
pressure gradient in both experiments and simulations would cause higher flow velocities in 
the experiment due to the smaller total volume resulting in a faster arrival of the experimental 
BTCs. For this, more systematic simulations with varying boundary conditions and changing 
spatial features (erosion and dilatation of fracture surface, means adding/subtracting volume) 
are necessary to understand the impact of available volume in the computing domain. Fur-
thermore, a possible matrix porosity in the vicinity of the fracture walls are not visible in the 
CT data and thus not taken into account in the modeling exercise. For testing this, a coupling 
of the transport simulations with a dual porosity approach would be useful. The experimental 
BTCs for HTO may indicate matrix diffusion since the tailings can be approximated with the 
empirical power law of t-3/2. Assuming matrix diffusion present in the experiments would lead 
to a broadening of the HTO BTC compared to the calculated HTO BTC due to the lack of 
fracture wall porosity in the model. This deviation between the model and the experiment 
could explain the smaller normalized maximum concentrations in the experimental data.  
Much effort has been spent to generate the best possible computational grid in terms of 
mesh resolution and computational resources and times, respectively. Mesh resolution stud-
ies using 1.5, 3, 5.5, 7.5, 9, 10.5 and 14 million elements revealed that the mesh resolution of 
10.5 Mio elements applied is sufficiently detailed to capture the flow and mass transport dy-
namics providing a so called grid independent solution. That is, the solution of arbitrarily cho-
sen parameters (e.g. flow velocity or pressure) at selected points of interest within the model 
did not further change (or only to a very marginal extent according to user defined criterions) 
for a refined mesh. Numerical diffusion/dispersion was minimized using appropriate small 
time steps (0.1 s) fulfilling the Courant and Neumann criterion, respectively.  
Concerning boundary conditions it cannot be excluded that conditions set in the flow and 
transport simulation do not match exactly the conditions prevailing in the experiments. The 
application of a pressure inlet boundary condition correctly takes into account the influence of 
inlet surface geometry on fluid flow resulting in a heterogeneous velocity distribution along 
the inlet surface. On the other hand, a perfect uniformly introduced tracer in the simulations 
may not represent the real experimental conditions prevailing. It is likely that the tracer is 
introduced more concentrated in terms of surface area in the experiments (point source 
type). This circumstance should result in a narrower BTC since the tracer would not map all 
the fracture volume. In contrast, the experimental BTCs are always broadened compared to 
the simulated BTCs. Here, the occurrence of matrix diffusion could be the responsible pro-
cess for HTO leading to the broadening of the experimental BTCs.  
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Conclusions 
 
Overall, our study clearly shows the mobility of the ENP’s (hydrophilic QDs) in a natural sin-
gle fracture under natural Grimsel groundwater conditions. Concerning the core migration 
experiments, a decrease in QD recovery is observed with lower flow velocity (1.5 m/d) indi-
cating possible fracture surface interaction effects (straining, adsorption/filtration). Simulated 
HTO and QD breakthrough curves exhibit heavy tailing reflecting unequivocally the influence 
of fracture heterogeneity on flow velocity distributions and on mass transport. Especially the 
3D numerical modeling unequivocally verifies the impact of real natural fracture geometry 
and the resulting complex flow field as an additionally retardation mechanism for so-
lutes/nanoparticles since no matrix diffusion, sorption, straining or filtration has been incorpo-
rated in the model. Nonetheless, in case of the QD migration experiments straining process-
es and, most likely to a much lesser extent, adsorption/filtration at the fracture surfaces due 
to surface charge heterogeneities may also contribute to the observed long tailing effects and 
the decreasing recovery for decreasing flow velocity. Strictly speaking, the experimental QD 
results presented are valid for the type of QD, diorite drill core and the Grimsel groundwater 
chemistry applied in this study. The results for HTO are more generally valid since processes 
like sorption, filtration or straining are irrelevant and also no dependency of HTO migration 
behavior is expected for varying groundwater chemistry. Thus, the differences observed in 
the experimental HTO BTCs should be solely attributed to hydrodynamics due to fracture 
geometry and matrix diffusion.  
Despite the higher computational and technical effort in creating a 3D model on basis of µCT 
data of a real natural single fracture, the results provide a step forward towards a more fun-
damental understanding of the processes governing fluid flow and mass transport in real sin-
gle fractures. Furthermore, this approach facilitates the interpretation and analysis of migra-
tion experiments which most often represent black box type experiments. 
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4 Conclusions and Outlook 
The results of this project contribute in different ways to the safety case for a radioactive 
waste repository. Firstly, it accounts for the assessment basis, since the knowledge and un-
derstanding of processes, particularly on colloid/nanoparticle generation and colloid/ nano-
particle stability has significantly increased. Secondly, the work in Kollorado-2 strongly con-
tributes to a further improvement of the in-situ experiments, which are important for up-
scaling as well as demonstration issues required in a safety case. Thirdly, the results from 
the experimental program are abstracted to performance assessment and transport codes 
are applied to simulate the colloid-facilitated transport under near natural hydraulic condi-
tions. The results of all three aspects are summarized in the following sections.  
4.1 Understanding of colloidal/nanoparticle processes 
A number of different aspects concerning the colloid/nanoparticle formation and fate have 
been tackled within the KOLLORADO-1 project and the investigation has now been contin-
ued within its follow-on project KOLLORADO-2.  
Radionuclide speciation and interaction with bentonite/montmorillonite. Experiments 
carried out with fracture filling materials from Äspö and Grimsel under Grimsel groundwater 
conditions (glacial melt water reference) demonstrate different interaction behavior of long-
lived radionuclides with colloids and mineral surfaces. Within Kollorado-2 batch experiments 
on RN sorption reversibility kinetics with Zn– and Ni-labeled montmorillonite colloids in the 
presence of granite fracture filling material and Grimsel groundwater have been conducted 
identical to previous experiments using natural FEBEX bentonite colloids ([74]). The new 
experiments generally confirmed the previous results and show comparable behavior of the 
synthetic montmorillonite colloids. The tri-and tetravalent radionuclides 232Th(VI), 242Pu(IV) 
and 243Am(III) are almost quantitatively associated with clay colloids and show sorption re-
versibility. The reversibility kinetics are slower in case of the synthetic Zn- and Ni-
montmorillonite colloids compared to the FEBEX colloids. The difference in surface area ratio 
(colloid/FFM) due to the higher specific surface area (~ a factor of 2) for the synthetic Zn-/Ni- 
clay colloids is hypothesized as explanation. As observed in earlier studies 99Tc(VII), 233U(VI) 
and 237Np(V) are not initially associated to the synthetic Zn- and Ni-montmorillonite colloids. 
However, regarding these RN, within the duration of the experiments a distinct drop in redox 
potential is observed. In consequence, the redox sensitive elements 99Tc(VII), 233U(VI) and 
237Np(V) are prone to reduction processes in this study. The similar behavior of 99Tc(VII) and 
237Np(V) indicates for both a reduction to the tetravalent state. For Tc this leads either to 
sorption to the fracture filling material or precipitation of a sparingly soluble Tc(IV) phase as-
sociated with the FFM surface, but not the clay colloids. However, for 237Np(IV) an interaction 
with the clay colloids or the formation of eigencolloids stable in solution has to be postulated 
based on the removability via ultracentrifugation. For U(VI) a slow decrease in concentration 
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over the whole experimental duration may be either due to a slow 233U(VI) sorption and/or 
reduction to 233U(IV). 
Colloid generation at the compacted bentonite fracture interface. A pH and ionic 
strength dependent extent of colloid generation from a compacted bentonite source was ob-
served very much driven by the respective CCC. For conditions below the CCC, colloid gen-
eration is confirmed, whereas in experiments with an ionic strength lying above the CCC, 
colloid generation within the observation period is negligible. The experiments substantiate 
the important influence of the CCC for the potential release of clay colloids from bentonite.  
Furthermore, mock-up tests to optimize the final design of the CFM long-term in situ study 
and show the general feasibility are performed. The results will be used to optimize the ana-
lytical long-term monitoring program for the field experiments. Both, mechanical erosion due 
to the swelling into the artificial 1 mm fracture as well as chemical erosion evidenced by 
chemical long-term changes in contact water composition (chloride, sulfate) have been ob-
served. The swelling pressure is sufficient to break the glass ampules filled with labeled syn-
thetic Ni-montmorillonite, Na fluorescein and the sorbed tri- and tetravalent elements. Eroded 
bentonite concentrations determined under the adjusted flow velocity for the CFM experiment 
of 1.8 - 2.3∙10-5 m/s reach 6 – 15 mg/L with a bimodal size distribution of < 45 nm colloids 
and colloids in the size range of 150-500 nm, respectively. Concerning the labeling with glass 
ampules the contact area and released proportion of total colloid mass has to be taken into 
account concerning the detection limits of the analytics. Radioisotopes and pre-concentration 
methods (exchange resins in collaboration with Helsinki University) are currently tested in the 
ongoing laboratory program for the CFM long-term in situ study. 
The implementation of this data in currently available erosion models is an ongoing field of 
research activity within CFM and the EU project CP BELBaR. 
Colloid – Mineral surface interactions. The results of the KOLLORADO-1 project showed 
that the interaction of colloids with mineral surfaces is mainly controlled by electrostatic inter-
actions. Strongest attractive forces are observed close to or below the individual point of zero 
charge (pHpzc) of the minerals. According to the results, colloid adsorption (adhesion forces) 
in alkaline regime (e.g., Grimsel groundwater conditions) is weak. Investigation using latex 
microspheres revealed only attractive forces for the mineral phase apatite, which occurs as 
accessory mineral in the Grimsel Granodiorite. Separate measurements show that Ca(II) 
concentrations as low as 10-4 M as present in Grimsel groundwater reduce colloid-mineral 
surface repulsive forces by a factor of about three and adhesion forces become detectable 
even at high pH. Therefore, the probability of colloid attachment to mineral surfaces increas-
es also in low mineralized groundwater at high pH. Experimental observations of weak col-
loid retention in such systems can be qualitatively also explained by such kinetically con-
trolled processes. A further microscopic investigation in Kollorado-2 project emphasized the 
importance of surface heterogeneity and its role to retain colloidal particles onto surfaces 
under unfavorable conditions (surfaces with same charge) using vertical scanning interfer-
ometry (VSI) and atomic force microscopy (AFM) techniques. The results presented suggest 
that a mixture of several mechanisms, such as local DLVO potential variation as well as local 
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fluid dynamics are involved in the complex behavior of colloid retention increase at the rough 
rock surface under unfavorable conditions. 
Colloid mobility. Based on the results of the laboratory migration studies Febex bentonite 
colloid mobility is relatively high and only small colloid fractions are found to be retained in 
the fracture under the Grimsel groundwater conditions. As mentioned above this finding is in 
qualitative agreement with colloid-mineral interaction studies. Compared to the colloid recov-
ery the initially colloid associated metal recovery is significantly lower and decreases with 
increasing residence time clearly indicating the relevance of kinetically controlled desorption 
processes under these conditions. This confirms earlier findings obtained by other authors 
[23, 41, 76] at considerably shorter migration times. Tetravalent actinide ions such as Th(IV) 
show slower dissociation rates as compared to those of the trivalent metal ions Eu(III) and 
Tb(III). The time dependent decrease of metal ion recovery observed in column experiments 
is again in qualitative agreement with the outcome of batch sorption tests. Both studies con-
firm the importance of considering radionuclide desorption kinetics for the assessment of 
colloid mediated radionuclide transport for nuclear waste disposal (see discussion below). 
Without this consideration, results of short-term laboratory experiments cannot be applied to 
make long-term predictions.  
4.2 Improvement and optimization of in-situ experiments 
During this project phase significant progress concerning the colloid migration under near 
natural hydraulic conditions at the Grimsel Test Site was achieved. The control of the hydrau-
lic system has allowed further decreasing the gradients and consequently increasing the 
travel times in the dipole experiments. The established flow velocity and gradient in the MI 
shear zone is more relevant to post-closure situation with 1% gradient and ~10-5 m/s flow 
velocity. Even under these conditions high recovery of ideal tracers are established.  
In order to reduce the analytical uncertainties in determining bentonite colloid concentration, 
particularly under the conditions of the in-situ experiments, synthetic Zn- and Ni-labeled 
montmorillonite colloids have been developed. As shown in reversibility experiments these 
colloids display a very similar behavior to the FEBEX bentonite colloids. The use of the Zn 
and Ni ICP-MS signal significantly reduces the uncertainties coupled with the determination 
of the colloids concentration in solution especially in presence of other natural colloids, thus 
providing confidence in the field as well as in the reversibility results obtained.  
The improved conditions particularly allowed to study in more detail filtration/sorption pro-
cesses of colloids on fracture fill material, and desorption processes of radionu-
clides/homologues from the colloids during transport in the shear zone. The experiments 
showed that radionuclide/homologue colloid associated transport over increasing residence 
time is detectable in the shearzone, which is a proof of concept for the planned long-term in 
situ test monitoring bentonite erosion.  
- Radionuclide/Homologue recovery is lower and in turn the sorption reversibility faster 
for trivalent actinides compared to tetravalent actinides. 
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- Overall, the bentonite colloid sorption reversibility kinetics are faster in the in-situ di-
pole experiments than observed in batch type studies. 
- Redox reactions are faster compared to lab batch-type studies, which is a clear result 
from the more reducing redox conditions established in-situ.  
These experiments on the demonstration of colloid mobility under defined hydraulic condi-
tions are of paramount importance to be used for spatial and temporal scaling of laboratory 
results to more natural conditions.  
With respect to the CFM project they are crucial to judge later on the potential bentonite ero-
sion and colloid formation in the long-term in situ test, which is planned to be started in 2014. 
The megapacker sealing system works well and is ready for this experiment. Concerning the 
colloid/radionuclide source of the long-term in-situ experiment mock-up tests have been per-
formed to optimize the final design of the CFM long-term in situ study and show the general 
feasibility (see above). 
4.3 Impact on long-term safety assessment 
Data and process understanding gathered within the present project allows a much better 
appraisal of the impact of colloid-facilitated radionuclide transport on the long-term safety 
assessment of a geological repository. In the presence of colloids/nanoparticles radionuclide 
transport might be increased or decreased, depending on the interaction between radionu-
clides, colloids and the sediment matrix. It is particularly important to know, firstly, the kinet-
ics of radionuclide interaction with colloids and notably the dissociation rates, i.e. to what 
extent do initially colloid-bound radionuclides desorb from the colloids during their migration 
through the geological formation and, secondly, how strong the interaction of colloids with the 
sediment matrix is and what is the time dependence of processes involved.  
Earlier approaches to the description of the colloid-mediated migration of pollutants and radi-
onuclides by coupled reactive transport codes assuming instantaneous establishment of 
chemical equilibrium usually failed to reproduce experimental data. As a consequence ‘irre-
versible’ sorption processes were often invoked to explain this discrepancy. The ‘irreversibil-
ity’ hypothesis, however, implies that otherwise strongly retarded polyvalent actinide ions can 
migrate via colloidal transport without any retention. Therefore, in our transport calculations 
most emphasis was placed on the investigation of kinetic effects supported by experimental 
data and their impact on the arrival time and recovery of radionuclides and colloids.  
Transport calculations have been performed with respect to tri- and tetravalent lantha-
nides/actinides, which show strong association to the bentonite (montmorillonite) colloids. 
Several dipole tests performed in one dipole covered a wide range of transport times. The 
flow conditions are approximating the natural conditions in fractured rock systems. This and 
the fact that all test have been performed within the same dipole enabled us to study the im-
pact of kinetically controlled processes like colloid filtration and homologue/radionuclide de-
sorption, which was not possible under the conditions of the CRR experiment. Although the 
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shear zone was considered as a porous medium with respect to flow and transport the simu-
lation results are very promising. 
The first important statement for performance assessment is that filtration (on the time scale 
of the experiment) is of relevance under the conditions in this CFM dipole and the respective 
transport times. The calculated recoveries quite well follow the experimentally observed re-
coveries. Some but not all of the field tests also indicate a low reversible interaction. From 
the viewpoint of performance assessment a filtration process is of high relevance, since an 
immobilization of the colloids has the potential to significantly reduce the consequences of 
colloid facilitated radionuclide transport with respect to radiation exposures. In order to quan-
tify the filtration processes it needs to be known, whether the process is irreversible on the 
considered time scale. Its impact also depends on the desorption rate of the radionuclides 
from the colloids. A low reversible interaction with retardation factors in the order of 1.5 are 
judged to be of low relevance for PA, since it would only slightly retard the transport of col-
loid-bound radionuclides.   
The second process of high relevance is the desorption of the radionuclides from the col-
loids. The impact of the desorption process of course depends on the properties and behav-
ior of the colloids. Two limiting cases can be distinguished: (i) The colloids are irreversibly 
filtrated. In this case a slow desorption rate would be positive for long-term safety, since the 
radionuclides are bound to immobile colloids. (ii) The colloids are transported along the flow 
path without retardation: In this case a fast desorption rate would be positive for long-term 
safety, since the transport of the free radionuclides is much slower than the colloid-bound 
transport.  
From the simulation of the CFM field experiments desorption rates can be derived. The re-
sults show that on the timescale of the experiments desorption clearly plays a role. Firstly, 
the recoveries for trivalent homologues/radionuclides are generally lower than for tetravalent, 
i.e. the desorption rates for the trivalent are higher than for the tetravalent. This is true for all 
transport times. Further, the experimental data indicate a clear decrease of the recovery with 
increasing transport time at transport times, which is another important observation with re-
spect to performance assessment and more discussed below. 
Within Kollorado-2 project further qualification of transport models was achieved. Predictive 
calculations for colloid-bound radionuclide transport in dipole experiments under near natural 
hydraulic conditions have been successfully performed. This became possible because of 
the improvements in the field studies and the establishment of stable flow conditions in the 
shear zone as described above. Further, 3D CFD simulations (on the basis of real 3D geom-
etry obtained by µCT) of the transport of tritiated water and nanoparticles – so called quan-
tum dots – in drill-core column experiments were performed. The experimental results show 
that natural 3D fracture heterogeneity represents an important additional retardation mecha-
nism for solutes and colloidal phases besides retardation processes like sorption, filtration, 
straining or matrix diffusion. This is clearly verified by the numerical simulations, where the 
3D real natural fracture geometry and the resulting complex flow velocity distribution is the 
only possible process causing solute/nanoparticle retardation. The results provide a step 
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forward towards a more fundamental understanding of the processes governing fluid flow 
and mass transport in real single fractures. 
Furthermore, a PA model considering colloid facilitated radionuclide transport with kinetically 
controlled processes for fractured (not porous) media to estimate consequences for long-
term safety assessment is now available. First applications regarding the Finnish safety case 
are just started. 
Such results will then be compared to the PA calculations performed in Kollorado-1 project. 
The conclusions from these calculations are still valid. They showed that colloid impact on 
actinide transport under given conditions (clay colloid concentration: 20 mg/L, Grimsel 
groundwater conditions with low ionic strength and high pH, migration through a stream tube 
with low dispersion) is very limited and can be described by an equilibrium approach. This 
conclusion holds for the assumption that colloids are stable and not filtered. Unretarded col-
loid-mediated transport only becomes relevant for very slow actinide desorption rates, which 
have hitherto not been observed in experiments. The only conceivable geochemical process 
leading to such low rates for actinide dissociation from colloids would be incorporation into 
colloid structures, e.g. in the course of secondary colloid phase formation processes as ob-
served in the mixing zone at the bentonite/groundwater interface. Concentrations of those 
neo-formed colloids, however, has been found to be very low.  
However, when applying the new code for fractured media now more realistic conditions will 
be assumed. These include (i) assumptions for container failure concerning the number of 
containers and point in time, (ii) the source term of colloid-bound radionuclides, i. e. a better 
estimate of radionuclide/colloid inflow based on the knowledge on colloid formation, (iii) the 
flow characteristics in the granite and (iv) the consideration of glacial cycles. 
The conclusions formulated here are derived for fractured, granitic rock. For repositories in 
such host rocks a bentonite buffer is currently the preferred component in the engineered 
barrier system (EBS) in many countries. The release of bentonite colloids/nanoparticles from 
the outer rim of a bentonite buffer (gel layer) into water conducting fractures is an important 
process notably for scenarios considering glacial melt water intrusion that has to be ad-
dressed in the safety case.  
With respect to other host rocks the following general conclusions can be drawn from the 
outcome of the present study. In several countries the EBS concept for repositories in clay or 
claystone is similar with regard to the buffer material, usually bentonite or other swelling 
clays, considered as preferred buffer around the waste containers. However, the characteris-
tics of different host-rock types severely influences colloid mobility. Usually, the pore sizes in 
claystone are very low (in the range of several nm), resulting in a mechanical filtration of col-
loids. Under these conditions the impact of clay colloids on radionuclide transport through the 
host rock is low. Colloid facilitated transport is only becoming relevant, if water conducting 
fractures or fissures appear in the claystone and stay open for considerable periods. Even 
then, clay colloids are only mobile if they remain stable in the groundwater. Clay formations 
in Northern Germany are characterized by rather saline porewaters. Based on the data set 
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generated within this project, criteria can be established related to clay colloid stability in 
specific groundwater types. Critical coagulation concentrations lie thus at ≤0.4 mol/L NaCl 
and 1 mmol/L CaCl2. As concentrations in saline porewaters exceed those values, bentonite 
colloids are not stable in such water. The effect of relatively high salinity on radionuclide-
colloid-rock interactions has been demonstrated for granitic groundwater from the Äspö site, 
The Swedish underground rock laboratory operated by SKB. Under those conditions clay 
colloids lead to an even stronger retention of actinides due to sorption to agglomerating col-
loids. For the scenario of low mineralized glacial melt water intrusion, where colloids are pre-
sumably stable, the results obtained for radionuclide – colloid interaction reactions obtained 
in our studies in the Grimsel system should be transferable to some extent. Interaction pa-
rameters have however to be adapted to the specific geochemical conditions of a given site.  
Bentonite is not the preferred material for buffer, backfill or sealing in a repository located in 
rock salt. Colloids may be generated from different sources such as e.g. secondary phase 
formation upon container or waste form corrosion. However, due to the very high ionic 
strength of the (in case of an unexpected repository evolution scenario) intruding saturated 
brines colloids are not expected to be stable. Of higher concern for a repository in rock salt 
are organic colloids in the overburden of the host rock. At Gorleben site humic colloids occur 
in quite high concentrations of up to 200 mg C/L [253-256]. These colloids might act as radi-
onuclide carrier in the far field of the repository [95, 257-260]. 
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6 Appendix 
6.1 Variations of the model scale 
For previously conducted model simulations for tracer test run 08-02 and the homologue test 
run 08-01 a smaller model geometry was employed, which is depicted in Figure  6.1. These 
simulations showed that transport paths are disconnected when the injection and extraction 
flow velocities become comparable (Figure  6.2), leading to spurious mass losses over virtual 
boundaries. Therefore, the height and the length of the model were doubled without chang-
ing any of the boundary conditions or the distance between the inflow and the outflow loca-
tion for the simulations discussed here. 
 
Figure  6.1:  Geometry and hydrogeological/transport-related boundary conditions of the 2D 
computer model. For details about the given boundary conditions (colors) see 
chapter  3.1.2. 
For the outflow rate of 50 ml min-1 and the larger model geometry, none of the transport 
pathways were disconnected from the outflow area as depicted in Figure  6.3. We ran addi-
tional comparative model simulations for the outflow rate of 50 ml min-1 as well as for 165 
ml min-1 and determined the recovered mass fractions at the outflow. All simulations based 
on the large model geometry resulted in higher recovered mass fractions than those based 
on the smaller model geometry as is clarified in Figure  6.4 and Table  6.1. Only for the outflow 
rate of 165 ml min-1 the total injected tracer mass fraction is recovered at the outflow, but 
nevertheless for the outflow rate of 50 ml min-1 the recovered mass fraction was increased 
from approx. 65 % for the small model geometry to 95.7 % for the large model geometry, i.e. 
a nearly quantitative recovery. 
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Figure  6.2:  Steady-state velocity direction field at outflow rates of 50ml min-1 for the small 
model (ca. 10 m by 3 m). For illustration purposes, the length of the arrows is 
not scaled with the magnitude of the velocity. 
 
Figure  6.3:  Steady-state velocity direction field at outflow rates of 50ml min-1 for the large 
model (ca. 20 m by 6 m). For illustration purposes, the length of the arrows is 
not scaled with the magnitude of the velocity. 
 
Figure  6.4:  Time-dependent recovery of the injected pollutant mass for an extraction rate of 
50 ml min-1. The solid lines represent the model simulations for the small model 
geometry, the dashed lines represent the model simulations for the large model 
geometry. The dotted black line indicates the totally injected amount of the 
tracer. 
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Table  6.1:  Recovered mass fractions for different simulation runs using different outflow 
rates and considering different processes, n.e. = not examined. 
  small model  large model  
[kg]  [%]  [kg]  [%]  
10 ml  Tracer  2.9∙10-6  21 5.08∙10-6 36.8  
Tracer + Colloids and 
Sorption  
1.9∙10-6 14 n.e. 
Tracer + Colloids and 
Sorption + Filtration  
7.6∙10-7 5.4 n.e. 
50 ml  Tracer 8.9∙10-6 65  1.32∙10-6 95.7  
Tracer + Colloids and 
Sorption  
7.2∙10-6 52  1.09∙10-6 79.0  
Tracer + Colloids and 
Sorption + Filtration  
4.7∙10-6 34  7.56∙10-6 54.8  
165 ml  Tracer  1.4∙10-5 99  1.38∙10-5 99.9  
Tracer + Colloids and 
Sorption 
1.3∙10-5 91 n.e. 
Tracer + Colloids and 
Sorption + Filtration  
1.0∙10-5 75 n.e. 
In contrast to this the enlargement of the model area almost had no impact on the recovered 
mass fractions in the simulation for 10 ml/min. Therefore, we expanded the model area to the 
size of 20.5 m by 20.5 m. Even this large model area does not prevent the transport path-
ways to be disconnected from the outflow location. Now, even at the left boundary the path-
ways are directed out of the model area (Figure  6.5). This implied that a complete recovery 
of the injected tracer mass at the outflow would only be achieved by a reduction of the inflow 
rate, if possible at all. 
With these variations of the model scale, it was demonstrated that the model size has a 
strong impact on the flow and transport simulations as can be seen in the recovered mass 
fractions for the small and the large model.  
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Figure  6.5:  Steady-state velocity direction field at outflow rates of 10ml/min for the large 
model (20 m by 20 m). For illustration purposes, the length of the arrows is not 
scaled with the magnitude of the velocity. 
 
6.2 Influence of the new observation boreholes and planned water extraction  
CFM field experiments at the Grimsel test site were so far conducted at a dipole without any 
additional water extraction at observation boreholes. With regard to the integrated in situ ex-
periment, which will be performed with a bentonite source emplaced in a shear zone interval, 
three additional boreholes were drilled in the direct vicinity of the injection borehole CFM 
06.002. All three boreholes have a diameter of 56 mm, a length of more than 7 m, and a dis-
tance of approx. 4 cm to the injection borehole. The targeted extraction rate amounts to 50 
µl/min for each observation borehole.  
The aim of this work is to determine the potential influence of a continuous water abstraction 
in the three observation boreholes on the flow field and the tracer breakthrough at Pinkel for 
the experimental setup of the tracer experiment 10-01, where the dipol is characterized by an 
outflow rate of about 50 ml/min at the Pinkel /REF ?/.  
6.2.1 Flow simulations 
Flow and transport calculations at the dipole CFM06.002 – Pinkel have been carried out us-
ing the codes d³f [207]for flow simulations and r³t [213]for transport simulations. A description 
of the experimental setup and the background of the groundwater flow and transport model 
presented here is given in [53] and [217]. For previous model calculations, we only regarded 
a reduced model area due to the symmetry of the system. For this work, we maintained the 
model geometry. The three new observation boreholes were drilled radially around the  
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Figure  6.6:  Borehole locations around the injection borehole CFM 06.002 [261]. 
 
 
Figure  6.7:  Geometry and hydrogeological/transport-related boundary conditions of the 2D 
computer model. Green: Inflow; Red: Outflow; Blue: Sealed tunnel wall and 
symmetry axis; Black: Permeable virtual boundaries within the shear zone. 
Notation: c = concentration; p = pressure; v = fluid velocity; f = pollutant mass 
flux; n is used either as a subscript to denote the normal component or in 
fractions in which n symbolizes the normal derivative of the respective variable. 
injection borehole as depicted in Figure  6.6. To fit them into the reduced model geometry, we 
subsumed them to one borehole and assumed an abstraction rate Q of 150 µl/min as the 
sum of the three single extraction rates. The location of the single borehole is set to 4 cm 
distance to the inflow location at the lower boundary of the model domain, which is the direct 
connecting line between the injection (CFM 06.002) and the extraction (Pinkel) location and 
at the same time serves as the symmetry axis. The extraction of water is implemented by the 
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definition of a velocity boundary condition according to the extraction rate. The model ge-
ometry and the employed boundary conditions are depicted in Figure  6.7.  
6.2.2 Results and discussion 
Assuming the accumulated extraction rate of the three observation boreholes the water ex-
traction has a minor influence on the tracer breakthrough in this model. The time of the max-
imum tracer concentration at Pinkel is shifted by 2,438 seconds from 117,187 seconds to 
119,625 seconds, while the maximum tracer concentration is reduced by 1.54·10-7 kg/m3 
(0.72 %) to 2.112366·10-5 kg/m3. The tracer recovery in both models amounts to 5 mg, which 
equals a recovery of 100 %. 
To test the influence of higher or lower water extraction rates on the flow field and the tracer 
breakthrough, the value of the extraction rate was varied between 30 µl/min and 1500 µl/min. 
Results for the time of the tracer breakthrough and the concentration at the outflow are given 
in Table  6.2. The higher the extraction rate, the more perceivable is the decrease of the max-
imum concentration of the breakthrough curve and the more distinct is the delay of the max-
imum tracer concentration. This is due to the diverted flow paths between the inflow and out-
flow locations. 
The breakthrough curves for the original model without the observation boreholes as well as 
for the model considering the extraction boreholes with both the realistic extraction rate and 
the increased extraction rate are given in Figure  6.8. The tracer recovery for the three model 
runs is depicted in Figure  6.9. It should be noted that all figures for the test run 10-01, where 
the model calculations achieved a tracer recovery of 100%, were scaled to 84 % to account 
for the mass losses during the experimental test. 
Table  6.2:  Time and concentration of the maximum of the breakthrough curves for different 
extraction rates in the observation boreholes (not scaled).  
 Time of maximum of the breakthrough curve [s] 
Concentration of maximum of the 
breakthrough curve [kg/m3] 
Model, no sink 117,187 2.127732·10-5 
Model, Q = 30 
µl/min 117,883 2.120977·10
-5 
Model, Q = 150 
µl/min 119,625 2.112366·10
-5 
Model, Q = 300 
µl/min 122,217 2.099886·10
-5 
Model, Q = 750 
µl/min 137,430 2.023980·10
-5 
Model, Q = 
1500 µl/min 170,254 1.833545·10
-5 
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Figure  6.8:  Tracer breakthrough curves for different model runs; (i) neglecting the three 
observation boreholes, (ii) regarding the realistic extraction rate of 150 µl/min, 
and (iii) variations regarding a decreased (30 µl/min) and increased extraction 
rates between 300 and 1500 µl/min. 
 
 
Figure  6.9:  Tracer recovery for different model runs; (i) neglecting the three observation 
boreholes, (ii) regarding the realistic extraction rate of 150 µl/min, and (iii) 
variations regarding a decreased (30 µl/min) and increased extraction rates 
between 300 and 1500 µl/min. 
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